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ABS TRACT 

A computer method for elastic as well as inelastic 

analysis of skeletal structures, taking into account the 

effect of temperature stresses, creep and deterioration 

of properties of materials caused by fire is presented, 

along with some details of the programming technique. 

Although, importance is attached to concrete structures 

mainly, analysis can be carried out for both concrete 

and steel frames, and for load or time-dependent 

temperature increments. A new idea in the form of a 

degree of curve is introduced in Chapter 2 in the 

calculation of fixed-end forces to deal with a wide 

range of member loads, and the same technique is 

employed again for temperature loads, thus requiring- 

only a few formulae for the purpose of programming. 

Approximate temperature distribution is obtained by 

I 

assuming a mathematical curve and minimising the error. 

Fire is simulated by the use of a standard furnace 

time-temperature curve, and model curves from available 

test results, representing variation of properties of 

materials with temperature are idealised to equations 

of series of straight lines. Failure of a section is 

assumed to be caused by an excessive bending moment 

forming a plastic hinge, and plasticity is represented 

by an ideally elastic-plastic moment-rotation relationship. 

Equal and opposite plastic moments are applied on either 

side of a hinge, and for compatibility, member stiffness 
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matrices and fixed-end forces are also modified. 

Formulae are developed for this purpose to include 

hinge formations in the middle of a member. 

A typical concrete building frame subjected to a 

standard fire in a confined room is analysed assuming 

idealised fire conditions, and the results, which 

include the time and temperature at which an appreciable 

damage is caused to the structure, are obtained considering 

different locations of the fire. Validity of the 

program is checked by comparing forces and displacements 

due to joint loads only with the I. B. M. program STRESS. 

Specimen computer results are shown in the Appendices, 

and it is concluded that in the absence of any other 

method, the present computer program is very useful 

in determining the fire resistance and fire-response 

of a structure. 
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N0TAT10N 

Some of the symbols given below may have been 

redefined elsewhere in which case references to the 

context must be made. 

H- Structural stiffness matrix. 

W- Load vector. 

D- Displacement vector. 

I- Second moment of inertia. 

A- Area of cross-section. 

L- Length of member. 

E- Young's modulus of elasticity. 

T- Translation matrix (also temperature). 

R- Rotation matrix. 

8- Angle of inclination from member x-axis to 

global X-axis. 

X009 h01" etc - Member stiffness submatrices in 

member co-ordinates. 

K00, K01, etc - Member stiffness submatrices in 

global co-ordinates. 

n- Degree of curve. 

cc - Co-efficient of linear expansion. 
6- Stress. 

M- Bending moment 

,F- Axial force. 

V- Temperature 

t- Time 

Thermal conductivity. 
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h2 - Diffusivity. 

S- Depth of penetration. 

q- Rate of heat flow. 

p- Density. 

C- Specific heat. 

C0, ho, etc - Initial values (at 200C). 

Ea, Tat etc - Average values. - 
U- Cube strength of concrete. 

y- Yield stress of steel. 

Ut , Y. t, etc - Values at arbitrary temperature t. 

e- Ultimate concrete strain. 

c- Specific thermal creep. 

E- Strain 

0 (T) - Function. of temperature. 

Mu "- Ultimate moment of resistance of a section. 

dl - Depth of tension steel from the compression 

face. 

d2 - Depth of compression, steel from the compression 

face. 

dc - Depth of cover. 

Li, Z2 - In the case of a hinge in the middle of 

a member, distances from JO and JI end 

of the member (JI > JO). 

0- Rotation due to moment. 

Dn, do - Depth of neutral-axis. 

fs, fs1*, fs2 - Tensile stresses in the reinforcement. 

et, eb - Strains at top and bottom. 

d- Depth of cross-section. 
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CHAPTER1 

STRUCTURAL SOLUTION 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

There are two ways of analysing an indeterminate 

structural frame considering namely, 1) forces, or 

2) displacements as unknown. The first method, popularly 

known as the Flexibility Method, requires artificial releases 

to be inserted in the structure to make it determinate, and 

hence a systematic approach for use with a computer becomes 

extremely complicated. Its advantages, however, lie in 
(1,2,3). 

hand calculations as fewer equations are involved. Baker 

has suggested a design procedure for inelastic analysis of 

frames based on this method by assuming locations of plastic 

hinges before the analysis is started. 
The second method, popularly known as the Stiffness 

Method, is more suitable for systematic analysis of a 

complicated framework and most of the established computer 

programs are based on this method. 

1.2 EXISTING METHODS 

As an original work of its-kind based on the stiffness 
(4,5,6) 

method, Livesley developed a systematic computer procedure 

for elastic analysis of plane frames, taking into account 

the effect of direct axial strains, later extended to 

include development of plastic hinges in members assuming 

behaviour of hinges to be ideally elastic-plastic. 

Successive analyses are carried out under increasing 

load, and after each analysis'the frame is examined to see 

whether the plastic moment is exceeded at any point. - If 

it is exceeded the analysis becomes invalid, and before 

proceeding further a ficticioushinge is inserted at 
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each appropriate point, and ficticious external moments, 

equal to the plastic moment, are applied on either side 

of the hinge. The analysis is continued until there is 

a partial or complete failure of the structure due to 

formation of a mechanism. 

1.2.2 Other Works 

Saafan and Brotton, and Saafan, have produced computer 

methods in similar lines to Livesley's, with a special 

reference to secondary deflections due to shortening 

of members by bowing. 

Jennings and Majideveloped ä computer program 

suitable for mild-steel plane frames with the assumption 
that plastic hinges may form only at member ends, and 

that the frame has a collapse load. 
(10) 

Cranston has developed a program dealing with 

forces as unknown and inserting release hinges in the 

structure to make it determinate. This is more or less 

in accordance with Baker's method which is primarily 

intended to define the ultimate load of a given frame. 

Axial strains have been neglected. Hinges are assumed 

at member ends only, although this is overcome by 

dividing the members, into several segments, and using 

, 
the division points as joints. As happens with all 

force-methods, formulation of input data is complicated 

and the user has to carry out a lot of work before 

providing a suitable format for the computer. 
(11) 

A recent work by Aahhas includes design of small 

structures based on a tri-linear moment-curvature 
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relationship, and on the'assumption that a collapse load 

exists for the frame. 

A considerable amount of work in the field of frame 

analysis has simultaneously been carried out in U. S. A. 

to develop methods suitable for use with computers, 
(12) 

among which Clough's work, dealing with both "force" 

and "displacement" methods, are prominent. 
(13) 

Wilson has devised a method in which a non-dimensional 

expression is used to deal with moment-curvature 

relationship, which can be varied from elastic to 

elastic-plastic state by varying certain parameters. 

A recent work includes the development of a computer 
(14) 

program by Bizri based on the finite-element method using 

model temperature distributions, and is more suitable for 

structural elements, rather than frameworks. A similar work 
-(15) 

by Becker and Bresler is now available. 

1.3 PRESENT COMPUTER WORK 

Initially the work involved studying. some 

established computer programswith an intention of using 

one of them to incorporate temperature problems caused 

by fire. However, it was found that none of the 

existing programs IS suitable or this purpose, and 

so, an independent computer program had to be developed. 

Mainly based on Livesley's method, taking into account 

the effect of time-dependent te: r: perature loads and 

deterioration of properties of. materiais, special 

importance is attached to the simplicity of data 

processing, at the same time leaving the program 

reasonably versatile. 
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Two separate computer programs have been developed, 

namely, SPA14E and PLAI2. At the present stage, the 

program SPAME is only suitable for straightforward 

analysis of three-dimentional frameworks incorporating 

usual gravity loads (namely, joint Loads, distributed 

loads, and point loads), linear temperature gradients, 

and prescribed misplacements (including roller supports). 

The program is equally good for concrete and steel 

structures with the limitation that no member is 

stressed beyond the elastic limits. 

PLANE is a well-developed computer program 

suitable for the analysis of two-dimensional frameworks, 

concrete or steel, which can deal with simulated fire 

conditions in one or more compartments, can predict 

the formation of a plastic hinge or hinges in an 

over-stressed member, and is capable of continuing the 

analysis after the hinges have been formed, till the 

structure or part of the structure becomes a mechanism. 

Provision has been made to-minimise the number of data 

required for regular building frames, and computer 

storage is minimised by constructing the structural 

stiffness matrix in the -form of a band. The symmetry 

of the matrix is exploited by using the"Square Root" 

method of solving matrix equations, thus requiring only 

the top half of the band for storage, as shown in 

figure 1.1, by the shaded area. 

The fire condition is idealised by assuming a 

time-dependent temperature rise as is given by a 

standard furnace test, and the surface temperature of 
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the affected members is obtained by multiplying the 

furnace temperature by a'factor which is assumed to vary 

with temperature. Assuming the temperature distribution 

to be parabolic, the depth of penetration of temperature 

is calculated by an approximate method which conveniently 

makes it time-dependent. Member actions are calculated 

by using average values of E and oC of the temperature 

affected parts, and creep is taken into account by 

reducing the member fixed-end forces due to temperature 

by using a modified "E" in accordance with the 

"Effective Modulus" method. 

frNEB 

0 

0 

H 

D1 . w1 

D2 w2 

*I10 

.iý. .I10 

.I10 

h-1 ' 

pý, 
rtýT 

N 
"N 

DW 

Figure 1.1 

In stiffness equation, H. D =W above, only the shaded 

part of H need be stored. 
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Plastic hinges are assumed to form due to excessive 

bending moment on a section and hence, formation of 

compression hinges are not considered. A trial and error 

method is used in calculating the depth of the neutral axis, 

taking into account' the axial force when calculating the 

ultimate moment of a section, this being suitable for both 

beams as well as columns. In this calculation, the effect 

of temperature on the material properties of steel and 

concrete, is applied. When the ultimate moment of 

resistance of a section is exceeded by the bending moment 

the section is assumed to form a plastic hinge, with the 

ultimate moment acting on either side of the hinge as the 

plastic irioment of resistance. 

Due to the formation of one or two plastic hinges in 

a member, the member stiffness matrix, the structural 

stiffness matrix and the member fixed-end forces are 

altered. A member with more than two hinges in it is 

considered a failure and is excluded from analysis. In 

short, the process goes as follows: - 

1) Structure is analysed for normal gravity and 

initial temperature loads (time-dependent). 

2) Ultimate moments of r. esistence for three. sections 

of every member are calculated and registered. 

3) Member actions and joint displacements are printed 

out. 
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4) If one or more hinges are formed in one or more 

members, the member stiffness matrices, the 

structural stiffness matrix and member fixed-end 

forces are altered, and the structure re-analysed. 

The process (1), (2), (3) is repeated (with the 

exception that process (2) is not repeated, when the 

axial force does not exceed by more than 5%) till 

a new hinge is formed. When a hew hinge is formed, 

the location of the hinge is indicated. 

5) The temperature is increased in accordance with a 

specified time interval. The process (1), (2), 

(3), (4), (5) is repeated till there is no more 

analysis possible due to the formation of a mechanism 

or till a specified time limit is reached. 

1.4 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

The program assembles the stiffness matrix H of 

the structure in the form of a band and solves the 

displacement vector D of the joints from the relation, 

H. D =W (See Fig 1.1), 

where W is the known load vector. 

Depending on 

whether the structure is two or three dimensional, the 

maximum number of elements in a row of the matrix within 

the band-width is given by, 

NEB 3 (MJD+1) , or 6 (1. IJD+1) , 
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where NJD = Maximum joint difference, considering all 

the members in the structure. The term, "joint 

difference" of a rdamber is defined as the numerical 

difference between the joint numbers at its ends. 

To reduce the band-width to a: minimum, the 
_ 

jointS shall 

be so numbered as to give minimum MJD. 

1. t .1 Axes of Reference 

The forces in a member and the displacements of its 

ends are simultaneously referred to two systems of 

co-ordinates; - 

1) Member Reference System. 

2) Frame Reference or Global System. 

These are described for plane and space frames as, follows: - 

PLANE FRAME 

a. 0 

Y 

x 

(n) / 

x 

a13 

a12 

1ý 

a1 

Figure 1.2 
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In Figure 1.2s n= name of the member; x, y= 

Member r. eference axes. The end of the member in the 

direction of x-axis is termed as "end -1", and the other 

end as "0-end", as shown by 'F1"and"0" in the diagram. 

These will alternatively be called "JI" and "JO" ends 

of the member as used in the program. The forces at the 

ends of the member, i. e., (a01, a02, a03), and 

(a11, a12, a13), must conform in direction to the axes 

of reference as shown.. (a11, a12, a13) will be called 

a1, and (a01, a02, a03) will be called a0. 

X, Y= Frame reference axes. The direction of these. 

axes are fixed for all members. The angle XOx 

(anti-clockwise) = 9, varies from member to member, and 

will he called the angle of rotation of the particular 

member. 

SPACE FRAME 

a13 N 

a0 z a12 a1ö a1 
% 

Y a15 -"14 

(n) 
a03 

0 

a02 ;; o1 

x 
% 

a1 

Figure 1.3 
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In- Figure 1.3, the Member reference axes (x, y, z) 

must be chosen in a way so that the x-axis coincides. 

with the member-axis. For convenience y-axis shall be 

chosen so as to be parallel with the X-Y plane. The 

moments, (a14, a15ß a16), and (a04, a05, a06), are 

related to member axes by "Righthand Corkscrew Rule".. 

" The frame reference axes (X, Y, Z), are as before, fixed 

for all members, and a0, a1 , are the forces at "O' and- ", 1". 

1.4.2 Formation of Members Stiffness Matrix 

A relation between forces at both ends and displacements 

at both ends of a member is required. 

Consider any member (n) detached from a structure 

(see Figure 1.4)with forces a0, a1, and displacements 

do, d1, at its ends. For the 
. purpose of the program , 

the joint number of the "end-1" shall be bigger than the 

joint number at the "O-end", for any member. 

a0, d0 

\c 

ý. 

alvdl 

Figure 1.4 
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Relation of flexibility gives, 

(U) = (f) (a, )I 

where U= in. ember deformations, 

and f= flexibility matrix =U when a, =I; 

or, (a1) = (f-1) (U) = (k) (U) say, 

where k= the basic stiffness matrix = f-1 

Work done W' for the member is then given by; 

T 
W= (a, ) (U) 

To transfer the forces of a member from "end-1" 

to "0-end", a translation matrix T is introduced. 

Thus for equilibrium of the forces at its ends, 

a0 =- (T) (a1) 

T (for plane frames) 100 

010 

L0 L1 

T= 

(for space 

frames) 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 -L 0 1 0 

0 Z 0 0 0 1 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5a) 

(1.5b) 
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Using equation (1.4), 
a I ol 

aý I 

Cal ) 

I 
(1 

. 6a) 

or transposing, 
[(a0)T 

, 
(a1)T = (a1)T (-T)1, I (1.6b) 

Considering displacements at both ends, the work 

done W is given by, 

W= (a0)T, (a1)T d0 

d 

Using equation (1.6b) in equation (1.7). 

w= (a1)T 
[(_T; 

T, d 
I 

aý 
" 

Comparison of equation (1.3) and equation (1.8) gives, 

rT (U) _ (-T) 
. 

d0 

ýI . 
dý 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 
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Using equation (1.2), equation (1.6a) can be 

re-written as: 

[aol [_Tl (k) Cu) 

[ai] I (1.10) 

Using the value- of (U) from equation (1.9), 

in equation (1.10), 

a0 -T d0 

a, ý I dý 

or, a0 Tk TT ( -T k d0 

al -k TT k di 
L -J L- _j 

a 
or, k00 x: 01 

0 

[d0i 

a1 k10 I{11 Ldli 

2 

I (1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

This is the relationship between forces and displacements 

at the ends of a member when referred to member-axes. 

The matrices k00, k01, X10, and k11 of equation (1.13) 
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are the basic Member Stiffness matrices, which when 

converted to frame reference axes, can be used for 

construction of the structural stiffness matrix H. 

A comparison between equations (1.12) and (1.13), provides 

a way of forming these matrices as follows: - 
(1) k00 =Tk TT, 

(2) k01 = -T k, 

(3) k10 = -k TT = k01T (as k is symmetrical), 

(4) k11 =k" 

The matrices k00, k01 and'ki1 are used in the computer program, 

and are detailed in the following pages. The form of 

these matrices varies with the hinge condition in the 

member. For elastic analysis of frames, the following 

Member types (MT), depending on the location of hinges, 

are considered: - 

Jo JI 
MT=O 

0 

JO 
X^-2 

JI 

0 1 

Jo JI 
MT=1 1 

cº- 

01 

JO JI 

01 



PLANE FRAME 

k 
'00 

MT=O 

Jo fill J; 
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EA o -EA 0 0 
12EI 6EI -12EI 6EI 

o z3 z2 0 z3 z2 

0 6EI 4EI 0 -6EI 2EI 
L2 L Z2 L 

EA 0 0 L 
0 12EI -6EI 

L3 Z2 

0 -6EI 4EI 
L2 L 

k01 

11 

EA 00 -EA 00 

00 0 3EI 
0 3 0 -3EI 3EI 

2 
Ik 

Z L3 Z 01 

000 000 

EA 00 Z 

0 3EI -3EI 
Z3 Z2 

X11 

MT=1 
-3EI 3E JG 

lob 

JI 0 
L2 L 
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PLANE FRAME 

0 

L0 0 -I- 0 0 
k00 0 3EI 3EI 

2 0 -3EI 
3 0 X01 

L Z 

0 3Ei 3EI 0 -3EI 
2 0 

Z L 

EA 
Z 0 0 

MT-2 0 EI 
L3 

0 k11 

JO JI 
0 0 0 

koo 

:. =3 

k01 

r 

-11 
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SPACE FRAME 

EA 0 0 0 00 -ZA 000 0 0 

0 
12EIz 

3 0 0 
6EIz 

0 2 0 12EI 
z00 0 

6EI 
2 

Z Z Z3 
L 

0 0 12 BI 0 -6EIy 0 0 0 -12E 0 -6EI 0 
k00 L3 Z2 Z3 Z2 

o 0 0 ZJ 00 0 00 -ZJ 0 0 

-6EI 4BI 6 2EI 
0 0 V 

L2 
0 0 

L 
0 0 y0 

L2 
y 

L 
0 

6EI 4EI -6EI 2 
2EI 

z 0 
I, 

0 0 0 
Z 

0 00 ---"ý 0 
Z 

EA 00000 L 

1,2EI -6EI 
0Z000Z 

Z3 Z2 

I, T=0 
Jo I 

ý- 
ý- JI 

00 
ý2EZy 

o 
6Ezy 

0 
L, ý` 

000 ZJ 00 

6EI 4E1 
00v0 --- 0 

L2 L 

-6z A, 7 llr ý .Z000" Z2 L 

1oß 

k11 



SPACE FRAME 

EA 
Z 00 0 0 0 

0 3EIz 0 0 0 0 
L3 

0 0 3EI 

L3 
0 0 0 

Ifo 0 0 00 0' 0 

0 00 0 0 0 

0 00 0 0 0 

I-IT=1 
J º--- 

J JI 
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i 

-EA 
I, ' 0 0 0 0 0 

0 -3EI Z0 0 0 3EI2 

Z3 

0 0 -3EIY 0 -3-EI 0 
Z3 Z2 

0 0 0 -ZJ 0 0 

0 0. - 0--- 0 0 0 

0 0 "0 0 0 0 

k01 

EA 
L 00 0 0 0 

3EI 
Z -3EI 0 

E3 
0 0 0 Z 

E2 

0 0 3y 
0 3 , EI 0 k 11 " 

Z3 L2 

0 00 ZJ 0 0 

3EI 3EI 
0 0V 

L2 
0 y 0 

Z 

-3EIZ 3EI 
0 20 0 0 Z 

Z 1 
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k00 

ii 

y! `, 
r; S 

ýý 

SPACE FRA14IE 

EA 0 0 0 0 0 -ZA 0 0 0 0 0 

0 3EIz 0 0 ,0 3EIz 0 -3EIz 0 1-o 0 0 
L3 L2 L3 

o 0 3EIY 0 -3E5 0 0 0 -3EIy 0 0 0 
13 L2 L3 k01 

0 0 0 ZJ 0 0 0 0 0 ZJ 0 0 

0 0 -3EIy 0 3EIy 
.0 0 0 

3EIy 
0 0 0 

L2 L L2 

0 Ez 0 0 0 3E1z 0 -3EIz 0 0 0 0 
L2 i =_ 

NT=2 
Jo JI 

EA 
L 0 0 0 0 0 

3EI 
2 

" 0 
Z3 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 
3 

0 0 0 
k11 

L3 3 

GJ 
o 0 0 L 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
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SPACE FRAI4 

0 

k 
"00 

EA 0 0 0 0 0 -EA 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 
LJ 

0 0 0 0 0 -GJ 
I, 0 0 k01 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 

I-IT-3 
JO ^I- JI 

EA 00000 
L 

000000 

000000 

000 ZJ 00 k11 

000000 

000000 
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I 

1.4.3 Rotation Matrix R 

To transform- stiffness Matrices from frame-reference to 

global system, rotation matrix "R" is used as follows: - 

Forces in d1oba1 system, (A) (RT) (a) 

Displacements D in global system is given by, 

d) = (R) (D) 

Using equation (1.15) in equation (1.13), 

ao kCOR Ic01f [Dol 
a1 k10R k1. R 

[Di] 

L 

Using equation (1.14) in equation (1.16), 

[Aol RTk0ýR RTlc01 R rDol 
1 RT k1 0R RTIc1 OR 

[Di] 

A 

or, 
A0 00 

X01 
DO 

L. 
[A1 

K'10 K11 D1 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

This relationship is used when assembling the stiffness 

matrix H of the structure. 

'Then D is obtained after solving H. D. = W, the 

member end forces are calculated using equation (1.16). 
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The rotation matrices are detailed as follows: - 

PLANE FRAME 

COS Ä SIN A0 

R= -SIN A COS 9 0 

001 

(1.19) 

where 9 is the angle of rotation of the member concerned. 

SPAC. E FRAME 

R= 

Xx Yx Zx 0 0 0 

Xy Yy Zy 0 0 0 

Xz Yz Zz 0 0 0 

0 0 0 Xx Yx Zx 

0 0 0 Xy Yy Zy 

0 0 0 Xz Yz Zz 

(1.20 

I 

where, x, y, z, represent member axes, 

and X, Y, Z, represent global axes. 

_, x, Xy, etc. are cosines of angles between respective axes, 

measured anti-clockwise from global to member axis. 

Equation (1.17) shows that to convert the member 

stiffness matrix from member to global armes, each of its 
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quadrants is to be "pre" and "post" multiplied by its 

R-matrix. In the case of space frames, R is a6x6 

matrix (1.20), in which the second and the third quadrants 

are null matrices whereas the fourth quadrant is a copy 

of the first quadrant. To take advantage of these 

characteristics of R, if k00. is subdivided into four 

quadrants so that, 

k00 =s 
kr kS 

then it can be shown that, 

rf r-k ,r T K00 =R k00R - 
rTk, r 

ýj 
rTk r 

where 'Or" is the first quadrant of R. 

rXx Yx Zx 

or, r= Xy Yy Zy 

LXz Yz Zz 

Equation (1.22) applies as well for K01, K10, 

and K11. 

In the computer program, r, consisting 

of 3x3=9 elements, is used instead of 6x6 

elements. The nine elements of ras given by the 

expression (1.23), are cosines of angles between 

appropriate axes and are difficult to compute. 
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(1.21) 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 
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To simplify computations, a revised form of "r" is 

used. This is given by, ' 

r= 

COS ® cos 82 SIN Al COS A2 SIN 82 

- SIN Al COS Al 0 

-C0S Al SIN 82 -SIN 91 SIN A2 COS 8 2 

where a) Aý = angle between global X-axis, and the 

projection of the member x-axis on global 

X-Y plane, measured anti-clockwise; 

(1.24) 

t 

and b) 82 = angle between the projection of the member 

x-axis on global X-Y plane, and the member 

x-axis, measured anti-clockwise. 

The following conditions are to be observed: - 

1) When member is normal to global X-Y plane, member y-axis 

shall be so chosen as to coincide with, and correspond 

to the global Y-axis, when, 

a) SIN 91 =0 

and, 
b) COS 91=1. 

2) One of the member principal axes of bending must be 

parallel to the global X-Y plane, anti this shall be 
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chosen as the member y-axis, 90° anti-clockwise 

to the projection 
df 

member x-axis. 

3) The member z-axis must be in the same side of the 

global X-Y plane as the global Z-axis. 

1.4.4 Construction of H from Equilibrium of Joints 

Consider the free body diagram of the i'th joint of 

a structure with all its local actions as shown in 

Figure 1.5, where members with arrows going out from 

"i", shall be termed as (-)vely incident at "i", or 

(+)vely incident at "j"; and members with arrows coming 

in towards "i"shall be termed as (+)vely incident at 

"i" or (-)vely incident at "j"; where "j" is the joint 

number of the remote end of any member connected to "i". 

2 

1 

Y 

X 

F 

z 

1 

L"N 

`ý3 
1-. 
-1 

Figure 1.5 
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If Wi, is the external loads applied at joint "i", then 

Wi = AO (of all members (-)vely incident at "i" ). 

+ A1 (of all members (-)vely incident at "j"). 

Referring to Equation (1.18), 

tili = K00Di + K01 Dj, (of all members (-)vely'incident at "i") 

+ K10Dj + K11 Di, (of all members--(-)vely incident at 

or Wi = (K00 (of all members (-)vely incident at "i") 

+ K11 (of all members (+)vely incident at "i")). Di 

+ (K01 (of all members (-)vely incident at "i") (1.25) 

+ K10 (of all members (+)vely incident at "i")) Di . 

The above equation gives a clear picture of the way the 

structural stiffness matrix "H" is to be constructed. 

If there are N joints, H will consist of NxN 

submatrices where each submatrix is a "3 x 3" or "6 x 6" 

matrix, depending on whether the structure is a plane or a 

space frame. 

The itth submatrix in the diagonal will. consist of the 

summation of (K00) of all members (-)vely incident and 

(K11) of all members (+)vely incident at "i". 

Then, (K01), or (K10), as appropriate, is to 

be stored in the j'th submatrix in the same row, "j" varying 

from member to member. 
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As only the upper triangle of the matrix H, need be 

stored, (KO1), or . 
(K10), is stored only when the joint 

No. "j" is bigger than the joint No. "i". 

For convenience of programming, it is assumed that 

for members (+)vely incident at i, joint No. "j" shall 

always be smaller than joint No "i". Hence, only (K01) 

of members are needed-for off-diagonal storage in H; and 

for diagonal storage, only the upper triangles of matrices, 

K00, and K11, are considered. Equation (1.25) can then 

be re-written as, 

Wi = (K00 (of all members (-)vely incident at "i") 

+ K11 (of all members (+)vely incident at "i")). Di (1.26) 

+ K01 (of all members (-)vely incident at "i"). Di 

The above equation is used in constructing the structural 

Stiffness Matrix H. for the computer programs. 

1.4.5 Revision of H and W to include Prescribed Displacements 

If any joint in the structure is partially or fully 

restrained, and the displacement of the joint is known, 

the matrix equation, H. D=W, becomes invalid, as H 

is constructed on the assumption that all the elements 

of D are unknown. However, H and W can be altered 

to account for this irregularity. 

To avoid 0-displacements of fixed supports, the joint 

numbers of the supports should be numbered last. These can 

then be automatically excluded from the analysis, thus 

saving computer time and storage, as H and Vr are 

shortened. It also avoids unnecessary data preparations. 
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H11 H12 H1j 

21 22 . 2j 
HHH 

"". r""" 

HH 
j1 j2 

Hjj 

Hn1 Hn2 Hnj ' 

H D . 1n 1 

H D 
2n 

. 
2 

H D =b jn j 

H 

. 

D 
nn n 

J 

w 

w 2 

w=o 

w n 

Consider the above stiffness equation, where there is 

a prescribed displacement "b" in place of Dj. Naturally, 

Wi-0, as displacement and load can not be specified 

simultaneously. It can be seen that only the j'th column 

of H (Hjj, H2j .. Hnj) is multiplied by "b" in all the 

equations in "H. D= W'' . Denoting Hi as the j'th column 

of H, compatibility can be achieved by subtracting 11Hj. b" 

from the load vector W, thus leaving a column of blanks 

in Hj. Again, considering that the j'th equation 

involving the j'th row of H (Hjl, Hj2 Hjn) is 

completely unnecessary as Di (=b) is known, symmetry 

of H can be restored by 
. nullifying all the elements in 

the j'th row of H. The j'th column, and the j'th row 

can now be excluded from H, as they contain only zero 

elements. But, for convenience of programming, they are 
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1.4.6 

retained, by replacing "Hjj", with "1". The j'th 

equation is then given by, Hjj. Di = Wj; or, Wj = b. 

Mathematically speaking, the process goes as follows: - 
1) W' =W- Hj. b (where Hi represents-the j'th column of H), 

2) Wý = b, 

3) Hij = Hji =0 (where i varies from 1 to n, and j 

denotes the location where displacement is prescribed), 

4) Hja = 1. 

Determination of Member-end Forces 

Displacement Vector D is obtained by solving 

H. D=W. using the square-root method for symmetrical 

matrices (see Appendix A1.4). The member-end forces 

are then calculated from the knowledge of D. as follows: - 

Using equation (1.18), the forces at the "0-end" 

of any member are given by, 

a0I =R 40 =R K0o Do +R K11 D, . 
(1.27) 

As K00, K11, K01, and R, of all members, are stored in 

the computer, a0 can be calculated using (1.27), after 

isolating D0, and D1 from D, from the knowledge of the 

joint numbers of the member ends. 

To calculate forces at the "end-1", equation (1.4) 

is used, thus, 

ap = -ýT)"ýaý), 

or a1 = _(T)-1" a0 (1.28) 

-(T)-l, in the above equation, can be calculated from the 
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expressions (1.5a), and (1.5b), just by changing the 

algebraic signs of the diagonal terms. 

Thus, for plane frames, a1 is given by, 

1) all = -a01, 

2) a12 = -a02, 

and 3) a13 = L. a02 -a03 ; 

and for space f'rames, ai is given by, --- 

1) all = -a01 , 

2) a12 = -a02 

3) a13 = -a03 , 

4) a14 = -a04 

5) a15 = -L. a03 - a05 

and 6) a16 = 1. a02 - a06 0 

(1.29) 

(1.30) 

(1.31) 

(1.32) 

(1.33) 

(1.34) 

(1.35) 

(1.36) 

(1.37) 

I 
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CHAPTER2 

CALCULATION OF FIXED-END FORCES 

2.1 II'T OLUCTION 

In the analysis of structures by the Stiffness 

2.2 

2.2.1 

Method to be used for the purpose of computer programming, 

a systematic way of calculating the Fixed-end Forces due 

to various types of superimposed, live and temperature 

loads for members with rectangular or non-uniform sections 

is of vital importance. Unless a generalised and 

efficient method can be found which can deal with most 

common types of loading such as point loads, distributed 

loads, etc. as well as linear and parabolic distributions 

of temperature across the depth of the sections while the 

sections themselves may vary along the depth, the data 

feeding to the computer can be very laborious. In this 

chapter, a method designed by the author is put forward 

which can deal with these problems. It is also shown 

how this method is incorporated in the present computer 

program without undue complications. 

D EFINITIOIeS 

Fixed-end Forces - these are defined as the forces 

developed at the ends of a structural member assuming the 

member to be completely restrained at both ends. There are 

altogether six fixed-end forces per member for plane frames, 

three on either end; and twelve forces for space frames, 

six on either end. 

2.2.2 Restraining Forces - these are the forces required to 

restrain the ends of a structural member to the same state 

before and after loading. They-are exactly equal in 
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magnitude and opposite in sign to the fixed-end forces. 

2.2.3 Member Loads - riember Loads are comprised of the following: - 

a) Distributed Loads - Any load distributed uniformly or 

varying linearly or parabolically along the whole or 

part of a member shall be for the purpose of the 

analysis classified as"distributed load" . 
b) Point Loads - Any concentrated load applied anywhere 

on a member, shall be classified as"point load: 

c) Temperature Loads - Any uniform, linearly varying or 

parabolic tenperature distribution along the depth of 

a member, which is constant throughout the length of 

the member, shall be classified as temperature load: 

d) Other Loads - Any loading system applied on a member 

which is different from distributed, point, or 

temperature loads as described above is- classified 

as "other load".. 
.. 

The direction of loading for distributed, 1ioint or. 

other loads must be parallel either to one of the 

member axed or to one of the global axes. 

2.3 DISTRIBUTED LOADS 

Tyne 1. reis of Parabola P; or^ßz1 to the ? 'ember 

17x; s, -ýJ PA cif > J0 

,, To Ti. 

Figure 2.1 

44 b. 
x ýx 

` 

L 
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Assume a parabolic load distribution as shown in Fig. 2.1 

DB = Distance to the base of the parabola from JO " 

DA = Distance to where the load ends from JO. 

PB, PA = load . 
intensi'ties' (load per unit length) at 

B and A. 

Ignoring the rectangular part of the load, the 

equation of the parabola can be written--as, 

P= (PA - PB) x C 
-DB 

n 

DA -DB 

(2.1) 

where n=a positive quantity ='D. egree of the Parabola ". 

Bending Moment at- JI. 

The fixed-end-bending moment at JI due to a concentrated 

load of'P. dxapplied at a distance x from JO, 

.3 2 
=P äx 

2 
Z L 

Hence the bending moment due to the total parabolic 

load, 

ý'ro: n x= DD, to x= DA , i:. Ji ven by, 

DA 

2 
'dx 

2' 
DB ZZ 

Using equation 2.1, bending moment at JI is, 
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DA 
n 

I (PA - PB) x- DB x3 
_ 

x2 dx 
DA - DB 2 

DB 

DA 32n 
= PA - PB x_ (x-DB) 

. dx 
(DA 

- DB)n 
L2 L 

DB - 

Put x- DB = y, 

dx = dy 

Whenx=DA, y=DA-DB. 

When x= DB, y=0" 

The integral becomes, 

(2.2) 

DA - DB 
32n 

PA - PB (y + DB) (y + DB) y, dy 
, 

(DA - DB) 

f1-L 

0 

Put a= DA - DB 
L 

nrý b_ DB 

Z 
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The integral is then written as, 

AL 32 
PAA--PB 

Jý+bL) _ 
(y+bL) 

" yn. dy 

(aL)n 2L 
0 

aL 

PA - PB v3 + 3y2 bi + 3yb2 L2 + b3 L3 

(aZ)n L20 

222n 
y+ 2y" bL +bLy. dy 

L 

PA - PB yn+4 + 3by n+3 
+ 3b 

2y n-2 
n 

(al) L2(n+4) L(n+3) n+2 

^L 
n+3 n+2 2 n+1 

V 2b y bIi y 
L(n+3) n+2n+1 

0 

..! 
22 

aý PA - PB) Z+ 
`3 c? b+33. 

_ . 
h-- 

r_+4 n+3 n+2 

22 
a 2ab ab 
n+ý n+2 ri+1 

3 n+ 1 
+bL ,y 

n+1 

+-ab 
n+1 
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Put CC(n) = a4 + 3a332+ 3a2b2 ab3 
n+4 n+3 n+2 n+1 ' 

(2.3) 

322 
and CS(n) =a+ 2a b+ ab (2-4) 

n+3 n+2 n+1 

Thus bending moment due to parabolic part of loading, 

_ (PA - PB) (CC(n) 
- CS(n)). L2 . 

(2.5) 

The equation of the rectangular' part of the loading can 

be written as,. 

n 
p=pB x- DB 

, where n=0 
LDD]B 

This is similar to equation 2.1. 

Hence the fJ: xed-end bending- moment due to this part of 

loading, will be given by an expression similar to 

expression 2.3. In fact, it will be given by the 

expression: 

PB (cc(o) - cs(o)) . z2 

Hence the expression for the complete. loading system is, 

PB (CC(0) 
- CS(0)) + (PA - PB) (CC(n) 

-CS(n)ý L2 
(2.6) 
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Reaction at JI 

The fixed-end reaction at J2 due to "P. dx" at x, is 

given by, 
23 

P. dx. i1 
-" 

Using equation 2.1, the r. eaction at JI 

DA 
n23 

_ 

[(PA 

- PB) x- DB 3x 
_ 

2x dx 
DA - DB L L2 

fDB 

This integral being similar to the expression 2.2, the 

solution will consist of the expressions 2.3 and 2.4: . 
Hence, the reaction.. at. JI for the parabolic part-of the 

loading i's. given by, 

(PA - PB) (3CS(n) 
- 2CC(n)). L. 

Using the same arguments as in the case of bending 

moment, the reaction at. JI due'. to re6tan8uiar_part of 'the 

loading is given by, 

PB(3CS(0) - 2CC(0)) .1 . 

Hence the total reaction at JI is given bye 
[PB(3cs(o) 

- 2CC(0)) + (PA - PB) (3CS(n) 
- 2CC(n))] 

.L 
(2.7) 

It will be shown now'that the expressions for 

bendin7 moment and xeaction for any type of parabolic 

I 
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load are the same as the expressions 2.6 and 2.7, 

with, a multiplication factor "S" which affects the 

algebraic sign of (DA-DB). 

2.3.2 Variation 1 

Suppose the loading on a member is different from the loading 

in Figure 2.1 , and is given by Figure 2.2, as shown below. 

PA JI > JO 

F 
., Po 

Jo 
13 

il 

Figure 2.2 

Assuming tha: t": the load is parabolic as before, the magnitude 

of P at x excluding the rectangular part is. given by, 

DB-x 21 
P= (PA-PB) 

C 
DB-DA 

where n is the degree of the parabola . 

n 
Or, P= (PA-PB) /"x-DB 

DA-DB 

i. e. same as the expression 2.1 .. ' 
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But the integration this time is from DA to DB instead 

of DB to DA. Hence, the expression for bending moment 

and reaction at JI is the same as 2.6 and 2.7 
' with 

the inclusion of factor "S" which is the algebraic sign 

of "DA-DB". 

'.. 3.3 Variation 2 

We shall now consider another variation of the parabolic load. 

Consider the figure below, where loading is represented by the 

shaded portion as in the previous cases. 

PB 

Jo 

Figure 2.3 

JI 

The parabola this time is concave downwards as different 

from the previous two cases. However, attention will be 

drawn to the unshaded portion of the rectangle . which is 

also parabolic, and as such, can be compared to previous 

solutions. 
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It must be stressed at this stage that in all types 

of loads mentioned in this context, DB is the distance from 

JO to the base of the parabola, DA is the distance from JO 

to the other end of the. loading, JI is always greater than 

JO, and the axis of the parabola is perpendicular to the 

member. 

As. before, the rectangular part of the loading 

is represented by PB, and the unshaded parabolic part is- 

"subtr. cted'. from it. The expression for bending moment 

and reaction thus becomes PB times the rectangular part 

less (PB-PA) times the parabolic part, multiplied by "S", 

which is the algebraic sign of "DA-DB". 

But, -(DB-PA) = (PA-PB). 

Hence, the expressions are the same as 2.6 and 2.7 

2.3.4 Variation 3 

We now come to the last variation of the parabolic load. 

PB 

JI>JO 

JT 
(ý 

" 
ni Tom"? 2eT 

J. i 

The loading as in the figure above is sßnilar to 

the previous case except that here, DB is greater than DA. 
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The expressions for bending moment and reaction at JI 

can be calculated on the same basis as the previous case 

except that the integration will. take place from DA to DB 

instead of DB to DA. But multiplication by the factor "S" 

which dictates the algebraic sign of (DA-DB) will revert 

them to the original expressions. 

Hence, it is now proved that for any type of parabolic 

load on a member where the axis of the parabola is 

perpendicular to the member, the expressions for bending 

moment and reactions at JI are given by: - 
(1) Bending Moment = 

[PB(CC(O)-CS(O))+(PA-PB)(CC(n) 

-CS(n0 , L? S (2.8) 

(2) Reaction = 
[PB(3CS(O)_200(O'5)f(PA_PB)(30S(n) 

-2CC(n)]. L. S (2.9) 

where CC(n) and CS(n) are obtained from expression 

2.3 and 2.4. 

2.3.5 Type 2. Axis of Parabola Parallel to the Member 

JI > JO 

JQ 

Figure 2.5 

ýý 

�)XIS 

JI 

Consider the parabolic load on the member as shown above. 

? ßr3 1' 
jx dx 

1,? 
1 
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The difference here from the previous loading type is 

that the axis of the parabola is parallel to the member 

(JO-JI), instead of being normal to it. For this type 

of load, the ordinate P at a distance x from JO can be 

expressed as: N 
x-DB where Nis an ý ,= y DA- 

positive quantity = degree of parabola; 
4 

or, (XZD 
P= (PA-PB) 

Put n=R, which will make the above load expression same 

as expression 2.1 . 

Hence, the solutions for bending foment and reaction will 

be expressed by 2.8 and 2.9 

2.3.6 Conclusion 

It can now be concluded that for all types of parabolic 

loads on a member, the expressions for fixed-end bending 

moment and reaction at JI can be given by the expressions 

. 
2.8 and 2.9 , where PA, PB, DA, DB, S, Z, n are defined 

as follows: - 

PB = Load intensity at base of parabola. 

DB = Distance to the base of parabola from JO . 

PA = Load intensity at other point of parabola. 

DB = Distance at other point of parabola from JO. 

S= Algebraic sign of (DA-DB). 

1= Length of span 

n= Degree of Curve. 

For uniform loads n=0 

For linear: variation`of loads, n=1 

For Type 1 parabolic loads, n>1, axis normal to member 

For Type 2 parabolic loads, 0<n <1, axis parallel 

to member. 
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2.3.7 -Expressions for'Fi-ed-end Forces at JO 

Consider the load as shown below taking into account the 

sinn convention for the fixed-end forces. 

JI > JO 
PA 

Jo 

Positive 

Sign Convention 

Figure 2.6 

Interchanging JO and J?, and looking upside down the load 

and the sign convention expressed in the above figure can 

be re-expressed by the figure shown below: - 

Jo 

L 

Po EZf 

ßi1 i'?! C^3? v: ": ion 

Figure 2.7 

r-"rj 

A 

N! i 
Jt A 

2J3 
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Using expressions 2.8 and 2.9 , fixed-end bending 

r? oment and reaction at JI for the iQading in Figure 2.7 

can be obtained from the data given in Figure 2.6 by 

changing the algebraic signs of PA, PB and values of DA 

and DB to L-DA and L-DB. The values thus obtained will, 

however, be in accordance with the sign convention given. 

in Figure 2.6. 

In the computer program, the changes are made simply 

by putting a= -a, and b= 1-b, in the expressions 2.3 and 2.4-. 

This neutralises the effect of -PA, and'-PB, as S (the 

algebraic sign of "DA-DB") is kept unaltered. 

Comparing the sign conventions in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, 

it can be seen that the algebraic sign of bending moment 

does not change. Hence to keep to the original sign 

convention, the algebraic sign of only the reaction need 

be reversed. Consequently the fixed-end forces at JI for 

the loading and sign convention in Figure 2.7, can be taken 

as the fixed-end forces at JO for the loading and sign 

convention in Figure 2.6. 

2. .8 Part of Parabola. 

JO 

/Ibis 

P13i 

pz 
JI > JO 

JI 

Fig7ure 2.8 
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Consider the loading system as given in Figure 2.8. 

fixed-end forces are to be found for the load (shaded in 

the diagram) on AZ which is a part of the parabola from 

B to Z. with its axis passing through B. PZ(Load 

intensity at Z) is not given. 

As shown in the previous examples, the equation of 

the parabola can be written as (using 2.1), 

n 
P= (PA-PB) x-DB 

DA-'S-1 B- 

The ordinate PZ can be calculated by putting 

x= DZ in the above expression, and adding PB. 

Thus, 

n 
PZ = (PA-PB') DZ-DB 

+ PB (2.10) 
DA-DB 

Ensuring that A lies between B and Z, the -solutions 

for fixed-end bending moments and reactions at JO and JI 

can be obtained in two stages: - 
(1) After calculating PZ using the above expression, bending 

moments and reactions for the loading system from B 

to- Z are calculated using expressions 2.8 and 2.9 

as explained before. 

(2) Bending moments and reactions for the loading system 

from B to A are then similarly calculated and the 

values deducted from those of (1) to Lire the 

resultant bending moments and reactions for the 

loading between A to, Z. 
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2.3.9 Double Parabola 

Consider now the loading system as shown below: 

Jo tTI 

I Figure 2.9 

The load is parabolic with the axis of the parabola passing 

through B, and the load spanning from A to Z. It is as if 

two separate leads spanning from A to B, and B to Z are 
actin,; on the member. 

To calculate fixed-end forces for the loading from 

A to Z, fixed-end forces are calculated separately 

for the loading from A to B and B to Z, and 

then added together. 

The ordinate PZ i; not given, but-can be calculated 

from the same formula- as given before. (2.10), namely, 

Pz - (PA-PB). D`"-BB 
+ PB Dß'1-DNn 

JI > Jo PZ 
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This type of loading differs from the previous 

2.4 

example in that the fixed-end forces are to be added 

here whereas they are to be deducted in the previous 

example. In the computer program this is taken into 

account by introducing a sign factor "A" which is the 

algebraic sign of (DZ-DB)/(DA-DB). "A"is positive when 

'-., A and Z are on the same side of ., 
B, (as in' Fig. 2.8) 

and negative when they are on opposite sides (as in Fig. 2.9). 

POINT LOADS 

JI>JO 

600) 

SA (3) 

to- 

,0 Cl) 

PA 

JO Jý 
so (4) 

Figure 2.10 

The Point load PA is acting on the member (J, 0-JI), 

at a distance DA from JO as show-. -ti in the above ±ij zre. 

The fixed-end forces at JO and JI are' represented by 

"SO(1) to SO(6)" in the above figure, according to the 

sign donvention ; SO(1) = SO(S) =0" 
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Fixed-end forces at JO and JI are given by the following 

expressions: - (PA and Ware given; EL - Effective Length) 

Put DA =DA/EL , 

SO (6) = PA. EL, DA2 (DA-1) 

SO (5) = PA. DA2(3-2"DA) . 
SO (3) = PA. EL (1-DA)? DA 

SO (2) = PA. (l-DA)2 (a+2. DA) 

Exactly the same notations are used in the computer program. 

2.5 OTHER LOADS 

JT > JO 

SON 

(3) f oll 

. soýtý aoý--- ý. 7. ý 

Figure 2.11 

So (5) 

so(-t) 

For irregular loads other than distributed or point 

loads as defined before, fixed-end forces at JO and JI 

are to be calculated manually and the six components 

SO(1)to SO(6) as shown above, are to be fed as data for 

the computer program. 
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2.6 LOADS NOT ACTING NORMALLY TO MEMBER 

In all the examples shown before for distributed, 

point or other loads, data requirements are given when 

the loads act normally to a member. However, there are 

cases, as in a sloping roof, when loads may not act 

normally to the axis of the member. This problem can 

be solved by introducing a parameter LI (Load-Indicator) 

in the data requirements when the direction of loading 

is in line with one of the System or Global co-ordinates. 

LI is defined as follows: - 

LI=O, when the direction of loading is perpendicular 

to the member. 

LI=1, when the direction of loading is not normal to 

the member , but is normal to the global X-axis. 

LI=2, when the direction of loading"is not normal to 

the member, but is normal to the global Y-axis. 

When LI=1, fixed-end forces are calculated on the 

assumption that the load is acting perpendicular to the 

projection of the member on the global X-axis. Thus, 

if 9= angle of inclination of the member to the global 

X-axis, the length of projection of the member on the 

global X-axis = the absolute value of EL Cos e where 

EL and Cos v are both known from previous calculations 

on member stiffness matrices. 

_'he di stances to the loaäir., outs are to be liven 

as data, from JO along the x: 10Ll; a. 1 X-axis, as shown in the 

firures 2.12 and 2.13. 



p/9 

Jý 

Figure 2.12 

so (l) 

ri sure 2.14 

PA 0 

J 

Figure 2.13 

Y 

8 JI> JO 

X 

0 

rý hure 2.15 
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SO(2) 
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When LI=2, fixed-end forces are calculated on the 

assumption that the load is acting perpendicular to the 

global Y-axis. Thus, if A= the angle of inclination 

of the member to the global Xaxis., * the length of 

projection of the member on the gLobal Y-axis = the 

absolute value of El Sin A, where EL and Sin A are 

both known values. The distances to the loading points 

are to be given as data, from JO along the : global Y-axis, 

as shown in the figures 2.14 and 2.15. 

The fixed-end forces thus calculated for ZI=1 and 

LI=2, are based on global co-ordinates. They are then 

pre-multiplied by a rotation matrix depending on 9 and 

LI, to transform them to the member co-ordinate system. 

'It must be noted at this stage that all the 

considerations that are made for loads not acting normally 

to member, apply to plane frames only. For space 

frames, loads must be converted to conform with the 

member axes, before they are applied. 

When LI=1, rotation matrix R of the member 

as formed during the construction of structural 

stiffness matrix, namely, expression (1.19), is 

used. 

In figure 2.12 where SO' and SO represent member 

fixed-end forces in r,: tuber and E1oba1 co-ordinates 

respectively for 11=1, SO' is given by, 

SO' u Lso 
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When LI=2, R is revised as follows: - 

R1 = R2 

R2 =" -R5 

R4 = -R2 
R5 = R1 

The revised R matrix then becomes: - 

Sing -Cost 0 

R' = CosG Sing 0 

001 

In Fig. 2.14, where SO' and SO represent tember fixed-end 

forces in member and global co-ordinates respectively for 

LI = 2, SO' is Given by, 

[sot] [RlJ. 
oJ. 
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For any load type, where the direction of loading 

is neither perpendicular to the member nor to any global 

axis, the fixed-end forces are to be calculated manually 

in member co-ordinates and fed as data. For all load 

types where the load acts normally to a member, the 

value of LI is taken as zero. 

2.7 TEMPERATURE LOADS 

Although the fixed-end forces due to gravity loads 

on a structural member are independent of the sectional 

properties of the member as long as the. member is uniform 

throughout its length, the fixed-end forces due to 

temperature loads on a member will depend largely on 

its sectional properties, even if the temperature is 

uniform throughout the length of the member. The reason 

for this is that larger restraining forces are required 

if a given temperature acts on a larger cross-section. 

The method used for calculating the fixed-end forces is 

basically the equilibrium approach 
adapted 

for skeletal 

or one-dimensional temperature deformations. 

The essential features of the equilibrium approach 

can be listed as shown below: - 
1) Assume structure to be restrained against temperature 

movements by a suitable force system and evaluate 

the necessary forces. 

2) Apply to the same structure, now without any 

temperature, the reverse of the system of restraining 

forces found at (1). 
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3) Superimpose the results obtained in (1) and (2) 

to determine stresses and deformations. The 

deformation will however be identical to those. 

found in (2), because when the structure is 

restrained as in (1), the deformation then is 

automatically eliminated. 

For skeletal structures, effect-of lateral 

Al 

F 

deformation due to temperature difference along the 

breadth and depth of the member will be overlooked and 

sole importance will be placed on the deformations along 

the length of the member. Consider the member fully 

restrained at both ends with a temperature distribution 

t, where t, is a function of x, y, and z, as shown below: - 

Lro (TZ 

F 

Y 

- ýi 

L 

ý-z 
_ý. 

Iz 

Fijure 2.16 
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Assuming that the member consists of a number of 
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column strips as shown by the shaded area, the elongation 

of a small part (dx) of it at a distance x is given by,, 

dec. a. t, 

where a= cocff of linear expansion, 

and t= temperature at the location. 

Hence the total elongation of the whole column strip, 

if the movement is unrestricted, 
Z- 

t. dx. 

0 
Again, assuming 6= axial stress on the column strip ý 
the total elongation =ZL 

dx =d dx, 

00 

as is independent of : ý. Equating (2.11)and (2.12). 
L 

fc 
t. dx a=0 

L 
f i. dx 
0B 

Axial force dy. dz. 

Bending moment on Z-axis of the structural member due 

to this force, 

=a äz r . dz. y. 

Ben din. rion en t on Y-axis of the structural r em-ber , 

(2.11) 

(2.. 12) 

(z. 13) 

= 
8. 

dy. dz. z. 
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The assumption of plane sections remaining plane 

permits us in this case to consider not the individual 

stresses, but their resultants. 

Hence, the total restraining forcesýun'--the-msmber are,: - 

(1) Axial force =F= 
ff8 

. dy. dz. 

(2) Bending moment on Z-axis = Mz =Jf. y. dy, dz. 

(3) Bending moment on y-axis = My =Jjd. z. dy, dz. 

Assuming average values of E and X to be constant 

throughout the member, equation (2.13) yields, 

a_ EO 
L 

t. dx. 

0 

(2.14) 

Using (2.14) in (1), (2), and (3) above, 

L 
Ffft. 

dz. dy. dx.. 
fD 

d0 
(2.15) 

L 

. y. dz. dy. dx. (2.16) 1-Iz a Z- 

fd 
t 

b0 

L 

My - 
Fý 

,/t. z. dz. d . dx 2.17) yýbd0yý 
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These are the basic formulae for the fixed-end forces 

on a member with a general temperature distribution, i. e. 

temperature varying along all three axes. When the 

variation of temperature is restricted to one or two 

axes, the expressions (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17) can be 

further simplified. 

For the purpose of the present project involving 

the computer program for the two dimensional frameworks, 

temperature variation along the y-axis only is considered, 

while the cross-section is assumed to be homogeneous 

throughout the length of the member and symmetrical 

about y-axis. Fixed-end forces are then simplified 

from expressions (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17). 

Thus, Z 

F ECe t, d2z dy. dx. 
Z 

bdo 

E (X' V. d- z. dy, 
% 

bd 

as t is independent of x. 

or, F=E pCJTt. dA , ,' 
(2.13) 

replacing dz. dy by dA, as t is dependent only 

on y. 
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Similarly, Mz =E OC t. j. dA. 

And, My = 0, as the cross-section is symmetrical about 

y-axis, and the temperature is a function of y only. 

2.7.1 Assumptions 

The following assumptions hold good for temperature loads 

as well as for other types of loads for the present 

analysis: 

1) Plane sections remain plane before and after heating. 

2) Displacements are small before and after heating. 

3) Average values of E and pi(' after heating can be used 

to represent the entire length, breadth and width 

of a structural member as far as the calculation 

of fixed-end forces are concerned. 

It should be noted that, as shearing forces are assumed to 

be non-existent, no twisting of a section is possible no 

matter what the temperature distribution is. 

2.7.2 , prabolic Temperature'' Distribution 

It is assumed that the temperature distribution in a heated 

member is parabolic in nature with the maximum temperature 

at the surface, and the axis of the parabola:. parallel to 

the axis of the member. No temperature variation is 

considered along the length of the beam. Consider the 

fi; -u:: e 2.17 where b1, A and t1 , t3 are the breadths and 

the Thicknesses of the hot and the cold flange respectively 

of a structural member; b2 = the width of the web; 
d= depth of cross-section; 
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T= temperature of the heated face; 

and a= distance to the base of the parabola from the 

heated face 

Using expressions 2.18 and 2.19 for general cases 

axial forces F= EOC t. dA, 

and bending moment M=ZXt. y. dA. 

The parabolic temperature distribution t can be 

expressed as, 
n 

t =T a 
(2<<0) 

where y is positive above the central axis of the member 

and negative below it; 

and n= degree of parabola = 0,1, or > 1. 

Three possible cases of temperature distribution are 

considered: 

In the first case, d> a> d--t3 , and the fixed-end forces are 

P1 , M1 . 

In the second case, d ; t3 >a> t1 , and the fixed-end forces are 

F21 Ni2. 

In the third case, t1 >a >0, and the fixed-end forces are 

F3, m3. 

. 7.3 Axial Force n 

y+a- 
Fl =Ef, ý 

a 
dAt 

using 2.18 and 2.20 . 
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T= temperature of the heated face; 

and a= distance to the base of the parabola from the 

heated face 

Using expressions 2.18 and 2.19 -for general case f 
axial forces F= ECG t. dA, 

and bending moment M=LXt;. y. d A. 

The parabolic temperature distribution t can be 

expressed as, 
n 

d 
y+a 

t=Ta (2.20) 

where y is positive above the central axis of the member 

and negative below it; 

and n= degree of parabola = 0,1, or > 1. 

Three possible cases of temperature distribution are 

considered: 

In the first case, d> a> d-t3 , and the fixed-end forces are 

Ply mid 

In the second case, d ; t3 >a> t1 , and the ±ixod-end forces are 
F21 V'2. 

In the third case, t1 >a >0, and the fixed-end forces are 

F31 ? 13 " 

2.7.3 Axial Force n 

F1 = EGG Ta2 dAy 

using 2.18 and 2.20 . 
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Put x=y+ad -Z 

whence, y=x+d-2a; ' 

dx = dy; 

x=0, when y=d - a; 

x= t3 + a-d, when y= t3 _2, 

x=a-t1, when y=d- t1 ; 

and, x=a, when y=d" 

EixT n -- Thus F1 = 
an 

x. dA 

t3+a-d a-t1 a 

or F1 = 
ROC Tn xn. b 3. dx +fn. b2. dx + xn. b1. dx 

a 
0 t3+a-d a-t1 

To facilitate calculations, the second and the third 

integral are broken down so-that one of the limits for 

each of the definite integrals is zero. 

Thus, 
t3+a-d 0 a-t1 

Fa: Tnnn F1 _ 
all 

x b3. dx + 

f7ý 

. b2. bx + 

fx. 

b2. dx 

0 t3+a-d 0 

0a 

In In 
+ Jx . b1. dx +x . 'b1. dx 

a-tj 0 

0 
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a 

or Fý = 
EO T 

xn. bl. dx + 

0 

a-tf 

n(b2-bl). dx + 

0 

t3+a-d 

n 
x . 

(b3-b2). dx 

0 

EOCT na +1 (a-t1)n+1 (t3+a-d)n+1 
(b -b b 

an n+1 -1+ n+1 
b2-b1) + 

n+1 3 2) 

a a-t1 n 
2-b1). 

- E"« T 
n+ 1'b1+a n+ 

t3+a-d 
+a' 

(t3+a-d)(b3-bl) 

n+ 

EaT 
[ci. 

bi+c2(b2_bi)ýc3(b3_b2; (2.21) 

where C1 _ na 
(2.22) 

n 

C2 -a1 ni! 
(2.23) 

n 
t. +a-d t. -. *a-d 

2 ---n{. 1 ' and C3 - (2.24) 



Similarly, 

F2 = EGGT 

an 

a 
fn. 

bi. dx + 

0 

a-t'1 

xn(b2-b1). dx 

0 

= BOGT an+1 . b1+ (a-t1)n+1 (b2-b1) 

an Ln+1 n+ l -- 

= ET C1. b1+C2 (b2-bl) 

and, 

a 

F3 = ENGT xn'bl, dx 
n 4 

0 

_a., _ an+1 " 
b1 

2r: n+1 

= EO T" (C1 b1) 
. 
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(2.25) 

(2.26) 
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2.7.4 Bending Moment 

m=E CC ýT. +a-an y. dA, using 2.19 anc' 2.20. 
4 

Making the same substitutions and f'o11owir6 the same 

approach as when calculating F, 

M, ý = EO: T xn(x+d-a) . dýý 
n a 

or, 

a 

N1 _ET xn(x+2-a). bi dx + 

an 
0 

t3+a-d 

x + n. (x+2-a)(b3-b 

fx 

2). dx 

0 

d 
ET an+2 an+1(ý! (a-t1 

+2 + 
an n+ '°1+ l 

a-t1 
f31(x4_a) 

(b2-bý ). dx 

0 

n+2 n+1 
(a-t1) . 

(1-a) 

n+1 : (b2-bl) 

+ 
(t 3 +z d)n+? 

+ 
(t3+a-d)n+i(_a) 

n+2 n+1 " (b3-b2) 
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=ET 
32 + a(2-a) 3S + a-tjn (a` t1) 

2 

n+2 n+1 
1a 

n+2ý 

h 
t3+a-d n (t3+a_d) 2 

a n+2 

+(a-t1)(d 2-a) b2-b1 
n+1 

(t +a. -d) 
(d 

+3g 
(b3-b2 

n+1 

EQGT A, .b AYA2 (b2-b1) + A3 (b3-b2) 

where A= a2 +a 1 n+2 n+ý- 

a-t n2ý ýa-ta-a) 
2a n+z n+ 

2 

- 
t3+aa_ 

nt 
, +a-d){ 

(t3+a-)(1-a) 

and, A3 -a ri+2' 
2 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 
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Similarly, M2 = EOCT A1b1 + A2 (b2-b1) (2.31) 

and M3 = EOCT " 
A1b1 

0. (2.32) 

In the computer program, C. and A1 are-always calculated. 

C2 -nd A2 are calculated if"a"is greater than t,, but less 

than d- t3. C3 and A3 are calculated if., anis greater 

than d- t3. 

2.7.5 fectangzlar Section 

For rectangular sections, bj, b3, and tj, t3 are zero.. 

From the"above conditions, 

F-= EOC T 
[04b1+ 

C2 (b2-b1 )p 

= EOCT. C2 b2 

as bý = 0. 

Simi larly , I; =E oC T. A2b2 

Although b2 is fed as zero in the data input for a 

rectangular section, it is automatically assigned the correct 
dinension (area/depth ). 

_ Thus the program takes into account 
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rectangular sections equally efficiently. 

It can be shown that the method also holds good for 

"T" and "L" sections, although--for' L- sections there is 

usually a transverse moment which has to be ignored-for 

2-dimensional structures. 

ti 
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CHAPTER3 

DETERMINATION OF TEMPERATURE FIELD 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will be confined to the problems of 

incorporating realistic fire conditions in structures and 

their solutions. When fire breaks out in a certain part 

of a building consisting of concrete or steel units, the 

rate of rise of temperature will depend'on, 

(1) the combustible materials in that part of 

the building, 

(2) the atmospheric conditions, and 

(3) the area of'opening, consisting of open 

doors, windows, etc. 

However, it is found that most of the fires have similar 

patterns of time-temperature relations, and can be 

represented approximately by simple mathematical equations 

provided the duration and the intensity of fire is known. 

Curves are available for light, medium, or severe 

fire loads, 
(1and 

figure 3.1 represents such a set 

of curves. For the development of the computer program 

an equation for a standard fire is considered, and 

this fits in between the very severe and very light 

fire. If a fire other than that described by the 

standard fire curve is required, it is a simple 

matter to change the equation in the program to suit 

this condition. When the time-temperature relation 

for the surface temperature of a heated member is 

ascertained or assumed, the next important and necessary 
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thing for the analysis of the structure is to riet ermi ne 

the depth to which the member will be heated. This 

depth will be referred to as the. depth of penetration 

and a mathematical relation between this and the surface 

temperature will have to be found. An approach to tackle 

these problems, and an approximate method to calculate the 

depth of penetration and the surface temperature, are 

forwarded in the rest of the chapter. 

3.2 IDEALISED FIRE CONDITIONS 

The following assumptions have been made for the 

purpose of the computer program: - 

(1) The fire is assumed to be contained in the same part 

of the structure where it originated so that no 

further spread is considered. 

(2) The structural members affected by fire are 

independently heated and free to move in their 

own plane restricted only by the rigidity of the 

joints thus being unaffected by the restraints 

provided by the' slabs and walls. 

(3) The temperature of the enclosed air is a function 

of time only. 

(4) The surface temperatures of all the members are the 

same at any given time, and is dependent on the 

duration and temperature of the actual, fire because 

of the changes in convection and radiation 

co-efficients of the surrounding air. 
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(5) The temperature varies only along the depth of any 

member in the plane of heating and not along the 

length of the member. 

(6) In case of reinforced concrete structures, effect of 

the presence of reinforcement is ignored when 

calculating the fixed-end forces of the heated 

members. Thus "E" and "a" of concrete only will be 

considered ignoring"E~and oc'of the reinforcement. 

(7) The depth of penetration of a heated member is a 

function of time and the diffüsity of the material. 

In the case of reinforced concrete structures, 

. 
diffusivity of concrete only will be considered. 

(8) The temperature distribution along the depth of a 

heated member is parabolic (parabola of any degree), 

the base of the parabola being at the point where 

the excess temperature vanishes as shown in 

Figure 3.2 . 

Axrs ex /ýrýl+rCn rr.. l.. ie Curu 

_ 

, 
Sv. ý ýýcc c sýýýý"ul`urr 

fHCa. la". l 
. 
So, 

"A. cc' 17e`, (ý1i. oý%ýa"ntýr. 2L. "c 

Pilzre 3.2 
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3.3 

In short, the fire is so idealised that a part of the 

structural framework is assumed tobe heated systematicatly. 

TIME TEMPERATURE RELATIONS 

There are several factors which are to be considered 

in determining the surface temperature of a structural 

member exposed to fire for a given amount of time. 

As the surface temperature of the structural.. member 

exposed to fire is a very important and necessary factor 

in the analysis of the structure, some of these variables 

that influence this factor will be discussed here in 

brief. 

;. 3.1 Fire load 

The fire load constitutes a measure of the total 

amount of combustible materials that is present in an 

enclosed room. This includes the material-of the 

structure, the fixtures and furnishings, as well as 

the wall and ceiling finishes and the floor covering. 

In the regulations and recommendations which are applied 

in various countries, the fire load is normally stated in 

calorific value, or in terms of an equivalent average 

quantity of wood which is exDressed in kilogrammes 

per square metre of floor area. This way of stating the 

fire load is inappropriate in that the quantity defined 

as the amount of fuel per unit floor area has no physical 

meaning as a parameter that äf. fectS the process of ai ire. 

On the other hand, if this quantity is modified so as 
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to express the amount of fuel per unit area of the total 

surface bounding the enclosed room then'we obtain a 

parameter which has a reasonable physical significance. 

In view of long-range objectives, it is furthermore 

imperative that the fire load should be described in a 

manner that is more differentiated from a standard 

furnace combustion process. It seemsthat a practical 

procedure in achieving this purpose would be to state 

the heat value of the fire loads per unit area of the 

total surface bounding an enclosed space, and to specify 

the frequency curve of the ratio of combustion which 

correspondSto the various componenets of this heat value. 

In most countries, the relevant statistical data are not 
(20,21) 

completely available, although literatures from Japan 

contain relatively extensive results obtained from surveys 

which have been carried out systematically'to determine 

the fire loads in buildings of the most common types. 

Table 3.1 shows the values of fire loads which are 

characteristic of Japanese buildings (concrete structures, 

load bearing), and Figure 3.3 shows the associated 

statistical frequency curve of fire loads in office 

buildings. 

3.3.2 Co-efficient of Heat Transmission of the Enclosed Air 

Apart from the temperature-time curve representing 

the process of fire development in an enclosed room, 

one important factor for determining the temperature 

field in a structure or a structural part exposed to 
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Type of building Fire Load = (kg/m2) 

Apartments 40 - 70 

Hospitals 30 - 60 

Hotels - 25 - 40 

Offices 30 - 150 

Classroom in Schools 20 - 50 

Libraries 300 - 600 

Warehouses 50 - 200 

Departmental Stores 20 - 75 

Table 3.1 

20 40 60 80 100 
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5.3.3 

fire is the co-efficient of heat transmission of the air 
layer bounding the space exposed to the fire. This 

co-efficient is primarily influenced by the convection 

and radiation conditions. The markedly predominant 

component of heat transmission is usually due to 

radiation. In general, this component increases with 

an increase in the temperature of the enclosed room 

as well as with an increase in the resultant emissivity 

of the exposed surface of the structural part and of 

the flames or smoulders in the burning zone as shown 
(21) 

in Figure 3.4. 

Area of Opening 

Area of opening in a room, comprising of open 

doors or windows where fire has broken out, has an 

important bearing in the time temperature relations 

in that it controls the rate of burning. In small 
(21,22) 

scale tests by Sims and-Hinkley, where a square crib 

was burnt in an enclosure provided with an air intake 

and an opening in the roof, it has been shown that 

the rate of burning increases with the increase in 

the area of opening, which in turn increases the room 

temperature, as shown by Odeen. 
(23)Experiments 

in 
(20,21) 

these respects by Kawagoe and Sekine also show 

that the room temperature rises more rapidly with an 

increase in the area of opening. In all these tests, 

small areas of opening have been used so that the fire 

is controlled by the ventilation. With larger ventilation 
(19) 

openings a different effect may be obtained. 
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oc 

resultant emissivity of the heated surface). 
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Apart from the factors as mentioned in preceding 

paragraphs, namely, the fire loads, the co-efficient 

of heat transmission of air layer between the surface 

of the structural member and the fire, and the area of 
(23) 

opening, it has been shown by Odeen that the thermal 

properties of the enclosing structure also influence- 

the time-temperature relations. 

Although the range of variations in a temperature- 

time curve is considerable and one would be justified 

to query the correctness of the standard fire testing 

procedures, very little can be done at the present 

stage of research to take into account all these 

factors to prepare an automatic analytical procedure 

suitable for the computer. Hence, for the purpose 

of the present computer program, attention will be 

mainly drawn to standard temperature-time curves which 

are in existence. 

3.3.4 Standard Time Temperature Curves 

In the regulations and recommendations which are 

in force in various countries, the process of fire 

development in enclosed rooms is characterised by 

standard time-temperature curves, which are based on 

the assumption that the amount of fuel in the enclosed 

space is unlimited. On the other hand, if the amount 

of fuel in an enclosed space is, limited, 
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then it is assumed that the time-temperature relation is 

represented by the standard curve up to a certain definite 

instant, which is determined by the amount of fuel or the 

fire load. After this instant, the temperature in the 

enclosed space is assumed' to decrease to ordinary room 

temperature either instantaneously, or (as in the present 

Swiss standard specifications) in conformity with a 

sloping rectilinear time-temperature curve. Figure 3.5. 
(21) 

represents standard time temperature curves as recommended 

by some countries, whereas in Figure 3.6 , duration-of 
(21) 

fire is plotted against fire load. A simplified 
(24) 

Swiss standard time-temperature curve consists of an 

increase in temperature for one hour which is the fire 

duration, and a fall of temperature corresponding to a 

linear rate of decrease in temperature of 100C per minute. 

It can be seen that the standard time-temperature 

curves used in various countries differ but slightly 

within the time range of 0 to 2 hours, which is of interest 

in ordinary fires under practical conditions. For 

the purpose of the computer program the graph shown in 

Figure 3.. 7 has been adopted. This graDDh is more or 

1eMý; identical. to ISO TC/92 time-temperature 

curve y and can be represented mathematically 

by the 7. of; at"i thmic expression 

T= 345 Lo 
13(8t+1) ' X3.1) 

where T is the temperature of the fire in 0 C, and t is 

the time in minutes to reach this temperature. As a 
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Temperature (OC) 

1200 

1000 

800 

600 

400 

200 

Time (hours) 

Figure 3.5 

Standard time-temperature (in excess of initial 

room temperature) curves used-in various countries: - 

(1) ISO/TC 92, INSTA 28/2, DIN 4102-62, Sweden. 

(2) ENPA, Switzerland. 

(3) ASTr1 E 119 (1953), U. S. A. 

(4) V 1076 (1955), Netherlands; 

BS 476 (1953), U. K. 
(5) A 1304, Japan. 

2468 
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Fire Load 

300 

200 

100 

Time 

Figure 3.6 

Relations between the fire load (kg of wood/m2 of' 

floor area), and the duration of fire (hours), 

stipulated in standard specifications in various 

countries: - 
(1) Sweden 

(2) U. S. A. 

(3) U. K. 

(4) Switzerland. 

2468 
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Temperature (oC) 
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600 

400 

200 

-º Time. 
(Minutes) 

Figre 3.7 

Time-temperature relation, as used in the computer 

program. 

30 60 90 120 150 180 
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mathematical expression of this kind is very useful and 

suitable for the purpose of the automatic analysis of a 

structure, this will be accepted as the basic formula for 

the time-temperature relations applicable to a structural 

member exposed to fire. The surface temperature of the 

structural member can then be approximated from the 

temperature of the fire.. 

3.3.5 Surface Temperature 
_ 

Investigation of test results show$that the surface 

temperature is always lower than the furnace temperature. 

From a careful study of the time-temperature curves (25) 
determined from fire tests on Double-T units, by Odeen, 

and on two symmetrically placed steel frames by 
(21,26) 

Kollbrunner, it appears that the surface to furnace 

temperature ratio varies approximately from about 

.4 to .8 for fires of duration from quarter of an hour 

to two hours. 

For the purpose of the present computer program, a 

factor dependent on the duration of fire is used. A 

basic ratio-c: of .4 at one minute, and an increase of 

. 005 per minute is assumed for fires up to two hours 

duration as shown in Figure 3.8. Represented 

mathematically it is given by, 

TR = .4+ . 005 . T. EM, 

where TR = Temperature Ratio, 

(3.2) 

and TEM = Time elapsed in minutes. 
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Temperature Ratio 

1 

.8 

.6 

.4 

.2 

Time 
(Mlinutes) 

Figure 3.8 

Variation of temperature ratio-(surface temperature/furnace 

temperature) with time, as used in the computer program. 

30 60 90 120 150 
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3.4 HEAT TRANSFER 

There are three distinct methods by which transference 

of heat takes place: - 
(1) Conduction, in which the heat passes through the 

substance of the body itself. 

(2) Convection, in which heat is transferred by relative 

motion of portions of the heated body, 

(j) Radiation, in which heat is transferred direct 

between distant portions of the body. 

Although, convection and radiation are of paramout 

importance in liquids and gases: and will greatly influence 

the surface temperature of the fire exposed members, the 

temperature distribution inside the material will generally 

depend on the conduction characteristics of the structural 

materials. 

3.4.1 Conductivit1 

For a steady state of temperature, the quantity Q 

of heat flowing through a homogenous isotropic plate of 

thickness d over a surface area A in time t is given by, 

ti =K (v0- Vj) 5. t , 
d 

. where I: is a constant called the thermal conductivity of the 

substance, and v0 and V, , 
(V' 

0 >V, ) are e terrperü Lures of 

the surfaces. 

''''he above equation can be modified to give, 

qs =-K On 

. ihere q, is the flour of heat/unit a ea/unit time, along the 

normal to any isothermal surface S. This is the basic 

eouation for the mathematical theory of conduction of heat 

otherwise known as Fourier's Law of heat transmission, and 
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is used to obtain the-temperature distribution. 

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
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The accuracy of the structural analysis will greatly 

depend on the accuracy of the determination-of temperature field 

within the material at any given time. The rate of total loss or 

accummulation of heat at a certain point in an isotropic 

solid may be deduced from fundamental principles using the 

basic equation and is given by, 

OVY 22 
+ 

a22 
+X22 , 

(3-3) 

at Pc aX ay aZ 

where, /O = the density of the solid, 

and C= the specific heat. 
2 

The constant C= 
his normally known as the diffusivity 

of the substance by Kelvin, and also sometimes as the 

thermometric conductivity by Clerk Maxwell. The above 

equation (3.3) is commonly known as the equation of heat. 

In the case of steady temperature, V does not vary with time,, 

thus, ov_0, 

C) t 

and, V'2 V=0, (3-4) 

where, 17 
2V 

= D2V a2V 
+ 

, ýx 2 Y2 z-2 

Equation (3.4); popularly knowm. as La Place's Equation, 

is encountered in almost every branch of science and 
(27-31) 

engineering, and as such, various methods for its solution 

are available. 
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3.5.1 Finite Difference Solution 

Using Taylor's Formula for a function of three 

variables, the Heat equation (3.3) can be transformed as: - 

S_ h2 
(Vi 

+ V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6 - 6Vo1 
, (3.5) 

6x2 

where (V1, V3), (V2, V4), and (V3, V6) are the average 

temperatures of the six neighbourhood points at a distance 

of Sx, along both sides of the three co-ordinate axes 

originating at the point where the current temperature 

is V0, and where the revised temperatures at time intervals 

of St are to be found (see Figure 3.9) - 

For two-dimensional heat-flow. 

SV = h22 (Vý+V2 ±V3 +V4 - 4V0) . bt ýx 
(3.6) 

For uni-directional heat-flow, 

SV = h2 (V1 + V2 - 2V0) 
St SX2 

(3.7) 

When the temperature distribution reaches a stead- state, 

i. e. when ZV = 0, the eauations (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) 
ZL 

can be reduced as follows: - 



Y 

-x ... -i 

fý 

\ 
-y 
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X 

Figure 3.9 
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For unidirectional heat-flow, 

V1 +V2-2V0=0 " (3.8) 

For : two-dimensional heat=flow 

Vi + V2 + V3 + V4 - 4V0 =0" (3.9) 

For three-dimensional heat-flow, 

V1 + V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6 -6V0 =0. (3.10) 

For transient. heat-flow, the equations (3.5), (3.6) and 

(3.7) are modified as follows: - 
., 

Assuming V as the revised temperature of the point 

concerned, 

for uni-directional heat-flow, 

SV=h2EXz (V1 +V2-2V0) 

or putting, 

h2 6t=1, V- tiro =1 (V1 + V2 - 2VO) 

jx 2 Ill m 

or V' = 
Vl+ N-2 Vý + V2 (3.11) 
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for 2-dimensional heat-flow, 

V, 1 Z4T M_4 , ý0 =M e-1 0 

and, for 3-dimensional heat-flow, 

I 16 M-6 VO -_ Iii 1v+M v0 

3.5.2 Boundary or Surface Conditions 

The surface conditions usually arising in the 

mathematical theory for convection of heat are as 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

follows: - 

a) Prescribed Temperature 

The surface temperature may be constant, or a function 

of time. This is the easiest boundary condition, to 

work with, although in practice it is often difficult 

to prescribe surface temperatures. The boundary 

condition of this type can be represented mathematically 

by the expression 

vs = 0(t), 
where Vs is the Surface temperature. 

b) Prescribed Heat-Flux 

A certain amount of given heat may be applied normal 

to the surface. Represented mathematically it is of 

the form, 

av av gs , qs -K" 11 0rn--K (3.14) 

where q5 is the rate of heat supplied. The heat-flux 

may be constant, or a function of time. For the 

particular case of an insulated boundary, o=0. "S 
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The condition then becomes, 
av 

=0 n 

c) Convection at the Boundary 

If the flux across the surface is proportional to the 

temperature difference between the surface and the 

surrounding medium, it can be represented by, 

qs = H(Vs-Va) , 
(3.15) 

or -K 
n= H(VS-Va) 

K 
or vs= Va H. an 

(3.16) 

where Va = Temperature of atmosphere. 

The quantity H is usually referred to as the surface 

, 
cranductance, or the co-efficient of, Suurface 

, 
'eat transfer. 

If in addition, there is a prescribed hE)at-flux qs 

into the surface, Va in equation (3.16) is replaced 

by Va + qs/H to give, 

3V 
- VS Va H (K. n *a q8) . (3.17) 

d) Non-Linear Heat Transfer 

In most cases, the flux of. heat from the surface is not 

a linear function of the temperature difference between 

the surface and its surroundings, though it may be 

approximated to, by an equation of the type (3.15), 

for small ranges of temperature. 
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3.5.3 Finite Difference Forms for Boundary Conditions 

Type (a) Prescribed Temperature 

Formulae are worked out to tackle these types of boundary 

conditions earlier in this Chapter. 

Type (b) Prescribed Heat-Flux 

2V 
__ 

qs 
Y1 Kn 

Y 

X 

Figure 3.10 

Using Taylor's formula for a function of one variable, 

and considering uni-directional heat-flow (see Figure 3.10) 

2) V 4V1 
_V2_3V0 

ax -2 zx 
(3.18) 

but 
v qS 

xK 

hence V0 = 
2gs. S x +1-4 V1 - 

V2 
(3.19) 3K 3 

In figure 3.20, V0, V1, V21 V31 V4, V5, and V60 represent 

average temperatures. 

wIG 
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For 2-dimensional heat-flow , 

qs. x2 2+V4 VO 3K +3 (V1+V3) --ý ' (3.20) 

For 3-dimensional heat-flow 

V_ 
2q3 

.bx4 (V +V 3 +V )_ 
V2+V4 

(3.21) 
09+ 515y 

In the above equations (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21), V0 represents 

the temperature at the surface and qs represents the heat 

supplied normal to the surface. Temperatures within the 

material can be calculated from equations 3.11,3.12 and 3.13. 

Type (c) Convection Heat Transfer 

For uni-directional heat-flow 

Vs - ZTG -H} 

4V1-VZ-3V 
or Vy =V-V( (usi. nF' 3.18) 

2 2. Sx 

Putting I; ýHx 

V2 22N 
_V -ýT 

s 2E-3 Va 1 
2I1-3 (3.22) 
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For 2-dimensional heat-flow j, 

2N 4(V1+V3)-(V2+V4) 
Vs 2N-3 Va 41'-b 40 (3.23) 

For 3-dimensional heat-flow , 

v= 2N V_ 
4(V1 +V3+V5)_(V2+V4+V6) (3.2-4) 

s-a 6N-9 

3.6 APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS 

h2 q2V_ 
'Dv 

7D t 

In place of actual temperature distribution, if a temperature 

distribution V=f (x, y, z, t, a,, a2, .. y an) is sug est d, 

where a,, a2, a- etc are functions of time, then the error"e" 

is given by, 

e=h`v2V---av " (-' . -5` "1 

A likely so? ul_on can be found by minimising the error thus: - 

e. d(VIoliý. me) =0. 
(= "ýý) gä21 

/pol. 
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Differentiating with respect to a,, a2, a3, etc, and 

using equation (3.25) values of a,, a2, a3, etc. can be 

found. 

For linear flow of heat in one direction only, which 

will be used in the analysis of plane frames, a parabolic 

temperature distribution is suitable and its solution for 

a prescribed surface temperature is obtained as follows: - 

3.6.1 Constant Tem-Derature 

Assuming a temperature V0 at the surface, the temperature 

distribution along the depth of a member is assumed as, 

V= V0 (1 -S )n 
2 

(3.27) 

where n is a real positive number >1. This is represented 

by the diagram shown below. 

II' 

x' , ix: 's Prc ý. ý 4' c' 

S 

vo 

r inure _3 .i1 
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To determine S= Depth of penetration of temperature, 

equation (3.26) is used. 

Di: fferentiatinc(3.27) with respect to x, 

X= 
nV0 i1- s )n-1 (- 1) 

and 
2 

crix S 

Again, differentiating the same 

= nVß (1- S )n-1. 
äx 

. S 
Using 3.25 for heat-flow in the dir 

h' 272V -- =h2 

with respect to t, 

dS 
dt 

action of x only, 
2V V 

is x2 
ýt 

S 

and 
ied(Vol. 

) I(h2 ö2V 
_V) dx 

0 

S 

w h2 V 
x 

0 

Using 3.30; 

= nV0. S2 

S 
n-1 

n 
S 

Ft ip 

.0 

nV0 dS 

S2 dt 

S 

x n-1 
x(1-ý) 

0 

dx , 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

using 3.28 0 
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Put ý_ XZ 

whence dx =-S. dZ,, 

X= (i-z). s , 

when x=S, Z=0, 

when x=0, Z=1 

S 

. 
. n-1 

x(1- x ). d: x 

0 

0 
(1-Z). S. zn-1. (-S dZ) 

1 

0 

_Z 
Zn 

- 
zn+1 

n n+1 

1 

__g2( _11) Ti + n+1 

S2 
n n+1 

ý3ýýýý 
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Hence f2 
nV 2 

= nVý. - --01 n n-ý 1 

h2 1 dS 
= nV0 (S n n+ )' U-t) 

As there is only one variable"S"involved in the 

suggested temperature distribution, use of equation 3.26 

yields, 
f. 

d(Vol. ) =0 

. 

or, from equation 3.32, 

h2 1 dS 
nVo (S-n 

n+T) ' a7) 0 ' 

1 dS 
or nn+ 

or . n(n+1). . dt = S. dS 9 

S2 
or 

2 
n(n+1). h2 t+C. 

(3.32) 
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When t=0, S=0; hence C=0; 

or S zn(n+1). h2t (3.33) 

Although, n =a general number for the degree of 

parabola, is used in the above calculations, a suitable 

value is n =. 2, and this value will he used in the examples 

worked out by-the computer program. Using 3.33, 

when n=2, S =[//2.2. ((2+1). h2t 

or S= 12h2t (3.34) 

It is interesting to note that S is independent of 

V0 I the surface temperature. 

Going back to the original expression 3.27, and 

using n=2, the temperature distribution is given by, 

2 

VVG 1 
12h? t 

2 

or VV0 11V 

ßt 3 

VX 
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Using the non-dimensional distance 

Vx2 4h t 

a table is given below to show the differences between the 

exact and approximate values of temperature ratio, V/V0. 

2 
X 

4111 
EXACT 
V/Vo 

APPROXIMATE 
fir/Vo 

0 1.0 1.0 

0.1 0.888 0.888 

0.2 0.777 0.786 

0.4 0: 572 0.579 

0.6 0.396 0.427 

0.9 0.203 0.231 

1.2 0.090 0.095 

1.7 0.016 0.034 

2.0 0.005 0 

Table 3.2 

3.6.2 Alternative Solution 

According to Kantorovich, the time-dependent variables 

all a2, etc. from a suggested temperature distribution can be 

found from, 

h22V -) 
d(; ýol. ) =0, (3.35) 

-" 

Li 



or h2v2v" 
Win. 

d (Vol. ) fit '2ýV d(Vol. ) 

n 
Vol Vol-', 

For unidirectional heat-flow, as given by 3.27, 

n-1 

aS- nV ý 
ý1 - S). Sx2. 

Using 3.29 and 3.37,. 

S 

h2 . Zý x2 
0 

dx 
as - 

2 
Vp 

h2 n2 (n-1). 4 S 

S 

f 2n-3 
(Sý x. dx. 

0 

Putting Z=1-X as before, 
S 

the integral part becomes, 

0 
fz2fl_3 

(1-Z). S. (-S). dZ. 

11 

_ S2 

Jz23 

- Z2n-2 ). d 

0 
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(3.36) 

(3.37) 
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= S2 ZM-2 
- 

Z2n-1 
2n-ß 

- S2 l_ 1 
n 

21 S 
n-1 2n--T7 

Hence, 
S 

12 32V ZV dx 

0 

2 
VS21 

= h2n2 
__ 

2(2n-1) 
S 

2 
2 v0 

n2 h 
S2 2n--1) 

I 

Again 'aVaV d(Vole) 

Vol 

S 
n2V2 0 dS x 

2n-2 2 
- ----- (1- Sýx. dx 

0 

ü: sing 3.30 and 3.37 
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(3.38) 

I 

(3.39) 
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Putting z=1-x S 

S 

x 
2n-2 

1- 5) x2 . ax. 
_ 

0 

0 

= 

fZ2n_2 

(1-Z)2. S2 (-S). dZ 

S3 Z2n-2 (1+Z2-2Z), dZ 

0 

S3 ýZ2n-2+ Z2nw2Z2n-1 d, Z 

S3 

FZ2n-1 

+ 
Z2n+1 

- 
2Z2m 

1 

n-ý n+ 2n 

10 

= s3 _ R7- + 2n+ n 

_ S3 2n2+n+2n2-n-4n2+1 
2n-1 2n+1 ,n 

31 
= n-1fl2n+i T' 

110 

(3.40) 
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Hence , 
V. d(-Vol. ) 

Vol 

22 
n. V0 

dS" 
S3.1 ' dtt nß'2- fij n+ý'f 

v2 
n c3' 

-S' t2n-1 2nß-1 ' UT (3-41) 

UA 

Equating . 3.39 and-. 3.41, as in 3.36, 

22 
'2 v0 

n2+ 
V0 dS 

-2 dt 

21 dS 
or 2S =+)- a-f 

or h2n (2n+1). dt = 2S. dS 

or S2 = h2n (2n+1). t+C; 

when t=0, S=0; , 
', 0 =0; 

or S= n(2n+1), ý2t (3.42) 
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Putting n. =2 in ::, 42, ' for '(ordinary parabolic temperature 

distribution , 

S= 10h2t " (3.43) 

3.6.3 Constant Flux 

Assume as before, 

"n. 
V= VO (1- 

" 'S . 

If a constant heat flux q is supplied at the surface, then 

-Iý 'x=q, }ýý 

or using (3; 28), -K nV0 (1-- 
S). 

(_ 
S) =q 

At the boundary, x=0, 

or -K* nV0.1 - qý 

or v O_ =9- 

Thus V 
So n 

nK S s (3.44) 
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zv So n-1 1 n-1 
a: nK S) 

(` S) _R (1 -s (3.45) 

-a 2V n-2 n-2 

x2 
(n-1) (1 - 

S) S) 
S) ; (3.46) 

K SK 

V sq n-1 n ý and nlt n1+ (1 _ . x) q dS 
nIiJ dt 

n-1 n 
=S (1 - 

S) x+ nK dt. 
(1 - S) 

(3.47) 

S 

222 32V 
h -- . dx Using 3.45, rh-"d (Vol. ) 

I ax ax 
Vol. 0 

S 2S 
h2 ä hh 

(1- S)n-1 q (3"48) 

00 

Using 3.47, 
t" 

d(Vol. ) 

Vol. 
S 

n-1 
dx = dt 

(1- S) x dx 
fät 

SK ' 

00 

S 
qn 

+ (1 -S dx 

0 

q_ dom. S2 q dS 
., using 3.31 ; Ti n+1 + nK dt n+1 
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qS dS* 11 
ý'r ' t- n n+ ý+ n n+ 

_a. 
s dS 2 (3.49) 

at nn+ 

Equating - 

h2 2 
; d(Vö1. )= 

DV " d(Vol. ) 
' 

(refer 3.. 26) 

ax Vol V91 

all! =9- 
as 2 

K Y. dtn n-t 

using 3.48 and 3.4.9; 

or n(n+1). h2 t= S2 ý 

2' (3.5P) 
or S= n(n+1) ht" 

When n= 2, S= 61, }2 t- (3.51) 

Note that S is independent of q, the heat flux. 

3.6.4 Alternative Solution 

S4 Xn Y=n (1- S) as -before (refer. 3.. 44), 
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VS xn-1 x Xn q -a--ý, --. n (1 - S) S2+ (1- 
s) .- 

n-1 SIC (1- S) x+ nq 
(1- $)n. (3.52) 

Using 3.46 and 3.52, 

S 

h2 
ýV 

-ý--y- dx 
x2 ZS 

0 

S 

h 
2q2 

SL 
2n-3 

. 
(n-1) (1- s) x, dx. 

S 
22 2n-2 

+hq. (n-1) (1 -S dx 
SnK 

0 
22 

ý. h-- (n-1). S? - 2 (n- 2n-1 S 
.K 

+h qý 
" (n-1) .S, using 3.38 ; 

SnK 2n-1 
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h2g2 1 h2a2 

K2 ' 2( n-1 
, 

nK2 2n-1 

h2g2 n-1 h2g2 (3n-2) 
(3.53) 

K2(2n-1) n K2 2n 2n-. T) 

Using 3.47 and 3.52, 

s 

V bV 
dx 

0 

n-1 xn 
2 dS 

= SK .. (1-S x+-te (1- ) -- dx 

0. 

ss 
2 2n-2 ;22 2n 

= -> (1- ) X. dx + 
K2 

(1-'s) dam' 
SKnK 

00 

S 
2 2n-1 

+ (1- S. x dx dd 
Snk 

0 

2312S22_ 
S2 dS =S K- "S"n n+1'n=fl + 

n2K2 
"ý+ 

SnK2 2' 2n 2n+1) E 

using 3.40, and 3.31 (replacing 'in'by "2n") ; 
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q 
2S dS. i11 

T77n- +n2(ß 
2n+1) 

+n 
(2n+1) 

IC 
GG 

nn 

(2n-1) (2n+1) 

Equating-,. 3-53 and 3.54 (refer 3.36), 

h2 2 3n-2 "2' q'. S 0 5n-2 
K2- (2n-1)(2n+1) 

or S. dS n(2n+1)(3n-2) h2. dt ... "2 k n-2 

or S= An?. n+1)(3n-? _) h2. t 5n-2 ' 0 

Putting n=2, for parabolic temperature distribution, 

S= V7t 
. 

3.6.5 'Conclusion 

- In "A. p 

temperature 

"Vo", or the 

, 
diffusivety 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

proximate Analysis", depth of penetration of 

"S", is not dependent on the surface temperature 

heat flux "q". It is dependent on the 

"h2 ", and time 'It". 
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307 COMPARISON OF SOLUTIONS 

A computer program has been developed to compare 

the temperature distribution for uni-directional heat-flow 

in a finite solid, using the finite difference method. (based on 
the formulae-' 3i1,3.19 p and 3,22. ) and the . approximate method. 

It is observed that the approximate method, where a 

parabolic temperature distribution is assumed, the 

value S= 6h2t, or S= 
V5h 2t, 

gives an under-estimated 

temperature rise, while S= 10h2t, or S= 
V2h 2 t" 

gives an over-estimate to the actual values calculated 

by the, finite Aifference method. As the temperature rise 

due to a fire-condition is neither similar to a constant 

flux; or a constant temperature, at the surface, for all 

purposes when calculating the bending moment and axial 

force in a structural member, a parabolic temperature 

distribution, with the base of the parabola at a distance 

of 
V12h 2t from the heated surface should be on the safe 

side. 

When the temperature reaches the other surface (unheated 

side), the following method can be employed: - 

Assuming D= Depth. of the section, temperature 

of the cooler surface is obtained from (refer 3.27), 

2 
va = V0. (1 -). (3.57) 

The bending, moment, and axial force can be calculated 

as the effect of the summation of an uniform temperature 

Vc y and a parabolic temperature distribution, where the 

base of the parabola is on the other face. while the 

surface temperature is V0 - Vc. 
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CHAPTER ¢. 

DETERIORATION DUE TO 'IRE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
When a structural member is in contact with a fire, 

I 

a non-xaniform distribution of temperature results within 

the material. As members in a structure. are generally 

restrained, stresses additional to the design stresses 

will be, induced throughout the structure. Furthermore, 

the strength and deformation properties of the structural 

material as well as those of the reinforcing or pre-stressing 
(44-51) 

material will undergo changes at high temperature. 

As, a result, the structural behaviour will be affected 

and the load-carrying capacities of some of the members 

may be reduced to an extent to cause a structural failure. 

The conventional method that is used to determine 

the fire resistance of a structural member is to test 

full scale specimens in standard furnaces. This method 

can be time-consuming and expensive, and-does not give 

results representative of the same member as it forms 

part of a large framework with different support and 

loading conditions. Analytical computations need, 

therefore, be made in order to examine the possibility 

of dealing with this problem. 

For this purpose, knowledge of the following factors 

iS- essential: - 
1) Temperature-. time curve of the burning space. 

2) Heat transfer conditions at surfaces exposed. to 

fire. 
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3) Variation in the temperature field within 

the heated members, with time. 

4) Variation in the thermal characteristics, and 

in the strength and deformation properties of 

the affected structural materials, with temperature. 

5) Effect of creep and shrinkage at high temperature. 

4.2 TEMPERATURE FIELD 

This is discussed in Chapter 3. Temperature of 

the burning space is obtained from expression 3.1, which 

is a function time only, and the surface temperature of 

I 

the fire exposed member is calculated using expression 3.2, 

again a function of time only. A parabolic temperature 

distribution within member is assumed, and the depth of 

penetration of temperature is calculated using equation 3.33, 

which is a function of time and, diffusivity h2 of the 

material, and is given by, 

S= 
V2n(n+l) 

h2t. 

In the computer program, examples have been worked out 

assuming n (degree of parabola) = 2. 

4.3 THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Thermal characteristics of the structural material 

are necessary for the calculation of temperature field 

within fire-exposed members. The only characteristic 

that is used for the purpose of the present computer program, 
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is the diffusivity of the main structural material 
(excluding reinforcing, or prestressing steel), and this 

is given by, h2 = K/l''C. In other words, the 

temperature field is assumed to be dependent on three 

variables, namely, 

a) K= Thermal conductivity, 

b) /0 = Density, 

. and c) C= Specific 
, 
heat. 

4.3.1 Thermal Conductivity 

The thermal, conductivity K is not constant for 

the same substance, but depends upon the temperature. 

However, when the range of temperature is limited, this 

change in K may be neglected, and in the ordinary _ 

mathematical theory it is assumed that the conductivity 

does not vary with temperature. A nearer approximation 
(25,27,48) 

to the actual state-may be obtained by making Ka linear 

function of the temperature V, such as, 

K= KO (1 + aV), 
rs 

where a is small, in fact, negative for most substances, 

Kp being the conductivity at normal temperature. For 

crystalline and anisotropic solids, the conduction of heat 

is more favourably inclined in certain directions than for 

others. There are also heterogeneous solids, in which the 

conditions of conduction vary from point to point, as well 

as in direction, at each point. Structural materials such 

as steel may be considered. as isotropic solids. Although 

concrete is a complex material with the conductivity being 

dependent on the moisture condition, for the purpose of the 
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4.3.2 

computer program, it will be assumed that concrete is mature 

and dry enough for K to be isotropic. An example of 

variation of 5, with temperature for concrete is shown 
in figure 4.1. 

Density 

Variation of density with temperature is neglible 

4.3.3 

except for the evaporation of moisture content in the case 

of green concrete, and is ignored for the purpose of the 

program as concrete is assumed to be mature and dry. 

Specific Heat 

Here again, the change in specific heat C is mainly 

due to initial moisturecontent,, and a simplified procedure 

to modify C because of this, has been recommended by 

Odeen, by assuming that free water entering into concrete 

is converted to vapour at 10000. Temperature will increase 

so. long as the heat transfer continues, until the temperature 

reaches 10000, when heat will be stored in an element 
uY 

without any increase in the temperature. The amount of 

heat stored will 

the water in the 

the element is c, 

continue to rise 

by assuming that 

is infinite. 

correspond to the heat of evaporation of 

concrete. When all the water content in 

Dnverted to. vapour, the temperature will 

again. This phenomenon can be described 

the value of the specific heat at 1000C 

It should be pointed out that the above reasoning is 

of course, approximate. Also moisture migration and loss 

starts before a temperature of 1000C, and evaporation 

continues long after this temperature has been reached. 
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Figure 4.1 

0 

Variation of thermal conductivity with temperature (concrete). 

0- Values reported by Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan. 

X- Values-reported by Hoganas - Billeshoim Co. Ltd., 

Hoganas, Sweden. 

l 

y (kCal/m/hr/°C) 
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For the purpose of the present work, the effect of moisture 

content is ignored, and C is assumed to vary linearly 

with temperature V, such as, 

C= Co (1 + bV) 
t 

where b is very small and positive for most substances, 
CO being the specific heat at normal temperature. An 

example of variation of C with temperature, for concrete, 
(25) 

is shown in figure 4.2. 

4.3.4. Diffusivit 

As mentioned before, this is the only characteristic., 

apart from the temperature of fire, that is used to determine 

the temperature field. As thermal conductivity K decreases 

with temperature, and specific heat C increases, the 

ratio "K/C" will decrease with an increase in temperature. 

For the purpose of the computer program, a bi-linear 

decrease of diffusivity (h2-= K/P C), with temperatures 

is assumed as an approximation. As temperature varies 

across the depth of cross-section, an ayerage-temperature 

is to 
. 
b. e -iised for this purpose, and this is given by, 

T 
Ta = n+1 -- + Tb (4.1) 

where, Ta = Average. temperature, 

T= Surface . temperature, 

n= Degree of curve, 

and To = Initial temperature 

Expressions used for variation of diffusivity h2, 

t 
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Figure 4.2 

Curve representing in principle the-effect produced 

by the initial moisture content of .' concrete on the 

variation of specific heat with temperature. 

c 

500°C 1000°C 
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with temperature, for concrete and steel, for 

temperatures > 20°C, are given by, 

a) For concrete, h2 = h2 (1.02 - . 001 Ta) , 
(4.2) 

b) For steel, h2 = h2 (1.04 - . 002 Ta) , 
(4.3) 

and c) For concrete, or steel, h2 >'. 05 h2 (4.4) 

where h2 is the original ciiiffusivity at temperature To. 

Graphical representations of these expressions are given 

by figures 4.3 and 4.4, for concrete, and steel, 

4,. 4 

i 

respectively. 

STIFFNESS CHARACTERISTICS 

Stiffness characteristics of a member, for plane frames, 

consist of four variables, namely, 

a) F= Modulus of elasticity , 

b) I= Moment of inertia, 

c) A= Area of cross-section, 

and d) L= Effective length of member. 

For space frames', a fifth variable is used, namely, 

G= Modulus of rigidity. Confining our attention to 

plane frames, change of I, A, or L with temperature is 

ignored for stiffness purposes. 

4.4.1 Change of E for Concrete 
(32-36) 

Research has been done on this subject by many, 

and one of the curves that is used in the computer 

program, is given by figure 4.5, showing change of E 

with temperature. Average temperature Ta is used for 
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0 

this purpose, as given by 4.1, to calculate ETa' 

The average E for stiffness purposes is 

calculated assuming an average E for the whole section. 

Thus 
Ea (ETa. a + EO (D-a)) /D; (4.5) 

where Ea _ Average E. 

ETa =E at temperature Ta, 

E0 _ Original B, 

a= Depth of Penetration, 

and D= Depth of cross-section. 

B/EO 

ý ý. 1.0 

1.0 
.r 

.6 

"5 

0 

o ý--- 
o°c 

, er 

50000 10000C 

Figure 4.5 
(concrete) 
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Figure 4.5 is modified to a four-linear curve, for use 

with the computer program, and are represented by the 

following four equations: - 

1) When Ta is between 20°C and 100°C, 

ETa = BO (1.1 - . 005. Ta) " (4.6? 

2) When Ta is between 10000 and 300°C, 

ETa = .6. E0 . (4.7) 

3) When Ta is greater than 30000, 

ETa = E0 (1.2 - . 002. Ta). (4. £3) 

4) ETa > . 05 DO . 
(4.9) 

4.. 4. *2 Change of E. for Steel 

The curve that is used to determine change of B 

for steel is given by figure 4.6. For computing purposes, 

it can be represented by the equation of a straight line, 

and is given by (when Ta > 200°C), 

ETa = EO" (1.2 - . 001. Ta) . 
(4. `ß"Ö) 

4.5 CHARACTERISTICS FOR TEMPERATURE FORCES 

As shown in Chapter. 2, fixed-end. f orces due to 

temperature are calculated with the knowledge of the 

variables A, E, and cc , where c is the 
, 
coefficient of 

linear expansion. Change of A (temperature affected area 

of cross-section) with temperature is ignored. as before. 

E for temperature forces can be determined using figures 

4.5 or 4.6, and average temperature Ta, obtained from 

expression 4.1. Average value ETa for fixed-end forces 
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is-then calculated using equations 4.6 to 4.10. 

4.5.1 Chance of O: for Concrete 
(32,37,38) 

Research. in this field is again numerous, 

and the graph chosen for the present . work: is given by 

figure 4.7, to be used in conjunction with average 

temperature Ta. Represented mathematically as the 

equation of' a straight line, this is given by, 

OC Ta = OCO (1+ . 002. Ta), (4.11) 

where 0. 'Ta is the DC at temperature Ta (Ta > 20°C), 

and 0.0 is the original ÖC 

' 4.5.2 Change --oß+ß for Steel. 

The graph chosen for this purpose is given by 

figure 4.8, and represented mathematically by, 

Ta = 
0(0 (1 + . 001. Ta) (Ta > 200C) . 

(4-12) 

4.6 CHARACTERISTICS FOR U±TINATE STRENGTH 

Variables influencing the ultimate strength of a 

section in a structural member are: - 

a) For concrete - Modulus of e'lasticity E and 

yield atress Y of reinforcements, and ultimate 

'. cube'strength U of concrete. 

b) For Steel - Yield s. tress Y of steel. 

4.6.1 Change of B of Reinforcing Steel 

Figure 4-6, showing change of E of steel with 

temperature, is used for this purpose. Temperatures 
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Figure 4.7 (concrete) 
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Variation of Co-efficient of 

linear expansion with temperature 
2.0 - (for computer use) 
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at the centres of reinforcement at the near and the 

far side (from fire) are given by, 

1) Tn = (T-T0) (1 -((D-d)/a)n) + To ', (4.13) 

and 2) Tf = (T-TD) (1 - d/a)n) + To r (4-14) 

where T21 = temperature of reinforcement at the near 

side, 

d= distance from compression face to centre of 

tensile reinforcements, 

and T temperature of reinforcement at the far side. 

T, T0,, D, n, and a, are as defined 

earlier in this chapter. 

E of reinforcement can then be calculated from equation 

4.10, substituting T. and Tf in place of Tao 

4.6.2 Change of U for Concrete 

The graph chosen for this purpose for use with the 
(39-43) 

computer program, from existing research work,, 
(39) 

is given by figure 4.9, showing change of U with 

temperature. Average temperatures below and above the 

central axis are considered, and calculated as follows: - 

When a>D-d( dm, say), 
2 

then temperature Tm at the central axis, in excess of 

the original temperature T0, is given by, 

Tm = (T - TO) (1 - dm/a). (4-15) 
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Variation of cube strength of concrete (. Malhot-rd) 

with temperature (for computer use). 
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The 4veraGe, temperature Tan of concrete below the 

central axis (nearer to the fire) is given by, 

Tan= (a(T -TO) - (a-dm)" Tm)/(dm(n+1)). +T0 (4.16) 

and the average, `Eemperature Taf of concrete above: - 

the central axis (farther to the fire) is given by, 

Taf ' 2(T0 + Tm/(n+1)) (a - dm)/d " (4.17) 

When a .C dm' T 
af = Tm = To, and, 

Tan = (a(T-T0)-(a-d 
m). 

T0)/(dm(n +1)) + T0. a/dm (4.18) 

Figure 4.9 is modified to a four-linear curve for use 

with the computer program, and is represented mathematically 

by the following four equations to determine the revised 

U (Ut) at any temperature"t": - 

1) for temperatures between 20°C and 300°C, 

ut =U (1 - . 0004. t) 

2) for temperatures between >00°C and 400°C, 

Ut =U (1.24- 
. 0012. t) ; 

3) for temperatures above 400°C, 

Ut. = U (1.64- 
. 0022. t) ; 

and 4) Ut > . 05 U. 

(4.19 ) 

(4-20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 
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4.6.3 Change of Y for structural steel 

The graph chosen for this purpose for use with the 

computer program is given by figure 4.. 10, showing change 

of Y with temperature. As in the case of concrete, 

average temperatures below and above the central axis, 

namely Tan and Taf, are considered, and calculated from 

equations 4.16,4.17, and 4.18. Figure -. 4.10 is modified 
to a four`- linear curve for use with the computer program, 

and are given by the following four equations to calculate 

the revised yield stress at any temperature"t": - 

1) Between the temperature range 200C - 100°C, 

Yt =Y (1 - . 0015. t); (4.23) 

2) Between the temperature range 1000C - 200°C, 

Yt =Y (. 9 - . 0005 . t) ; (4.24) 

3) Above 200°C, 

Yt =Y (1.1 - . 0015. t) ; (4.25) 
wrn 

and 4) Yt > . 05 Y (4.26) 

x. 6.4 ' Change of Y for Steel Reinforcements 

The figure 4.10 is again chosen for this purpose. 

The actual temperatures at the levels of top and bottom 

reinforcements are obtained from expressions 4.13 and 
61 it 

4.14, and are used in place of t in equations 4.23 to 

4.26, to determine yield stress of reinforcements at 

any temperature Nt. 
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Variation of yield stress of steel 

with temperature (for computer use).. - 
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For structural steel as well as for reinforcing 

steel, two different values of original yield stress, 

in compression and in tension, may be used. 

4.6.5 Other Variables 

For concrete, the parameters in connection with the 

stress-block are indirectly changed because of a change 

in the ultimate cube strength U with temperature. 

These are: - 

1. ) ., = _Coefficient 
of average compressive strength' 

where aU = average compressive strength5U being 

the cube strength of concrete at the given 

temperature. 

I 

2+') b= Coefficient of depth of the centre of 

pressure, where b. dn = depth of centre of 

pressure, do being the depth of neutral axis. 

3) e The ultimate compressive strain in'concrete. 

4.7 EFFECT OF CREEP AND SHRINKAGE 

Shrinkage in concrete is negligible when the 

concrete is mature and dry, and hence-its effect is 

ignored for the purpose of the present work. 

Creep in concrete is normally associated with a 

loading system that has been sustained for a reasonably 
(52,53) 

long period. However, it's effect is greatly enhanced 
(54,55) 

at high temperatures and is appreciable in the case of 

V 
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a fire even when the duration is short. 
Creep strains are effected by, 
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a) Age of loading, 

b) Stress` magnitude , 

c) Temperature "T" : 
d) Time "t" . 

Assuming the creep strain to be proportional to G, 

and , 
0(T) (a linear function of temperature T), total 

strain Ec due to creep is given by, 

Ec =d "0(T). 6, (4.27) 

where 'P" is a parameter varying with time only, and is 

called the Specific Thermal Creep. 

There are two methods to take into account the 

effect of creep, namely, 

1) Effective Modulus, 

2) Rate of Creep 

4.7.1 Effective Modulus Method 

In this method, the modulus of e'lastricity E is 

modified to give E', which is used for all analytical 

purposes. 

Assuming Le= the elastic strain, E' is given by, 

E, = e +£c 

But, 'Ee =b; hence, using 4.27, 
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L+ (T) c 

or r. ' '=E (4.28) 

1+E0(T)c 

4.7.2 Rate of Creep Method 

In this method, 6 at any time t, is calculated 

assuming rate of change of total strain 0. 
dc 

Total strain is. given by, 

c 
6_A+f. ý(T). dc , 

orc =-6ý, -+c 0 (T) 

or 6' + E: 4 O (T) = 0, since 
L= 0; 
dc . 

or = A. e-EO(T) 
c' 

when c=0, ý=b0, A =a0 ; 

or 
a0 

e 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

4.7.3 Comparison of the two methods 

Using c'ffective, modulus E', stress at any time 
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is given by, 

E I 

8 or 
6=1. 

ý0 .c 
(using 4.28) 

Using rate of creep, 

b 60 
eEO(T). c 

(using 4.30) 3 

I 

using the exponential series, 

60 
+EO (r) c+ (nO (T) c)2 + ... 

S 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

Comparing equations 4.31 and 4.32, it can be easily seen 

that the effective modulus triethod gives higher stresses than 

the rate of creep 
, 
method. As 

, 
effective modulus E' is used 

±ör the computer program, it may be said that the analysis 

is on the safer side. The values of c and 0 (T) for 

this purpose are assumed as: - 

C= 10 x 10-9 , 

and 0 (T) = Ta - 20, 

where, average temperature Ta is calculated using 4.1. 

The value of ETa, As calculated using equations 4.6 to 

4.9, is then modified using 4.28, to give ETa, which is 
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to be used in place of ETa, for all calculations for 

concrete. Creep in steel is not. considered in the 

present work. 
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C HA PTER 5 

EVALUATION OF FAILURE CRITERIA 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

It is quite a long time since ultimate load equations 

for the strength of beams and columns were introduced 

into the code of practice for the structural use of 

reinforced concrete in buildings. ' With these a more 

logical approach to design became possible. This 

has resulted in engineers using the equations in the Code 

in conjunction with moments calculated on an elastic 

basis, thus combining two different methods of analysis. 

The sample structure used in the present project for 

testing the computer program is designed in this manner. 

However, for testing the strength of members, when 

temperature loads due to fire increasing with time are - 

being used, aa different method of analysis, namely, 
(57-60) 

ultimate load analysis at collapse is employed. 

In the past, the theory of reinforced concrete design 

has been influenced by a philosophy of design associated 

with steel structures. The behaviour of steel test 

specimens within the elastic range has given rise to an 

approach to analysis in the relationship between load 

and stress and strain, and hence the distribution of 

bending moments and deformation, has justifiably been 

assumed to be linear, and deviations from mean test 
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values of yield stress and strain have not been regarded 

as being particularly significant. However, reinforced 

concrete is a more complex material than structural steel, 

because of the peculiar properties of concrete. The 

simple classical theories for the behaviour of reinforced 

concrete, in which it is* considered as a combination of 

two elastic materials"9have proved to be inadequate. 

When loaded for a few hours at a low stress, a reinforced 

concrete structure behaves very nearly elastically. 

However, when the loading is sustained at high stresses, 

the behaviour of concrete can depart very considerably 

from a linear stress-strain relationship. Micro cracks 

spread and result in internal displacements which are 

non-recoverable. Under sustained load, at a high stress (60% 

of U) concrete may weaken and eventually fail by the 

extension of micro-cracks. depending on the tr iaxial 

condition of stress in the concrete brought about by the 

provision of ineffective binding 
. reinforcement', -or 

, other , 

similar restraint. If effectively applied, such 

restraint may however, increase the ultimate resistance, 

and particularly the ultimate deformation of the bound 

element. The cement paste in the mortar between the 

stones shrinks at a rate influenced by the humidity, and 

creeps at a rate influenced by the temperature and the 

stress. Cleavage cracks, which are due to bending and 

shear tension, form in structural members and extend under 

sustained. and repeated load, thereby increasing the 

deformation of a member., *Cold-worked reinforcing steel 
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has no definite yield point. Its stress can increase to 

a maximum at slightly beyond an offset strain of about . 001 which 

definee an assumed yield point' since the direct. -train begins 

to increase rapidly as the stress is increased beyond that 

point. Neither concrete nor cold-worked reinforcethent 

behaves elastically and the behaviour is even more inelastic 

when the two materials are combined in reinforced concrete 

members. Cleavage cracks in members which are subjected 

to bending and shear. can cause considerable inelastic 

deformation;,; which can increase under sustained or 

repeated loading. However, inspite of all these 

inconsistencies in concrete behaviour, it is possible to 
rl 

establish simple methods of calculation which enable safe 

structures to be designed. 

Ikon linear effects in concrete members are attributed 

mainly to the behaviour of the concrete. In members where 

the concrete stresses remain low until the steel yields, 

the behaviour is essentially linear up to this point. 

Where, however, the concrete stresses become high before 

the steel yields, the deviations from linearity may be 

considerable. When a concrete member is loaded up to 

the point when yielding of the steel occurs, the behaviour 

becomes complex. Generally, deformation is confined to a 

relatively short length of the member, even when a region' 

under constant bending moment is present. If loading is 

continued until the concrete has crushed, which normally 

corresponds to the maximum carrying capacity of the section, 

behaviour becomes more complex, one important aspect being 
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that the concrete in the crushing zone is not under 

uniaxial stress. In addition, there may be appreciable 

bond slip in the steel, which can extend a considerable 

distance beyond the actual zone of crushing. There is 

at present no theoretical treatment to cover this range 

of'behaviour and recourse must be made to experimental 

evidence which is illustrated in the figures below in 

the form of moment-rotation relations for a length of 

member with a failure zone in it. For convenience the 

failure zone will be referred to as a plastic hinge. 

i M L'i Lo 
_ýi 

0 

0 
Figure 5.2 

Figure 5.1 

NI 
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The N-O relation to be expected from an under- 

reirforced beam takes the 
-form shown in Figure 5.1 

After the steel yields there is a gently rising plateau 

until the point of crushing is reached.. (Li). Thereafter, 

the moment remains essentially constant as rotation 

increases until eventually the moment begins to decrease (L2)" 

Sometimes strain hardening of the tension'steel. can cause 

the moment to increase when the ;n otations-_-, become large 

(dotted). For over--reinforced (or members under axial 

loading the 14-0 relation is more generally of the form 

shown in Figure 5.2 when the hinge moment begins to 

decrease immediately after the maximum moment is reached 

(falling branch hinge). - 

It is reasonable to question -whether it is necessary 

to take this falling branch behaviour into account. It 

is clear that for a statically determinate'structure'the 

attainment of the maximum moment at any point will signify 

collapse, but this is not necessarily so for an indeterminate 

frame. - 
It is possible in such a frame for more load to be 

carried even though falling branch hinges are present. 

If a frame in such a state deforms further, the moments at 

the falling branch hinges will decrease and may be 

sufficient to support a greater. load on the frame. 

For frames with under-reinforced members the behaviour 

is essentially ideal elastic plastic and the approaches 

developed for elastic plastic analysis can be applied. 

For frames with over-reinforced members or heavily loaded 

columns the falling branch part is'ignored for the 
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purpose of the present program, and the moment is kept 

stationary at ultimate moment of resistanbe. 

The problem of variation in moment curvature 

relations along member due to changes in cross-sections 

because of curtailment of reinforcing rods can be dealt 

with by considering such members as a series of members 

of constant cross-section with joints introduced at each 

change in cross-section. 

The following basic theory is applicable to reinforced 

concrete beams of any cross-sectional shape and with any 

amount of reinforcement and is employed in the present program. 

5.2 ASSUMPTIONS 

Most theories which predict the ultimate 'moment 

have the same basis and the following assumptions are 

generally made; - 

1. The distribution of the concrete stresses can be 

defined. Usually this is done-by means of co-efficients 

from which the average compressive stress and the position 

of centre of pressure can be assessed. 

2. The beam will fail when the maximum compressive strain 

in the beam reaches a particular value. 

3. The distribution of concrete strain is linear. 

4. The average strain in the steel is a certain proportion 

of the strain in the concrete at the same level. 

5. The concrete does not resist tension. 

The distribution of stress in the compression zone 

of reinforced concrete beams is of fundamental importance 
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in any theory and, some of the early available research was 
(61,62) 

done on this subject by Hognestad, Hanson and McHenry. 

The values, for the co-efficients and the ultimate 

concrete strain as mentioned in (1) and (2) of assumptions, 

that have been adopted in the:: program, are taken from their 

work, and are given as follows: - 

1) The average compressive stress at failure is given by, 

aU = 

(3040+. 
213U U 

3200+. 78U 

where U= ultimate cube strength. 

2) The depth of centre of pressure = b. dn 

where b 0.50 -U 
102,500 

and, do = depth of neutral axis. 

" 3) The ultimate compressive strain in the concrete is given 

by, 

e= . 004 -U 8.34x10 

The assumption that the distribution of concrete strain 

is. linear is one which has been established from numerous 

strain readings that have been taken on beams and many 

investigators have found it to be perfectly justified. 

Owing to the cracking which occurs below the neutral 

axis, only the average strain in the steel can be assumed 

to be the same as the strain in the concrete at the same 

level, based on a linear strain profile. Close to cracks, 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
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the strain in the steel will be higher than the average, 

and away from them, it must necessarily be lower. In order 
to allow for this, a bond factor may be used which gives a 

ratio between the minimum strain in the steel and that in 

the adjacent concrete. In the computer program, the 

bond factor assumed is unity. The assumption that 

concrete does not resist tension is of course untrue, but 

the stress diagram and its lever arm are so small that 

its effect on the ultimate moment is negligible. 

5.3. BASIC APPROACH 

In a framed structure, even though the fire is assumed 

to be confined in one or more compartments, the stresses 

developed will not be confined to the vicinity of the 

fire. Although it may be expected that more damage will 

be caused to the members directly in contact with the 

fire, there is a possibility that a remote structural 

member may as well be overstressed because of the way 

a framed structure transmits its stresses from one area 
y0 

to other parts of the structure. 

5.3.1 Selection of Overstressed Members 

In a complicated framework consisting of a great number 
r 

of members it is not easy to predict where the damage will 

be caused. Moreover, when a member fails, it changes the 

geometry of the structure on which the design of the 

structure is based. Hence, all the members are to be checked. 

The other reason for checking all the members of the 

structure is that it is easier for the program to check 

for all-the members than for selected parts of the framework. 

The basis for checking the failure of a member is provided 
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S 

by the conventional bi-linear to m--. 95 
8. #.. 

diagram, 

5.3.2 

as given by Figure 5.1. 

Failure Criteria 

When the bending moment due to the applied gravity and 
temperature loads exceed the ultimate moment of a member 

at a certain cross-section, the member is assumed to 

develop a plastic hinge at that point, and the stiffness 

matrix of the member is altered. The same process is 

followed for all the other members. 

In the present computer program, when a fire is 

I 

incorporated, it is assumed that the heat flow is 

uni-directional. This being the case, and the concrete 

as a material being effectively heat-resistant, the 

temperature will not penetrate very far for a short 

duration of fire, as is normally the case. _ 
Consequently, 

the temperature loads caused by fire will be predominantly 

bending moments rather than axial forces. Hence bending 

failures are given more importance in the computer program 

than compression failures. However, as happens in a framed 

structure, almost all the members, whether they are beams 

or columns, appear to have to sustain a certain amount of 

axial force. So provision is made in the program to take 

into account the axial force, although failure is'assumed 

to be caused mainly due to bending. Most of the literatures 

on plastic failure have dealt separately with beams and 

columns. But when a framed structure is concerned, it 

is not easy to guarantee that all beams shall be free 
from effective axial forces, or for that matter, all 

columns shall be free from effective bending moments, 
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Figure 5.3 
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especially when temperature loads are in action. Hence, 

it is decided not to separate the functions of beams and 

columns, thus avoiding additional instructions to the 

computer. 

In short, it is assumed that, 

(1) any member -, in the structure, is partly affected 

by an axial force, 

(2) the failure of a member is mainly due to bending, 

and (3) no member is so heavily over-reinforced that a sudden 

crushing failure takes place. 

5.3.3 Behaviour of a Member under Plasticity 

I 

Consider Figures 5.3a to 5.3h, showing strain and 

stress distributions on a rectangular concrete section. 

The application of increasing bending moment to an under- 

reinforced section with tension reinforcement is found to 

cause successive strain distributions of the type shown 

in Figure 5.3b. 

When the extreme fibre strain in the concrete at the top 
w9 

is much less than the maximum allowable strain "e", the 

compressive stress-block for the concrete is nearly of 

the same shape as iisstrain diagram, which varies from zero 

stress at the neutral axis to maximum stress at the top 

In Figure 5.3d, when the steel starts to yield, the 

extreme fibre stress in the concrete is less than the 

(Pig. 5.3cß 

maximum stress. The compressive force in the concrete is 

now A. Ywhere. Y is the yield stress of steel. 

In figure 5.3e, when the maximum bending moment is 

reached, the neutral axis has risen to account for a 

larger bending moment, as the compressive force in the 
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concrete is still equal to A. Y, and cannot increase any 
further. 

In an over-reinforced member, however, the behaviour 

is as shown in Figures 5.3f - 5.3h. The effect is an 

elongated stress-block to account for a higher steel 

stress, but still less than its yield stress Y. 

The shape of"the compressive stress-block does not 

I 

seem to have much influence on the value of the maximum 
bending moment, so that it is possible to base design 

formulae on an idealised shape. The British code of 

practice is based on one of the simplest, namely, the 
(63) 

rectangular stress-block due to Whitney, assuming the 

mean compressive stress at flexure failure to be about two 

third of the maximum stress. The maximum stress is 

assumed to be about two third of the cube strength, so 

that the resultant average stress is about 4U/9. European 
(64) 

Committee for Concrete recommends a parabolic stress-block, 

with a maximum stress value of . 75U. 

If the proportion of reinforcement. is high, the concrete 

crushes before the steel reaches its yield stress. The 

higher the proportion of steel in an over-reinforced beam, 

the lower is the stress and strain in the steel when the 

concrete crushes. If the extreme fibre strain in the 

concrete when crushing begins is assumed to be constant, 

it follows from the strain distribution that a higher 

proportion of reinforcement is associated with a larger 

compressive stress-block at failure, but with a smaller 

lever arm. These changes influence the moment of 
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resistance in opposite directions and tests show that the 

quantity of tensile reinforcement in an over-reinforced 

section has very little effect on the ultimate bending 

moment. However, since the neutral axis depth is 

governed by the amount of reinforcement, the approximate 

axis depth = d1/2, does not hold good for an over-reinforced 

beam. Curvatures, and hence, deflections in an over- 

reinforced section are small, and there is little warning 

of a failure which may be sudden and sometimes explosive. 

This is one of the reasons why over-reinforced beams are 

not common in practice. Moreover, a greater strength is 

obtained with the same quantities of concrete and steel, 

if-some of the reinforcement is placed in the compression 

zone. 

5.3.4 Columns, Instability 

Almost all reinforced concrete columns are subjected 

to eccentric loading, the eccentricity being not always 

''independent of load, because with the increase of load,, 

the curvature increases, thus causing the eccentricity to 

increase, which in turn increases the bending moment. 

Under the present scope, this effect of failure due. 

to instability is not taken into account. - The 

ultimate strength of a concrete section will include the 

effect of eccentricity if failure due to ultimate axial 

load Pu, and ultimate bending moment Mu, are considered 

independently. The axially loaded column where Mu = 0, 

and the beam where Pu = 0, are the particular cases in 

the general theory. In the present analysis Pu is 

not consicZerecl.. 
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Tests show that the assumptions made in the ultimate 

strength theory of beams are also valid for eolumns, and 

the British code of practice gives a design method similar 

to that for beams, based. on the rectangular stress-block. 

But, although the principles are the same, the design 

equations for the columns are much more complex, as it 

is necessary to allow for the difference between the depth 

of the stress-block and that of the neutral axis, and for 

neutral axis outside the cross-section. As with beams, ' 

the equations are distinguished between sections where steel 

yields in tension before concrete crushes, and those where 

the concrete crushes before the reinforcement yields. 

But they apply only to members of rectangular cross-section 

with symmetrical reinforcements on two opposite faces. 

The difficulties that arise from the use of the rectangular 

stress-block become more-serious when continuous beams 

and frames are considered, and a report on the ultimate 

load design ofý5concrete structures from the Institution of 

Civil Engineers recommends the use of a parabolic stress- 

block as permitted by the European Committee for Concrete, 

because it defines the position of the neutral axis. 

In the computer program, however, the empirical curves 

as found from tests by Hognestad, Hanson & McHenry, and 

given by the formulae 5.1 to 5.3, are used. The results 

are similar to those due to parabolic stress-block. 

5.3.5. Steel 

Fully rectangular stress-blocks above and below the 

neutral axis are assumed in the case of steel members for 
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(66) 
the determination of ultimate bending moments, the mean 

stress being the yield stress Y of steel. 

5.3.6 Method Used in the Computer Program 

Features include: - 

1. Empirical curves as introduced by Hognestad, Hanson, 

and Ndllenry are used for the concrete stress-block. 

2. All members, beams or columns, are assumed to have 

a combination of an axial force, and a bending moment, 

and hence, the same method is applied to both beams 

and columns. Failure by buckling as happens to 

long columns are not considered. 

3. 'A trial and error method is used to determine the 

neutral axis of a member. 

4. At any stage of analysis, whenever the temperature is 

increased, or a new hinge is formed, ultimate moments 

of resistance of the affected members are modified. 

Ultimate moment is also modified when a change in the 

axial force is considered to be important. 

5. Because of the importance attached to temperature forces, 

failure due to excessive bending moment only is 

considered. Steep temperature gradients tend to 

influence bending moments rather than axial forces. 

6. Ultimate moment of resistance of any section of a 

member is calculated on the basis of the current axial 

force in the member. 

7. Neutral axis is assumed to fall within the cross-section 

of a structural member. 
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5.4 ATiOWLATION OF ULTIMATE MOMENTS 

5.4.1 Reinforced Concrete 

A trial and error method is used. Depth of neutral axis 

(from compressive face)- = do is assumed for the first trial. 

mu ,. _ 
oooooe 

d Rc , d, 

pIr 
\ýp 

_ 

Ca) 
tclc 

(b) 

/ 

-(c) 

au 

6. Sn 

(d) 

Figure 5.4 

Consider a reinforced concrete section as given by the 

above figure where, 

At, Ac = area of tension and compression steel, 

d1, d2 = effective depths for the above reinforcement, 

e1, ji2 = concrete strains at the levels of At and Ac, 
0 

d, b1 = depth and breadth of section', 

dc= d- dl = depth of cover for tension steel c d2, 

e= ultimate concrete strain, 

aU = mean compressive stress, 

b. dn = depth of centre of pressure of the stress-block (5.4d), 

U= cube strength of concrete. 

e, aU, and'b, are calculated using the empirical formulae 

5.1,5.2, and 5.3. 

i'ý--'i 
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and, 

Diu = ultimate moment, 

Yc- = yield stress of compression steel, ' " 

Yt = yield stress of tensile steel,,. 

Ec = elasticity of compressive steel,: 

Et = elasticity of tension steel. 

e1 =e-. (äii - 1) (refer to Fig. 5. ß-c) , 

e2" =e.. (1- dn) 
. 

CFS = Compressive force on steel . 

If Ye>e2 

CFS _ e2. Ec. Ac; 

if . e2, 

CFS = Ac. Yc 

TFS = Tensile force on steel . 

If. > e1 

TFS = el. Et. At; 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 
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ii Yt < e1 ; 

TFS = At. Yt, (5.9) 

CA = Concrete Area in compression t bl. dn. (5.10) 

CPC = Compressive force in concrete 

= U. CA . 
(5.11) 

F= Axial force in the member, 

+ve for compression, and. -ve-for tension . 

For 
. equilibrium , 

F= CPS + CFC - TFS (5.12) 

If this condition is not satisfied, a second trial of 

do is to be considered. This is done as follows: - 

Calculate ratio R= (F+TFS)/(CFS+CFC) 
, 

where r'= 1-R , say 

If, ABS (r) is approximately equal to 0., 

accept do as assumed. 

Ii not, try do =R tunes previous dn, and continue 

calculations as shown. 

(5.13) 
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This is the basic approach. In the computer program 

some further refinements have been made to cut do%-m the 

number of trials. When do is found, by trial and error, 

taking into account the current axial force F, the ultimate 

moment Mu of the section is determined by taking moments 

about the tension steel. Referring to Figure 5.4d: 

Mu CPS (d1-d2) + cFC (di'- b . dn) . (5.14) 

This method is applied to all the members in the structure, 

and for three different sections in each member. However, 

the program is so devised that repetition of calculations 

are avoided, when variation, of Mu is small. 

5.4.2 Structural Steel 

Because of the nature of the properties of steel, 

ultimate moments of resistance for steel members are 

calculated with precision without the need for any trial 

and error method. As in concrete, this ultimate. strength 

is determined on the basis of the current axial force. 

" Consider a steel section as given by the figure below. 

"f3T/= 

Mu 

TTF T 

TBF 

. F3RF 

et 

ýeb 

YC 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 5.5 
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In Figure 5.5, 

BTF, I3BF = breadth of top, and bottom flange, 

TTF, TBF ¢ thickness of top, and bottom flange, 

TW = thickness of web, 

D overall depth of section, 

]1n depth of neutral axis (from compression face), 

Yc = yield stress of steel at compression, 

and, Yta yield stress of steel at tension. 

The strain diagram (figure 5.5c), as in concrete, is 

assumed to be linear. However, it is not used in the 

calculati-ori of ultimate moment Mu. 

Yt is normally equal to Ye, except when a member is 

affected. by temperature, when Yt: Ye.. 

ACS = Area of compression steel 

= TW. Dn + (BTF-TW). TTF 

CFS = Compressive force in steel at yielded point 

= Yc. ACS . 
10 

ATS Area of tension steel 

= TW (D-Dn) + (BBF-TW). TBF 

TFS = Tensile force in steel at yield point 

= Yt. ATS .' 

, 
For equilibrium, 

axial force P= CFS - TFS 

(F is + ve for compression, and -ve for tension), 

(5.15)' 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.1ß) 

(5.19) 
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or F= Yc. ACS - Yt. ATS, using 5.16 and 5.18; 

or F= Yc TW. Dn + (BTF-TW) TTF - Yt TW(D-Dn)+(BBF-TW)TBF, (5.20) 

using 5.15 and 5.17. 

Put C1 = TW (Yc-iYt), (5.21) 

C2 = (BTF-TW) TTF. Yc, (5.22) 

C3 = (BBF-TW). TBF. Yt, (5.23) 

and C4 D. TW. (5.24) 

Then, as above, 

F Dn. C1 + C2 - C3 - C4. Yt (5.25) 

or Dn (C3 - C2 + 04. yt + F)/C1 . (5.26) 

Having found Dn, the ultimate moment Mu is obtained by 

taking moments of the 'compression and tension stress-blocks 

(see Fig. 5.5d), about the neutral axis. Thus, 

Mu (Dn - . 5. TTF) (BTF-TW).. TTF. Yc+. 5 Dn. Dn. TW. Yc 

+ (D-Dn - . 5. TTF) (BBF-TW). TBF. Yt. 

+ .5 (D-Dn) (D-Dn). TW. Yt 
I 

or, using 5.22 and 5.23, 

Mu (Dn - . 5. TTF) C2 + .5 Dn. Dn. TW. Yc 

+ (D - Dn - . 5. TBF). C3 + . 5. (D-Dn). (D-Dn). TW. Yt. (5.27) 

Expressions in the forms given by 5.26, and 5.27 are 

used in the computer program, where a provision is made 
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to check whether the top, or the bottom flange is under 

compression. Needless to say that the variables, 

Et, Ec, Yt', Ye, and U, are altered to take into account 

the deterioration due to temperature, as explained in 

Chapter 4. 

., 

0 

/ 
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CHAPTER6 

MODIFICATIONS DUE TO HINGES 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter deals with, 

1. the change in the fixed-end forces of a structural 

member due to initial mechanical hinge conditions, 

or due to plastic hinge conditions developed at a 

later stage of analysis,, 

2. the change in the member stiffness matrices when 

plasticity develops in any structural member' 

3. the change in the structural stiffness matrix 

due to partial or complete failure of one or 

more structural members. 

6.2 PLASTIC HINGES o 

Fixed-end forces due to gravity loads and temperature 

loads will be altered due to the presence of a hinge. in a 

member although temperature loads are not normally altered. 

In Chapter 2, it is explained how the fixed-end forces 

of a structural member under a variety of gravity and 

temperature loads are calculated. However, these 

calculations are relevant only to members fully restrained 

at both ends, and are not suitable for members containing 
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hinges, mechanical or plastic. When temperature loads 

are gradually increased in. a group of members in a 

structural framework, affected by fire or otherwise, 

there will eventually be a stage when plasticity will 

start to develop in one or more members. This will lead 

to plastic hinges forming in sections of members that are 

overstressed beyond their yield strengths. These hinges 

are assumed to behave like ordinary mechanical hinges 

with the exception that instead of carrying zero moments 

they are expected to offer a certain amount of resistance 

depending on their ultimate strengths. Ultimate strength 

of a section in a structural member, as explained in 

Chapter 5, is the ultimate 'moment of, r. esistance of that 

section. This ultimate moment, in other words, the hinge 

moment, is normally fixed for any given section of any 

given. member. However, it may change if the section is 

affected by temperature and thus causing deterioration of 

properties of that section. Hinge moment is, also 

dependent on the axial force which may change with the 

overall loading condition of the structure. However, 

changes in the binge moments are automatically taken into 

account at each stage of analysis, and so will not be 

discussed any further. Mechanical 
, 
hinges in a structure 

0 

may exist from the beginning of analysis, or may appear 

during any stage of iterative analysis when brittle 

failure occurs in a structural member offering no structural 
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strength. Brittle failure is 

the present analysis (although 

incorporated), and as such, men 

only at the ends of a member. 

the middle of a member will be 

beginning of analysis. 

not taken into account in 

it can be easily 

chanical hinges are allowed 

Any mechanical hinge in 

taken as a joint from the 

6.3 ALTERATION OF FIXED-END FORCES DUE TO GRAVITY LOADS 

Requirements 

For a mechanical hinge, the moment at the hinge must 

be zero. The moment for a plastic hinge, which is also 

called the plastic moment, must be equal to the ultimate 

moment of resistance at the hinge section. 

Approach 

In the case of a mechanical hinge, a moment equal and 

opposite to that of the restraining moment is to be applied 

at the given sections. For a plastic hinge, a moment equal 

and opposite to that of the difference between the plastic 

moment'and the restraining moment is to be applied at the 

section where plasticity develops. 

Hinges at Ends of Members 

A plastic hinge does not normally form at the very end 

of a member, but at a short distance away from the joint. 

For the present analysis, it will be accurate enough, to 

assume that this distance is approximately zero. 

6.3.1 From Both Ends Fixed to Hinge at One End 

This is a case for plastic, as well as mechanical hinges. 
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A hinge is assumed to exist, or to develop at one end of a 
structural member. The other end is restrained, Consider 

the Figures 6.1 and 6.2 below, 

P 

ýdJo 

----®ý JI 

M1 M2 
L 

Y--ll 

Rl R2 
Figure 6.1 

(Both ends fixed) 

F1 JI>JO 

M1 

JO JT 

LM 

" F2 

Figure 6.2 

(The hinge is assumed to exist, or to develop at JO) 
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In Figure 6.1, Ml, R1 and M2, R2 are the restraining forces 

due to a system of arbitrary loads, P and Wv as shown. 

Mechanical Hinge 

To account for a mechanical hinge at JO, the moment at JO 

must be zero. To achieve this, a, moment equal and opposite 

to that of M1 is applied at JO as shown in Figure 6.2. 

This produces another set of restraining forces, namely 

F1, F2, and M in the system, as shown in Figure 6.2. it 

can be shown from first principles that, 

a) F1 =K 1.5t-p 

and b) M=, Mi 
-" 

i 

Adding these to the system of restraining forces in Figure 6.1 

the final results are, 

a) Restraining moment at JO = M1 Ml =0 '" 
., 

Support reaction at JO =, : R1 - F1 = 
q 
R1 - 1-5 r' (6.1) 

c) Support reaction at JI = R2 + F2 = R2 + 1.5 (6.2) 

d) Restraining moment at JI = M2 +M M2 +M (6-3) 

Check for Uniform Load 

Assume a uniform load of w/unit lengths acting on the 

entire length of a member, as shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Hixige here 

JO-""'. `' JI 

Figure 6.3 

Restraining forces for a beam fixed at both ends are, 

R1 =R2= VIZ 

M1 = M2 = wl2 
i-r 

To calculate the restraining forces for the same beam with 

a hinge at JO, expressions ; 6.1,6.2 , and 6.3 are used. 

Thus, 1) Support reaction at JO 

R1 - 1.5 M1 

.=i 

_ "r - 1.5 ý2 

wL wL 

3wL 
=8, 
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2) Support reaction at JI 

R2 + 1.5 Mi 

wL WZ2 =L+1.5 11 

wL wL 

5wL 
a-! . 

3) Restraining moment at JI 

- M2 + 
. 
M-- 

wL2 wL2 

wL2 

1-70 

It can be easily checked that all these three 

restraining forces are the same as that of a beam fixed 

at one Jl and hinged at JI. 

Check for Point Load 

Assume a point acting at a distance as from JO 

as shown in Figure 6.4. The hinge is at JO. 
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P 

aL 

JO JI 

L 

Figure 6.4 

From, basic 
, 
principles,,. the restraining forces when 

the ends are fixed are, 

Ml = 1? L. a(1-a) 
2 

.. 

M2 PL. a2(1-a), 

R1 = P(1+2a3-3a2) 

0 

and R2 = P(3a-2-2a3) . 

To calculate the restraining forces for the same beam 

with a hinge at J0, expressions 6.1,6.2, and 6.3 are 

again used. 

Thus; 1) Support reaction at JO 

R1 - 1.5 r1 

= p. ('1-3a2+2a3) - 1.5 . 
a(1-a)2 

=. 1' (1-3a2+2a3 - 1.5a+ 3a2- 1.5a3) 

1.5a +"5a3) ; 
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2) Support reaction at JI 

R2 + 1.5 Im 

P. 3a2 - 2a3) + 1.5.; 'Pa(1-a)2 

= P(3a2 - 2a3) + 1.5a - 3a2 i" 1.5a3) 

= p, (1.5a - . 5a3); 
I. 

3) Restraining Moment at JI 

' --M2+ 
M 

- PLa2(1-a) + -P. L. a 1-a)2 
2 

= PL(a2-a3 + . 5a + . 5a3 -a2) 

_ API-- (a - a3) 
O 
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The three above values can again be compared with the 

; restraining forces of a beam with similar loading conditions 

. as in Figure 6.4 with a hinge at JO. they will be found to 

match exactly. 

Plastic Hinges 

The same approach can be applied to account for a 

; Plastic hinge at one end of a member under transverse 

loads. The only difference is that the existing moment 

at the hinged end should be equal to UM1 = The ultimate 
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moment of the resistance at the hinge section, instead 

of zero. Thus, as in Figure 6.2, a moment = M1 - UM12 

is to be applied in place of M1. 

The expressions 6.1,6.2, and 6.3 will then be 

changed as, 

a) Restraining moment at JO _ UM1 , 

b) Support reaction at JO = R1 - 1.5 
(MuM1) 

' 
(6.4) 

c) Support 'reaction at JI = R2 + 1.5 
(M1-UM1) 

, 
(6.5) 

L 

(M1-UM1 
d) Restraining moment at JI = I42 + ----ý 

(6.6) 
2 

6.3.2 From One End Hinged to Both Ends Hinged 

This is purely a case for.: plastic hinges. A. plastic 

hinge is assumed to develop at one end of a structural 

member at a certain stage of analysis. The member has 

an existing hinge at the other end. Consider Figures 6.5 

and 6.6. The JI-end is already hinged. The new hinge 

is assumed to form at JO. 

P 

W 

Jo JI 

Rl R2 

Figure 6.5 
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rl 

M1 
JO JI 

Z 

P2 

Figure 6.6 

I 

Figure 6.5-represents a structural member with an 

existing hinge at JI, and an arbitrary Loading system as 

shown. Figure 6.6. represents the"loading system to 

be superimposed to the then existing-restraining forces 

to account for a hinge-at JO. 

Using the basic principles, 

F1 = F2 = 
M1 

1 

Thus,. 

a) Support reaction at JO = RI - Fl = RI - 
Ml (6.7) 
L 

b) Support reaction at JI = R2 + F2 = R2+ Z (6.8) 

Check for Point Loads 

al 
P Hinge here 

JO JI 
Z 

Figure 6.7 
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Consider the point load as shoi-m iri figure 6.7. 

From basic principles, the restraining forces for 

the above system are, 

R1 = P(1 - 1.5a2 + . 5a3)' 

R2 = P(1.5a2 - . 5a3) 

and, M1 = PL(a - 1.5a2 + . 5a3) 

To find the testraining 

conditions in the same struc- 

hinged, expressions 6.7 and 

Thus, 

a) Support reaction at JO 

forces for the same loading 

tural member with both ends 

6.8 are used. 

R1 -M 

ÄP(1 - 1.5a2 + . 5a3) - YL(a - 1.5a2 + . 5a3). 1 

= 

b) Support reaction at JI R2 -i=_ 
rte' 0 

= Pk1.5a2- . 5a3) + wL(a - 1.5a2 + . 5a3). 1 

= P. a . 

The above two support reactions tally with the 

support. reactions of a beam hinged at both ends, and loaded 

as shown in Figure 6.7. Expressions -; 6.7' and '6.8' are 

altered to incorporate UM1= Plastic moment at JO. 
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Thus, 

a) Reaction at JO = R1 - 
m1-Um1 

.. 
b) Reaction at JI = R2 + 

ml-U1111 
' (6.10) 

c) Bending moment at JO _ UT411 

6.3.3 From Both Ends Fixed To Both Ends Hinged 

This is again a case for plastic hinges only, 
(although for convenience, calculations are used for 

. 
Mechanical hinges as well. ) At a certain stage of 

analysis, plastic hinges are assumed to form at both the 

ends of a structural member that had been fully restrained 

before. R1, N1 and R2, T42 are the existing restraining 

forces. Following the same approach as before, to 

neutralise MI and 142, the expressions can be written as; 

a) Reaction at JO = R1 - 
(141-M2) (6.11) 
L 

b) Reaction at JI = R2 + 
(MI-M2) (6.12) 
L 

These formulae are used to calculate the 
. restraining 

forces for. mechanical hinges only. 

To incorporate the plastic hinges, ultimate moments 

Wand UM2, at JO and JI, are uped thus, 

a) Reaction at JO = R1 - 
(M1-M2)-(un1-UM2) (6.13) 

Z7 
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b) Reaction at JI = R2 + 
(rd1-112)-(uM1-IM2). (6. `ý4) 

L 

C) 

d) 

Bending moment at JO = UMI 9 

Bending moment at JI = UM2 . 

6.3 ,4 B1nge Forming in the IU9iddle 

This is a special case. If a hinge in the middle of 

a'member exists from the beginning of the analysis, it must 

be taken as a separate joint. Expressions 6.1 to 6.12 

can be used for this purpose. However, a plastic hinge 

may form in the middle of a member during the course of 

analysis. By that time, the introduction of a new joint 

in the structure becomes so difficult that it is 

preferable to devise formulae to alter the fixed-end 

forces, and also the stiffness matrices,, evens at the 

cost of some slight inaccuracies. 

Consider the member restrained at bothi-t ends representing 

the-restraining forces as shown in Figure 6.8 below. 

P 

w 
rri m 

JO 
A11 

A 
N2 JI 

A Li I Z2 k& 

RI R2 

Figure 6.8 
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The hinge is assumed to form at a distance L1 

from JO, at the point of maximum bending moment. The 

existing bending moment at the point is assumed to be m.. 

An opposite and equal moment m. is applied on either side 

of the hinge, so that the deflected member takes the 

form as shown in Figure 6.9. To calculate the 

restraining forces r1, ml, and r2, m2, the member is 

split up at the hinge as shown in Figure 6.10. 

JI 
" Jo 

ß 

11 

A m1 
n 

___r Li I 
._ 

L2 

r1 

Figure 6.9 

r2 

ýy 
4 

r 

' JT JO mm 

ml m2 

r1 r2 

Figure 6.10 
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Equating deflections at the hinge for both parts 

of the split members, 

mL12 rL13 mL22 rL23 

or (LI3 + L23) -n 
(Z i2 - L22) 

or r=1.5m (-ß 
22 Z2 2 

L'1 + L23 

Since r is known, the restraining forces ml, 

rl and m2, r2 are calculated using equilibrium equations 

for both parts of the split member as follows: - 

n 

(1. ) r1 +r=0, _. 

22 
or r1 = -r =-1.5m (Ill =Z2 ). (6.15) 

(2) Taking . m: oments about JO, 

ml -m+ru1 =0 

22- L2 
or, ml =m- rl ým-1.5m (Ll'. 

+ L2 
Zý+ 

L2 . L1 
" 
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22 
(3) r2 =r=1.5m 

Al - Z2 ) 
L13 + L2 

(4) Taking moments about JI 

in+m2+rL2=0! 

0 

(Lý - L2 2 
). L2 or m2 = -ý m '-rL2 =-m -1 . 5m 

2 

L13 + L23 

or. m2 = -m 1+1.5L2 
22_ L2 

L13 + L23 

(6.17) 

( 6.18) 

Assuming existing moment at the hinge section to be 
O 

m, the moment to be applied at the hinge to incorporate 

plasticity = Mm = UM - iri, (6.19) 

where UN = The ultimate moment of resistance at the 

hinge section. 

Substituting 'Mm for m, and using, 

C= -1.5 (Ll2 - L22)/(L13 + 123), (6.20) 

the expressions for the modified restraining forces 
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are found from expressions 6.15,6.17,6.16 and 6.18, 

as follows: - 

1) Support reaction at JO = RI + r1 

= R1 + Mm. C 
. 

2) Support -reaction at JI = R2 + r2 

= R2 - Mm. C . 

3) Moment at JO = M1 + ml . 

=1,11. + Mm (1 + C. L1) . 

4) Moment at JI = ML + m2 

= M2 - Mm (1 - G. Z2) . 
0 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

All these expressions are used in the computer 

program. Moment m can be calculated from the existing 

data if member loads for every member are preserved. 

For simplicity of programming only uniform]. y_°-, 

ctistributed. loads on entire spans of, members are 

considered when Plasticity develops in the middle of 

a member. In case of general loads. 

M= Me + M2 + R2.. L2 (6.25) 

where Me is the bending moment due to external loads 

only at the JI - side of the hinge. For uniformly 
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distributed loads, 
wL2 

Me 
2 

where w is the load per unit length. 

6.3.5 Other Hinge Types 

It must be remembered at this stage that the fixed- 

end forces due to any system of loads are exactly equal 

and opposite to the restraining forces. Changes in the 

fixed--end forces due to hinge types decribed hereafter 

are not included in the computer program because of 

computing difficulties,. but. formulae are_.. developea just the 

game 'for possible future-use. 

Assume R1, M1, and R2,142 = the existing 

fixed-end forces; and RAI, MAI, and RA2, MA2 
t' 

the altered fixed-end forces: Pursuing the same 

approach as before, and noting that MT = Member Type, 

altered fixed-end forces for changes in MT 'are detailed as 

follows: - 

a) load Changes for *MT =4 to MT =5 

m= 1-11 + U141 (Ultimate moment at -J0) 
Z 

MA2 _ M2 - m. -- 1 

JUl =RI -m/L1, 

RA2 = R2 + m/L1 , 

MAI = -UM1 . 
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b) Load Changes from MT =1 to MT = 5 

Prlin = M2 + R2L2 - Me + UM (ultimate moment at LI from JO), 

MA2, = I12 - Mm(1+L2/L1 ) 

RAI = R1 - Mm/L1 

RA2=RA+Mm/L1 

c) Load Changes from MT = 0 to MT =5 

Mm = M2 + R2L2 = Me + UM ', 

m=M1 +UM1 

Z 
MA2 = M2 - Mm - (m +M ) Z- , m 

RA1 R1 - (14 + Mrn)/L1 

RA2 = R2 + (M. + Mm)/I, 1 , 

MAI =- UM1 . 

d) load Changes from M'T =4 to MT =6 

m= 112 + UM2 (ultimate moment at JI), 

L 
MA1 = tail - m. ý- a 2 

RA1 = R1 - m/L2 , 

RA2 = R2 +m %L2 

d 

MA2 =- TM: 2 .. 
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e) load Changes from MT 2 to MT 6 

Mm R2L2 - Me + UM 
7 

MA1 = MI + 14m(1 + L1 /L2) 

RAI = R1 + Mm/L2 1 

ßA2 = R2 --MM/1 2. 

Load Changes MT 
_= 

0 to MT =6 

Mm = M2 + R2L2 Me. + UM 

mýM2+UM2 , 

MAI = M1 + Mm + (Mm-m) 
.i 2 

RAI = RI + (Mm-m)/L2 

RA2 = R2 -V (Mjn-m) /12 ,y 
MA2 = -UM2.. 

0 

6.3.6 Complete Failure 

When more than two hinges are formed in a. member, 

i. e., when MT = 7, the member is removed from the structure, 

and all its existing-fixed-end forces are deducted from 

the load vector. 

6.4 ALTERATION OF FIXED-END FORCES DUE TO TEMPERATURE 

6.4.1 Effect of Hinges 

As temperature variation along the length of a member 
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6.4.2 

is not considered, the sheer force due to temperature will 

be absent throughout the length of the member when the 

member-ends are restrained. The restraining forces, 

namely the axial force and the bending moment. are thus 

independent of the length of the member, and will remain 

unchanged even. after formation of plastic hinges in it. 

Stress Block II 

In the case of gravity loads, the restraining forces of 

ý' 

M 

a member are simply superimposed to the member forces 

calculated from joint displacements. In the case of 

temperature loads, however, the restraining forces set 

up a compressive stress-block in the affected member, 

when the member is still in its elastic state. This 

may be added to'the stress-block formed by the member 

actions to give a clear picture of the stress-system 

in the member. But when plasticity develops, the 

temperature stress-block is ignored, and the restraining 

forces are superimposed (as in the case of gravity load),, 

to compare against the ultimate moment of resistance 

at any cross-section. Consider the structural member 

restrained at both ends with a temperature distribution 

as shown in Figure 6.11e. below. 

-d 

_M 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.11 

T 
(C) 

Ea T 
(d) 
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P and M are the, r. estraining'forees. as shown, and the 

compressive Stress-block due totIemperature is given by 

Figure 6.114;. To determine the member actions, F 

and M are applied in opposite directions at the joints, 

and the structure is analysed. Assuming that this 

produces an axial force AF, ahd a bending moment BH 

at any cross-section X-X, the resulting stress-block 

can be constructed by adding the three. s'tress-blocks as 

shown in ; Figur., 6_. 12 below, assuming the central, axis as 

the neutral axis, and positive compression. 

0 

CceT 

erg ý 
r ýZ 

(a) (b) (. c) (d) 

Figure 6.12 

A= Area of cross-section. 

T= Moment of inertia. 

0C = Co-efficient of linear expansion. 

= Central axis. 

-5t 

AF/A 
__ 
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6.5 CHANGE OF MEMBER STIFFNESS-MATRICES 

Stiffness matrices of a member will change, 

1) 
, 
Wien a Member is overstressed, as in the case of a 

plastic hinge, 

2) when a member is in contact with fire. 

In the stiffness method of analysis, these matrices are 

required to determine the member actions after the joint 

displacements are calculated. Stiffness matrices of 

niember. types MT = 1,2, and 3 are detailed in Chapter 1, 

when plastic hinges are not considered. Stiffness Matrices 

of member types MT = 4,5 and 6 have not been discussed 

there as they all contain a plastic hinge in the middle. 

They are detailed in this ühapter, as formation of plastic 

hinges may lead to these types of members. 

6.5.1 Stiffness Matrix for MT =4 

Point of maximum bending moment is assumed to lie 

somewhere in the middle of a member. The plastic hinge 

is assumed to occur at this point as shown below, 

il> JO - 
Hinge 

Jo JI 

Figure 6.13 
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0 

If the hinge is at a distance L1 from JO, and 

Z2 from JI, so that Z=1+ L2, then : the member stiffness 

matrices are given as follows: - 

EA 00 

3EL 3FI. Zl k: 
00 =0 --ýX ------z ( 6.26) 

0 

- EA 
7- 

k. 01 p 

L"+L2 

3. EI. Li 

Z13+Z23 

Lý. 
+2. 

3EI. 11 2 

Li 3+L23 

00 

0 

0 

0 3EI 3EI. L2 

3 L1+Z 23Z+ 

0 
3EI. L1 3EI. L1 

. 
L2 

Z1 3+Z3 Lý 

.(6.27) 
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'Z 

I 

1i j sI 

I 

3EI 0 
3EI. L2 

I- 
3E1. L2 

0- 
3EI. Z22 

Z1 L1 

" (6.28) 

k. 10 =k 01 T (not required in the analysis) 

Putting L, _ 0, in the matrices. 6.26,6". 27, and 6.28, so that 

L2=I . 
O 

EA 00 

k: 
00 0 3EI 0 I 

0 0 0 
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X01 
= 

- 
EA 00 

0 3EI 3EI 
L37 

7, 

000 

, 
'k11 = 

0 0 

0 3E1 3EI 
i IT 

0 3E 3iI 

iý 

. 

The above three matrices are the same as the 

matrices given in chapter 1, for member type, MT = 1. 

Similarly, by putting L2 = 0, so that L1 = Z, 

in the expressions 6.26,6.27,6.28, the stiffness 

matrices for member types MT = 2", can be obtained. 
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6.5.2 1T = 5, MT = 6, Auxiliary Storage 

The stiffness matrices for. member, types MT = 59 

and MT = 6, are the same as for member types 

MT _ 3. In order to incorporate the changes in 

member stiffness matrices, they are preserved in the 

computer auxiliary storage from the beginning of the 

analysis, and are altered and restored every time 

MT of any member is altered due to plasticity. 

A subroutine called "MATRIX" is provided for this 

purpose, which, constructs 'i ember stiffness matrices 

from 'MT =0 to MT = 6, referred to global axes. 

6.5.3 Members in Contact with Fire 

Stiffness matrices 
,, of a member in contact with 

fire will change because the modulus of elasticity 

"E" changes with temperature. "E" for every member 

of the structure is stored when member properties are 

fed as. data in the computer program, and are altered 

every time the temperature of a member in contact 

with fire is increased. Member stiffness matrices are 

-stored in the computer without its E- value, as this 

. is a common factor in all the elements of the matrices. 

In constructing the. structural stiffness, matrix H 

to solveH .D=W, if any member has an E- Value '= En. 

say, 
` 

different from the common E. - 'alue- =. t. 
q - 

then all the elements of this member stiffness. niatrices 
E 

are multiplied by ýS ' before they are located in H 

thus making "E 't a real common factor. 
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:7 II 
Thus the equation H .. D =W is altered to 

E. H' I. 

replacing E. D by D' (in the computer program), 

D' is obtained by solving H. D'. = W, 

After the solution, the real displacement Vector is 
D' 

obtained from, D= bi- (6.29) 

Member actions at the JO-end of arjiember is calculated 

using equation 1.27 . thus',. 

a0 . K000 : Ao + R. K01. D1 

where suffices" 011. and " 1" represent "JO" and "JI"ends 

of the imiember, and K00 and KO1 are the first and second 

quadrants of its-.. stiffness matrix referred to global axes. 

In the computer program, K' _ is used thus, (6.30) 

K00 K01 
=, and K'' 01 -- -- = ', .. -- K' 00 ,, nn 

where En = modulus of : elasticity of the member i o. ? in" 

Substituting these values in the above expression for a0., 

and . using, DO = and D1 = from 6.29, 

the forces at the "JO - end" of a member are given by 
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D' 
a0 =R K'00 ' En D0 

+R K'01' En' 1 

=7 (R Kl00' D0' + RK'010 D1') . (6.31) 

It is clear from the above expression 6.31, that to 

use the computer solution, member actions are to be multiplied 

by the factor En/E. En may be different from E from 

the very beginning, or it may change from E to E., 

as the member is being heated in contact with fire. 

In all other cases, En/E ^ 1. 

6.5.4 Change of Structural Stiffness Matrix H 

The structural stiffness matrix H is constructed 

from the member stiffness matrices of all the members 

in the structure. It is preserved in the computer 

auxiliary space after it is constructed. Every time 

a new plastic hinge is formed in a member, the member 

stiffness matrices are reconstructed by the use of 

subroutine ". MATRIX", and are located in "H" by the 
0 

use of subroutine "LOCATE". Whenever there is a 

, change in the member type "MT" because of plasticity, 

all the elements of the member striffness matrices are 

,.. multiplied by "En/E 't where En is the current 

E- value of the member. 

In the case of an increase in temperature, K 

of the member is multiplied by ETn/E; but K100 

and K'11 are multiplied by the factor (ETn/E - En/E), 

where ETn is the revised E-value due'to temperature. 

The reason for this differential treatment of locating 
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I 

K'01, and K'00 and KI ill of a member is that the elements 

of K'01 of a member are located in "H" without any 

interference from the elements of stiffness matrices 

of any other member, whereas the elements of K'00 and K'11 

of a member, are almost in all cases- added to the 

existing elements from other members. In the case of 

a member having more than two hinges, the member is 

excluded from further analysis, and the elements of its 

matrices are subtracted from locations in H. 

--' 
5 

O 

wy 
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CHAPTER7 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

?. 1 RESULTS 

Computer results are obtained assuming idealised fire 

conditions (as described in Chapter 3) in the central beam- 

column ring of a "5 bay x7 storey" reinforced concrete 

building frame with fixed bases as shown in Figure 7.1. 

Four cases are considered, namely: - 
1) Uniform dead load only with allowance for any 

plastic hinge in the middle of a member, and the 

maximum surface temperature (as given by expression 

3.2) prevailing throughout. 

2) Uniform live load on alternate beam spans with no 

allowance for any plastic hinge in the middle of 
11 

Ia member, and the maximum surface temperature 

(as given by expression 3.2) prevailing throughout. 

3) Uniform live load on alternate beam spans with 

allowance for any plastic hinge in the middle 

of a member, and an average surface temperature 
n 

(half of the surface temperature as given by 

expression 3.2) prevailing throughout. 

4) As in (3) above, but with uniform live load on 

all the beam spans. 

7.1.1. Case 1 

Full computer results for this case are attached 

as specimen results in Appendix III. A uniform dead 

load of 7.0 N/mm is assumed to act on all the beam 

spans (see Figure 7.1). 
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Iý 4 7o /yin ¢67Q min IIS70 elm 1570 trº. 4570 w. 

IF ýd 
l Cý) 2 (2) 3 [3) ,"I Cpl 5 (S) G 

(3Q (37) (38) (39) /1t 0) (f1) 
3050-- 

7 ! 6) S (7) 9 18) /O [9) // (lo) /2 

(f? J (43) 0V C43) No (+) 
305o n++ý 

13 (11) IS (/3l 16 el is) /r 05 /8 4 

C}tJ C+ý) (Sn) Cs4 (SIP) 's3) 
3050,.,,.. 

l9 1/0 
. Zo (17) 21 [/3i ?21 'W 23 (2o) xS 

(so 
... F/R _'" Soso MM 

25 (21) PG (21) 2i 'ýJ( ) ?ß [2¢> 2ý1 (23 30 

(6V (63) CE+) (65) 
305P l+e+n 

3I (2) 32 12-7) 33 (28) 34 (29) 35 (3a 36 

CMG) fG> (cz) CGS CrOV t71) 

37 (3N " 38 (32) 39 [33) 40 134) 41 (35) 42 

(ý1j (71i llff (7S) (76) 
11(17 13JD 

so ý. w. 

4311 f¢II 4,511 4L6II 4711 44 

Figure 7.1 

-Specimen structure analysed by the computer. Joint 
numbers are shown near every joint. Member numbers 
are shown within parenthesis near evdry member. 
All columns - size: 305mm x 305mm 

steel: 1140mm2 (4 equal bars) 
All beams - size: 305mm x 230mm 

top support steel: 1160mm2 
top span steel: 255mm 
bottom span steel: 850mmz 
dead load: 7.0 N/mm 

Concrete -E= 15800 N/mm2 
U=. 20.7 N/mm2 
h2= 65mm2/min. 

OCR 10 x 10-6 

Steel -E 
Y= 

207000 1'L/mm2 
276 N/mm2 in tension, 
248 N/mm2 in compress 

in tension, and 
in compression. 
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Axis of symmetry 

21 22 

i-) X18) 

riginal dhape 

"ý\ 
_. e ýIýf 

p 

10, 
(56)x, 1 (57) I (-) 

FIRE 
"r 

27 28 

(-) (23) 

15' 0 

Figure '7.2 

Case 1. Computed deformation diagram of the fire-loaded 
beäm-column ring at about 625°C (8 minutes). 
See also Fig. 7.1. 

Displacement magnification 500. 
(+) - Compression 
(-) - Tension. 

,ý 
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If 

FMd 
ý z2 

(210) 
1.45 

}" 

C.. ) 

293 1.48 E&T = 35.91 
(425) (215) (5215) 

3I, 

Figure 7.3 

Case 1. Stress diagram at the mid-section of member no. 18 

(See Figure 7.1) at about 625°C "(8 minutes), 

compiüted. approximately on the principles 

explained in Section 6.4.2. The numerical 

values shown are in N/mm2 (lbf/in2 in parenthesis). 

(+) - Compression. 

(-) - Tension. 

(4575) 
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1. 625°C (8 minutes). 

2. 746°C (18 minutes). 

3. 761°C (20 minutes). 

4. 761°C (20 minutes). 

5. 761°C (20 minutes, not numbered). 

/ 

y1ýT 

6 - 0 

1. 
4 
3 
2 

FIRE 6 
4 
3 
2 

2 

1 
g 

-"- t --- 

Figure 7.4 

Case 1.. Mode of failure. Order of the hinges is 

shown by numericals near every hinge. 

Refer 'to Figure 7.1 for topological data. 
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The first hinge is found to form in the middle of 

member no. 18, because of tension at the top, at about 

625°C. 

This hinge may be ignored as it is opposed to the 

gravity loads, and will disappear when the fire is 

extinquished, without causing any damage. The deformation 

diagram of the beam-column ring at this stage is given 

by Figure 7.2, and the. stress diagram at the mid-section 

of member no. 18 is given by Figure 7.3. Figure 7.4 

shows the order of the other hinges corresponding to the 

temperature rise. It is interesting to note that although 

the columns are bent inwards as shown in Figure 7.2, 

the tension faces are outside the ring. This type of 

deformation is unique in the sense that it can happen only 

due to temperature loads. The structure forms a 

mechanism at about 761° because of total failure of 

both the. columns. 

7.1.2 Case 2 

A uniform live load of 7.2 N-/Mm in excess of 

7.0 Id/mm dead load is assumed to act on alternate beam 

spans as shown in Figure 7.5. The members. are restrained 

against any hinge in the middle. The order of the hinges 

corresponding to the temperature rise is shovm in Figure 7.6. 

Two hinges are found to form simultaneously at the ends of 

member no. 18, at about 761°C. At about 812°C, each 

member (18,23,56,57) is found to contain two hinges at 

its ends, but no collapse load is obtained at the 

end of two hours. 
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I 

Figure 7.5 

`J 

Case 2. Live-load arrangement, on alternate beam 

Case 3. spans as used. by 
. computer.. : Dead load 

is. carried by all the beams. See Figure 7.1 

for topological data. 

I 
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I 

r;? 

Figure 7.6 

Oase 2. Mode of failure. Order of the hinges is 

shown by numericals near every hinge. Refer 

to Figure 7.1 for topological data, and to 

Figure 7.5 for the loading system. 

1.761°C (20 minutes). 

2.776°C (22 minutes). 

3.812°C (28 minutes). 

No more hinges at the end of 2 hours. 

11 

2 

2 
FIRE 

2 

2 

3 3, 

7h 

0 

- 77tr 
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4 

3 

5 
IRE 

5 
F 4 

3 
2 

0 
"7 

Figure 7.7 

Case 3. Mode of failure. Order of the hinges is shown 
by numericals near every hinge. Refer to 

Figure 7.1 for topological data, and to 
Figure 7.5 for the loading system. 

1. 776°C (22 minutes). 
2. 910°C (54 minutes). 
3. 915°C (56 minutes). 
4. 930°C (62 minutes). 
5. 930°C (62 minutes). 
6. 930°C (62 minutes, not numbered). 
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7 

3 

1 

4 

3 

55 
FIRE 4 

3 
2 

7 7; 7- 

Figure 7.8 

Case 4. Mode of failure. Order of the hinges is 
shown by numericals near every hinge. Refer 
to Figure 7.1 for topological data. 
1.7610C (20-minutes). 
2.840°C (34 minutes). 
3.957°C (74 minutes). 
4.965°C (78 minutes). 
5.965°C (78 minutes). 
6.965°C (78 minutes, not numbered). 
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7.1.3 Case 3 

A uniform live load of 7.2 N/mm in excess of 

7.0 N/mm dead load is assumed to act on alternate beam 

spans asin Case 2 (Fig. 7.5), but an average surface 

temperature = xx maximum surface temperature is 

assumed. Hinges are allowed in the middle of members. 

The order of the hinges corresponding to the maximum 

temperature rise is shown in Figure 7.7. The first 

hinge is found to form at about 776°C in the middle of 

member no. 18, but as in Case 1, this hinge may be 

ignored as it is'opposed to the gravity loads and will 

disappear with the decrease of temperature. A mechanism 

is found to form by -the collapse of the two columns at 

about 930°C, after one hour. 

7.1.4 Case 4 

A uniform live load of 7.2 N/mm, in excess of 

7.0 N/mm dead load is assumed to act on all the beam 

spans with an average temperature =x maximum surface 

temperature prevailing throughout the beam column 

ring as in Case 3. Hinges are allowed in the middle 

of members. The order of the hinges corresponding to 

the maximum temperature rise is shown in Figure 7.8. 

The first hinge is found to form at about 761°C in 

the middle of member no, 18, and may be ignored as 

in Case 1 and Case 3. A mechanism is found to form 

by the collapse of the two columns at about 965°C, 

after-about 1.3 hours. 
_ 
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7.1.5 Units 
The data throughout this chapter are expressed 

in S. I. units. For ease of reference, approximate 

conversion to B. I. units, as used with the computer 

program for specimen results, is shown below: - 

I 

All columns - size: 121''x-12" 

span; 10' (120") 

steel: 1.76in2 (4 0) 

All beams - size: 12" x 9" 

span: 15' (180") 

top support steel: 1.8in2 (3 - 7/8" 0i) 

top span steel: . 392in2 (2 -i" 0) 
bottom span steel: 1,. 321n2 (3 

dead load: 401bf/in 

-Concrete - E=2.3 x 106lbf/in2 
U= 30001bf/in2 
h2= . 042ft2/hr = . 101in2/min 

All live loads - 4ilbf/in 
Steel - E= 30 x 106lbf/in2 

Y= 400001bf/in2 in tension, and 
ý36000lbf/in2 in compression 

7.2 CONCLUSION 
Computer programs and methods that are available for 

elastic or plastic analysis of skeletal structure do not 

include temperature or fire loads. On the other hand, a 

few recent programs that deal with fire loads are based 

on finite element methods, and are more suitable for 

the analysis of individual members, rather than large 

structures. An effort is"made in this respect to forward 

a method of analysis that can deal with fairly large 

skeletal frameworks, not necessarily building frames. 

Equal and opposite plastic moments are applied on either 

side of a plastic hinge, thus avoiding calculation of 

hinge rotations. which are normally required. For 
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compatibility, fixed-end forces and stiffness matrices 

are altered at the same time. A trial and error method 

is used to determine the depth of the neutral axis for 

accurate calculation of plastic moment of resistance 

of a section, taking into account the effect of the 

axial force. As balance of forces are considered, 

the method is equally suitable for beams, columns, or 

beam-columns, for under-reinforced, or over-reinforced 

sections, provided the neutral axis falls within the 

section. 

A new and a very powerful technique is employed 

in the calculation of fixed-end forces for both gravity 

and tempera 

as shown in 

required to 

range being 

the case of 

Lure loads, by assuming a degree of curve, 

Chapter 2. Only a few formulae are 

deal with a very wide variety of loads, the 

wider than the whole of Klienlogel's. In 

temperature loads, the degree of curve may 

be varied to suit a wide range of temperature distributions. 
n 

Although model curves are used for the deterioration 

of properties of concrete and steel, enough flexibility 

is provided in the computer program for alterations 

as research in this field is limited. All the 

modifications that may be necessary in this respect are 

in the subroutine TEMP of the program, and can be easily 

incorporated in it, as more knowledge is acquired by 

continued research. Programmed for inelastic as well as 

elastic analysis of structures, an effort is also made to 

minimise the data requirement by avoiding repetition of 
identical data, and providing for automatic generation of 
data for regular building frames. 
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With the increased number of fires in buildings in 

recent years, there has been a growing concern for 

improving the existing design methods to take into 

account fire resistance of structures. The British 

code of practice suggests a sufficient depth of cover 

to protect the reinforcement. However, temperature 

forces are not dependent on the depth of cover, and 

damages may be caused even when the reinforcement is 

not affected by fire. In this respect, the present 

computer method and the program provide-s'a solution. 

Although, with present assumptions, it may not accurately 

determine the time and temperature at which a structure 

may fail, it may, however, give .a clear indication of 

the mode of failure in the order of the plastic hinges. 

Moreover, stresses and displacements throughout the 

structure are also obtained, and hence, in the absence 

of any other method currently available, the programme 

may be used to design a fire-resistant structure, 
0 

considering the duration of fire as the influencing 

factor. It is hoped, however, that in future some 

practical experiments will be done to verify the 

computer results which are purely analytical, so that 

further improvements can be done to the program which 

is suitable for both concrete and steel structures. 

By increasing the loads gradually and steadily, 

the program may also be used to determine the collapse 

load of a structure, without a fire. 

f 
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AP PENDIX I 

FLOWCHART AND DESCRIPTION' OF SUBROUTINES 

Al. 1 FLO'iOHART 

Flowchart is a systematic way of setting out the steps 

which a program follows in order to solve a given problem. 

It is independent of the language in which the program is 

written and is presented as it can be used by subsequent 

programmers for alterations. 

(1) 
START 

Read NOS : Data Type. 1. 

May be"a blank card if-only one structure is analysed. 

rr1M -1 
1 

(4) 

Read DIF, STM, FTM, TIM, UC: Data Type 2. 
For elastic analysis, DIF = STM = FTM = TIM = 0; UC=O, 

f if member stresses are required to be printed, 
but UC > 0, if no member stresses required. 
For plastic analysis of steel frames, UC=O, if member 
stresses are required, but UC>O, if no member` stresses 
required. 

C5) 
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Read JX, JY, BL, CL, NFIV, NRV, NBV, NCV: Data Type 3. 
NBV = 0, if all the beam spans are same, and NCV = 0, 
if all the column lengths are same; JX = JY = BL = CL 
= NBV = NCV= 0, for irregular frames; NRV = 0, for 
steel frames. 

(6) 
4Reraaci. NIl, NJ, IyFS, NJD, NCL, Q; Data Type 4. 
NM = NJ = MJD = 0, for regular frames; Q=0, for no 

temperature loads. 

(7 
Calculate N14, NJ, I4JD, for regular frames. Calculate 
NSB, NFJ, FIR, NEB, NCB, NEM. 11 

1 

(8) 
Print 

. 
MM, E, NM, NJ, NFS, NJD, NOL, Q, NSB, NFJ, MR, NEB, NCB 

NEM, NMMindicates which structure is being analysed (1st, 

2nd, 3rd, etc. ). 

0 

Making use of NMV, read names of members with a change in 

the member properties, MT, A, S, D, ER, US, BTF, BBF, TTF, 

TBF, TW: Data TYpe 5. Non-existent, if NMV < 1, or 
NNV> NN-2. 

(1o) 
Making use of NRV, read names of members with a change in 
the member reinforcement properties, AB, AO, AN, Al, D1', 
YT, YC, ES: Data Tyne 6. Non-existent if NRV <1, or 
NRV> r; M-2. 

.1 

(1 0 
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(11) 

Making use of NBV, read names of beam spans 0 BL; 
Y! ý 

Data Type' 7; and corresponding beam lengths; Data T3'PQ 8. 
Icon-existent if NBV < 1, or NBV> JX-3. 

(12) 1 

Making use of 'CV, read names of column spans CL: 
Data ' ne_ 9; and corresponding column lengths: Data. Type 10. 

Iron-existent, if NCV <1, or NCV> JY-3. 

(13) " 

Read Joint Co-ordinates of all joint from 1 to N J: 
Data Type. 11 . lion-existent for regular frames. 

1 
To assemble structural stiffness matrix H, consider members 
in sequence. Start with member No. 1. '-. Set H=0. 

Read Joint Nos, JO and JI of the member (in sequence): 
Data Type 12. Non-existent for regular frames. * 

0 

(16) -_ I Read member properties, MT, At S, D, ER, US, BTF, BBF, TTF, 

TB]', TW: Data Type 13. Non-existent, if all these values are 
the same as those of the previous member. ER = 0, if 

ER = E. US = 0, if US = UC. S= BTF = BBF = TTF = TBF = TW 

= 0, if the member section is rectangular. TW = 0, if it 

can be calculated from other values. 

Calculate length of member, and elements of its rotation 
matrix. 

G8) 
C 
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(18) 
Is the analysis to be restricted to elastic YES 
stage? 

(20) 

(19) 
NO 

Read member reinforcement properties, AB, AO, AM, AI, 
D1, YT, YC9 ES: Data sYPQ 14. Non-existent for steel 
frames. 

(20) 
Register yield stresses for top and bottom of member. 
For concrete member, register optimum strains (depend- 

ent on UC), and yield stresses of top and bottom 

reinforcements. 

(21) '_1 _ ( Print important member properties. ' 

(22) 

. Determnihe member stiffness matrices by calling 
subroutine MATRIX 

r 

23 
Q 

i 

Store important member properties, otation 'atrix and 
member stiffness matrix in a Disc (Tape 3) for future 

use . 

(242 1 

Is the analysis to be restricted to elastic YES (26) 
stage? 

NO 
(25) 

Store member stiffness rriatrix and member type MT, in 
F 

separate disc (Tape 2)for future use. 

C 

(2G) 
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(c) Temperature (NTL), and (d) Others (NOL). Read 

Load data for every load separately, starting with 
the member with the smallest member no. Making use 

of r. otation matrix R and effective length EL of 
the member (Thom Tape 3) , modify- " the fixed-end 

forces when load is not normal to member. Calculate 

fixed-end forces due to temperature, and store them 

by calling subroutine TEMP. Making use of JO, JI, 

R, EL, TIT of member (from Tape 3), construct load 

vector (W), and register fixed-end forces in a suitable 

array (DF), excluding Torces due to temperature. 

Register fixed-end forces due to temperature in a 

separate array (DT. ). (a) For distributed load , 
read load data, MN, LI, DC, DA, PA, DB, PB, DZ: 

Data 2YP9 16, and print the values. 
Fox` ' a- linear 

_ 
load spanning up to JI, put DB 0. For 

. any : r.. 7ifiear load, p'ut DZ = 0. ' For a uniform load, 

Put PB = 0. For a parabolic load starting at the 

base of the parabola, , jut DZ" = 0. For a parabolic 
load not starting at the base of the parabola, a 

negative value, e. g. -1, may be punched in the data 

card in place of DA, or DB, or DZ, whichever spans up 

to JI. (b) For Point Load, read Load data, MN, LI, 

DA, PA: Data Type 17, and print the values. 
(c) For temperature, read data, MN, DC, DA, BT, TT, 

DIR, QR: Data 
. 
Type 18, print; DA= -1, if DA=D; DIR = 0, 

if DIR = DIF; and QR = 0, if QR = Q. For time-dependent 

t'emperature, 1) Put BT=1, if bottom of member is heated, 

or TT = 1, if top. 62) Store member properties and 

temperature data in a separate disc (Tape 4) for future 

use., ignoring temperature for the first analysis. 
(d) For any other type of load, calculate 'fixed-end 

forces manually, read them as data: Data Type 19, 

and print the values. 

(35) 
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(26) 

Locate the member stiffness matrix in the structural 

stiffness matrix (H), by calling subroutine LOCATE. 

(27) 

Are all members considered? NO (15) 

YES 

Is the structure considered for 

one set of loads only? YE. 
__ 

(30 

NO 
(29) 

Store 
, 
structural stiffness matrix H in the first 

'disc (Tape 3) 
. 

'for *future* use. 
r 

(30) 
Is it a plastic analysis? NO 

_, _ __ 
(32) 

YES 
31 

Store H in Tape 2. 

(32) 

Read load data, namely, NPL, NPL, NTL, NOL, NLJ, NRJ: 

Data TYPO 15. Print the values. 

(33) 

Is there any uiember load? NO (35) 

Calculate fixed-2nd forces due to member loads. 

Consider each load type in order, the load types 

being (a) Distributed (NDL), (b) Point (NPL), 
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f 

Is there any point load? NO (37) 

YES 
(36) I 

Read 1 : )ad data for every loaded joint, namely, 
LP, and 3 load components: Data Type. 20, and add 
them to the load v'ector(W) Print the values. 

Is there any Prescribed point dis- 

placement or any roller support? 

YES 

NO (43) 

Read data for prescribed displacement, namely, lP 

and 3 displacement components: Data Type 21. For 

a , oller support, for each of the two 
, 
components 

other than the one in the direction of restraint, 

use any value greater than 100, to indicate that 

these are to be ignored. 

Is the analysis-to be carried forward 
to the plastic stage? 

I 

(42) 

(an) OYES 

Store dlisplacement data in the 3rd disc (Tape 4) 
for future use. 

41 

Replace original load vector(W)in a separate array(VE). 

(42) 

Modify structural stiffness matrix (H )and load vector (W 

because of p"rescribed displacements. 

Cýýý 
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Replace load vector(W)in a separate array (IVD), and 
if W is revised because of presribed displacements, 
transfer WE to original load vector(W), and reset 
VIE 0, 

1loting that Ii is symmetrical, determine joint dis- 

placement vector (in WD), by calling subroutine SOLVE. 

Is the analysis to go on ,, 
to. -the plastic - stage`? ý NO 

,ý 47 

ldtil 
YES 

Recall Structural stiffness matrix(H)from disc (Tape '2), 
as it is spoiled when "SOLVE" is called. 

(47) 

To determine member actions, joint displacements, etc., 
consider members in sequence, start with rdember no. 1. 

(48) 
Recall original member characteristics from disc (Tape 3), 

and if plastic analysis is undertaken, recall modified 
member dharacteristics from another disc. (Tape 2). 

(49) 
Calculate member actions by making use of displacement 
Vector (wD), and subtract fixed-end forces (DF) to realise 
the correct values. Register them in a separate array (FI). 

(50) 
Determine location of maximum bending moment in the member, 
and register its distance from JO. If it is not available, 
consider the middle point of the member. 

C5ý 
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1 
I 

Assemble member actions in an array (WE) to check for 

equilibrium. For elastic analysis, a) calculate and 
register extreme fibre stresses, if required, at member 
ends and in the middle, b) print member actions, arid 

c)print fixed-end, forces due'to temperature (if the 

member is heated). 

Is it a plastic analysis? \ NO 

1 
YES 

Determine algebraic signs of bending Moments at member 

ends and at the point of maximum bending moment. 

Taking account of the . xial , 
'orte, determine ultimate 

moments of resistance for these sections by calling 

subroutine ULTIS, or ULTIM, depending on whether 
it is steel, or concrete. 

Call subroutine CHMT to determine new hinge formations 

in member, revising irember type MT. 

C, 

(59) 

Has Member type MT changed? NO (58) 

IYES 

'' Print ultimate moments . 

Register member stiffness niatrices in separate arrays, 
form new ones by calling subroutine MATRIX, and 
locate the difference in H by calling subroutine 
LOCATE. Calculate number of plastic hinges by calling 
subroutine CHNH. Modify load vector(W)and fixed-end 
f orces(DF), by calling subroutine LOAD. 

(5 6) 
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1 

(58) 
Store modified member stiffness matrices, ultimate 
moments, member-actions, etc., in a new disc (Tape 1) 
for future use. 

(59) 

Are all members considered? NO (48) 

YES 
(60) - 

--- .t 
Is it a plastic analysis? NO (63) 

I 
YES 

(61) 

Has any new hinge formed? NO 

r YES 
(62) 

Print (a) Fixed-end forces due to temperature for all 
heated members, and (b) Member actions for all 

members. 

(63) 

Are member stresses required? °NO 

(68) 

(65) 

YES 
(64) 

Print member stresses. 

(65) 
Print equilibrium load vector (WE) (assembly of 
member Actions at all the joints), which should 

represent joint loads to the nearest approximation. 

Print displacements (in WD) 

(G7) 
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(67) 

Is it a plastic analysis? NO (73 ý 

YES 
(68) 

Has the structure become partially YES 
'-ör totally a mechanism? ý7ýý 

NO 
(69) 

Transfer values of altered member stiffness 
matrices, etc., from Tape 1 to Tape 2, and then 
ßtox e modified H in Tape 2. 

70 
Has any new hinge formed in the YES 
structure? -----(41) 

NO 
(71) 

Increase temperature (function of time) of all 
heated members by calling subroutine TEMP which 
also alters material properties of heated members. 
Use Tape 4 and Tape 1! and modify W and H. Ior .' 
temperature using ' broutines LOAD. and LOCATE, 

(72) 

Are all the heated members badly NO (41) 
damaged? 

YES 

Any more analysis? NO 
ý... -. -ý `STOP 

YES 
(74) 

f 

Analyse for a different set of - NO 
loads? ý4ý 

f YES 

(75) 
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Is it a plastic analysis? ýý_ Iv0 77 

I YES 
(76) 

Restore all original values in original arrays 
(by using Tape 3), and also in Tape 2. 

Recall original H from Tape 3, and set DF = 0I. 

(30) 

The Flow-Chart is reasonably detailed and gives a 

fair description of the present computer program "PLANE". 

It is also a guide to the program user for prepartion of 

data and alterations for improvement. The program is 

written in FORTRAN IV: (1) Floating point data (data 

with possible decimal points) have the format (F10.3) 

except, (a) Young's modulus of elasticity (E, ER, ES) 

has the format (P10.1), and (b) Co-efficient of thermal 

expansion (Q, QR) has the format (F10.9). 
. 
(2) All 

the i: nte. ger data (data with no decimal point) have the 

format (I 10). 

There are altogether 21 Data Types, and these are 

fully illustrated in the Flow-Chart. In a normal analysis 

many of these Data Types will be non-existent. There are 

some terms and abbreviations used in the Flow-Chart, and 

these are defined as follows: - 
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A1.2 TERMS 

1) Regular structures - Any building frame with 

rectangular panels. - Für a missing beam, or column, MT=B 

, 
is to be used. -, In such frames joint numbers 

and member numbers need not be fed as data. (see Fig. Al. 

They are automatically numbered as shown. Joint 

numbers are shown without parenthesi's near every 

joint. Member numbers are shown within parenthesis 

near every member. Beam and column spans are shown in 

circles. Joint no. -1.3 is the origin for global axes 

X and Y.,. Member no. -(5) does not exist (MT=8): 

oU 
0) 2 (2) 3 (-f) A. 

0 

© 

0 

) 

i 

-t, - is !4 '5 i6 
G.: cf3nz O/tiC, N ý'cýt6R S&PPCR7' 

Figure A1.1 

MT = 0, except shown otherwise. 
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2) Irregular Structures --Any framework with. 

non-rectan&-alar panels; ' in other words, any 

framework different from the type shown in Fig. A1.1 

A regular structure may be treated as an irregular 

structure in which case all the joint numbers and 

the member numbers have to be fed as data 

3) Top and Bottom - Top and bottom of a member is 

determined by placing"JO - end"of the member at the 

left hand side, where JO<JT. 

4) Member Stiffness Matrices - These. are 3x3 submatrices. 

Only 1st, 2nd and 4th quadrant of the 6x6 matrices 

as shoi-m in Chapter 1 are required. 

5) Structural Stiffness Matrix - This is constructed 

as a band, in a one-dimensional array,. (Hi) 
. 

6) Free Joints - Joints free to move in any direction. 

7) Fixed Supports - These are defined as joints in a 

structiire having the highest joint numbers, and fully 

restrained against any linear or rotational movement. 

They are automatically excluded from the stiffness 

equation H. D = W, as their displacements are zero. 

8) Restrained Joints - These are defined as joints only 

partially restrained against movement in one or more 

directions (roller support, support settlement, etc. ). 

In a regular structure where a joint with one of the 

highest joint numbers is defined as a restrained joint 

any previous joint number (a joint with a smaller joint 

number) is treated as a free or a restrained joint, 

4 
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even if it is completely fixed. All restrained joints 

need data for prescribed displacements. 

g) Elastic Analysis - When only a single analysis is 

wanted for a particular set of loads. 

10) Plastic Analysis - Where analysis is continued by 

increasing Temperature as a function of time. 

11) Steel Any structural material with similar elastic 

properties can be used in its place. 

12) Mechanism - When structural analysis is not possible. 

li1.3 ABBREVIATIONS 

NOS - Number of Structure. 

DIP - Thermal Diffusivity. If diffusivity varies from 

member to member, the most common value is used. 
I 

STN - Starting Time in 1Yiinutes, where a time-dependent 

analysis is undertaken by assuming temperature as a 

function of time. 

FTM - Finishing'Time in Minutes. 

TTI"7 - Time Interval in Minutes. 
0 

UC - Ultimate Cubic strength of concrete (needed only for 

plastic analysis of concrete frames). UC is also 

used as a parameter if member stresses are required 

to be printed in which case any value >0 must be used. 

It may be noted that for plastic analysis of concrete 

frames member stresses will never be printed, as in 

such cases UC is always greater than zero. 

JX, JY - Number of Joints in the direction of global co-ordinates. 

X and Y. In Fig. A1.1, JX = JY = 4. 
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BL, CL - Beam length and Column Length. If there are 

variations, the most common value is used. 

NBV - Number of Beam span Variations, if any beam span 

ý BL (See Fig. A1.1). 

NCV - Number of Column span Variationsy if any column 

span , -1. CL (See Fig. A1.1). 

NMIV - Number of Member 'Variations., if any of the member 

properties, MT, A, S, D. ER, US, BTF, BBF, TTF, 

TBF, TW, varies from that of the previous member. 

NRV - Number of Reinforcement "Variations 9 if any of the 

Member reinforcement properties, AB, AO, AM, Al, 

D, 1, YT, YC, ES, varies from that of the previous 

member. 

E. - Young's modulus of Elasticity - the most common 

value is used. 

MM - Number of Members. 

NJ - Number of Joints. 

NFS - Number of Fixed Supports. Referring to Fig. A1.1 

NFS=2 (Joint numbers ý15 and 16). It may be noted 

that although joint rio. 13 is fully restrained 

against any movement it is not considered a 

fixed support-, as joint no. 13 is smaller 

than the joint no. 14 which is a 
. 
res<trained 

joint (Roller Support). 

NFJ - Number of Free Joints = NJ - NPS 

MJD - Nax, imum Joint Difference. The term Joint 

Difference'1means the numerical difference between 

the two joint numbers at the ends of any member. _ 
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Thus considering all the members of a structure, the 

maximum value is to be found to determine MJD. It is 

needed only for "irregular" structures. For "regular" 

structures the value is automatically calculated. 

As the 
.: structural. stiffness matrix H is assembled . in the 

form-6f'a'band, MJD is required to determine the width 

of the band 
. 

NOL - Number of Cases of Loading, when a structure is to be 

analysed separately for different sets of loads. 

Q- Co-efficient of thermal expansion,. most common value is used. 

NSB - Number of Sub-matrices in Band. 

NEB - Number of Elements in Band. 

NCB - Number of Complete Bands. . 

, ]i EM - Number of Elements in Matrix (H). 

I1ß - Matrix Rank ( of*H) =3x NFJ for plane frame, and 

6x NFJ for space frame . 

IIT - Member Type. There are eight types as shown below. 

NT=8 is used for an imaginary member (Member no. 5 in A1.1). 

a IT=0 

Jo JI 

irre 
Jo JI 

0 
14T=1 

JO JI 

o 
NT 5w 

Jo JI 

"a MT=2 
,, JO JI 

I'T-6 
Jo JI 

0 
TriT 3 

Jo JI 

A- Area of cross-section. 

S- Moment of Inertia . 

NT=7 

Jo JI 

ER - Modulus of Elastricity of a member. 

US - Ultimate Strength Cube Strength for concrete member, 

and Yield strength for steel member. 
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BTF - Breadth of Top Tlange(for non-rectangular section). 

BBF - Breadth of-]3ottom Flange (for non-rectangular section). 

TTF - Thickness of'fop Flange (for non-rectangular section). 

TBF - Thickness of Bottom Flange (for non-rectangular section). 

TW - Thicluiess of Web (for non-rectangular section). 

D - Depth of section (along y-axis). 

AB - Area of continuous reinforcement. It is assumed in 

the program that at least on one side of a reinforced 

concrete member, continuous reinforcement is provided. 

Normally, this reinforcement would be at the bottom 

of the member. When it is at the top, AB is made 

negative to indicate this irregularity. 

AO, - Reinforments on the other side of AB, Just as it is 
AM, 

assumed that reinforcement on one side of the member 
Al, 

is continuous, it is further assumed that reinforcement 

on the other side may have three different values (for 

the two member ends, and for the middle part). Thus 

AO and AI are the areas of steel at JO and JI 

ends of the member and AM is the area of steel for 
n 

the middle part. 

D1 - Depth of centre of reinforcement from the compression 

face of concrete. There may be four different values 

of D1 in one member because of AB, A0, AM, and Al. 

For the purpose of the program, the maximum of these 

four values is üsed. 

YT - Yield strength of Tension steel. 

YC - Yield'etrength of Compression steel. 

ES - Modulus of Elasticity for Steel reinforcement. 
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JO, JI - Joint numbers at the ends of a member. The 

smaller number is called JO, and the bigger, 

JI. 

NDL - Number of Distributed Loads. 
.. 

ny uniform, linear 

or parabolic load is included in this category. 

For parabolic load (tr'hen' DC>O, but' 'ý 1)*,, the 

base of the parabola must be within the span of 
the member. 

NPL - Number of Point Loads. 

NTL - Number of Temperature Loads. One member can have 

only one temperature load., 

NOL - Number of OOther Loads g. any type of load not 

covered by NDL, NPL or NTL. 

NLJ --. Number of Loaded Joints. 

NRJ - Number of Restrained Joints. 

MN - Member Number, or Name. 

. 
LI - Load Indicator. This parameter is introduced in 

case the direction of a load is not perpendicular 

to the span of the member: - '(a) II=O for load 

perpendicular to the member, (b) LI=1 when load 

is not perpendicular to member but to global X-axis, 

(c) LI=2 when load is not perpendicular to member 

but to global Y-axis. 

DC - Degree of Curve. This parameter is introduced for 

distributed, as well as for temperature loads: - 
Distributed Load 

a) For uniform load, DC = 0. 

b) For linear load, DC = 1. 
. 

c) For parabolic load where the axis of the parabola 

is perpendicular to the span of the member, DC ? 1. 
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d) For parabolic load where the axis of the parabola 

is parallel to the span of the member, 0 <DC <1 . 

Temperature load 

Temperature variation across the depth of a section 

only is considered. 

a) For uniform temperature, DC =0 

b) For linear temperature gradient, DC =1 

c) For, parabolic temperature distribution with the 

axis of the parabola parallel to member, DC >1. 

DA - For distributed load, distances to loading points, 
DB, A, B, and Z from the JO-end of member. For 
DZ, 

uniform, or linear Load, Z is ignored and, load 

is assumed to span from A' to B. For parabolic 

load, B is the base of parabola. When A and Z 

are on the same side of B, A is assumed to lie 

between B and Z. For temperature -oad, DA is 

the ; depth of penetration of temperature, and is 

automatically calculated for time dependent analysis. 

For point load, DA is the distance from JO to the 

load point. 

PA, 
"PB - For distributed load, load intensities (load/unit 

length) at points A and B. For point load, PA 

is the load. 

BT, TT - Bottom and Top Temperature. For time-dependent 

analysis, these are used as indicators as to which 

side of the member is being heated (use BT = 1, if 

, 
böttom is heated, or TT = 1, if top). 
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DIR - Thermal Diffusivity of a-membe. r. 

QR - Coefficient of linear e xpaansion .. of a member. 

LP - Load Point. Joint n.: umber of the loaded joint, 

or in the case of prescribed displacements, 

joint number of the restrained joint. Load, or 

displacement components are to be supplied in the 

directions-of the - global axes o 

A1.4 SUBROUTINES 
Flow-Charts for subroutines are not supplied as they 

are more or less self-explanatory in the computer program. 

They are described in brief as follows: - 

Subroutine SOLVE - This subroutine is used to solve the 

structural stiffness equation H: D. _ Vi, where H is a 

symmetrical matrix. Using the square root method (also 

known as Chol*esky's method) for symmetrical matrices, 

H is transformed into a lower triangular matrix L, 

where LLT = H. 

C) 

ý1 0... 0 

L L21 L22 0 

09 

Ln1 Ln2 ''''' 'Lnn 

The elements of L., are determined from, 
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2- 
Z11 = H11; Z11Z21 H12; . "... ". ' Z11Ln1 = H1n' 

22 Z21 `'' Z22 = H22' Z21 Z31 + L22 Z32 ^ H23' ..... . 

It may occur that some terms become purely imaginary but 

this does not imply any special complications. If H 

is positive definite which is true for any structural 

stiffness matrix, it can be shown that "L" must be real. 

Sometimes, due to hinge formations, some terms may become 

indefinite, or imaginary, in which case they are set to 

zero. Once L is found, 11H. D* = W"can be solved in two. 

steps, namely, (1)- i 111, and (2) LTD = Z. 

In.; the computer prögram, matrix. H is stored in a one 
i 

dimensional array in the form of a band. The subroutine is 

a modification of a computer program by Throsby. 

Subroutine MATRIX 

This subroutine constructs the member stiffness 

matrices (without the E-value) for any member type 

(from MT =0 to MT = 7). Only 1st, 2nd, and 4th 

quadrants are considered. 

Subroutine LOCATE 

This subroutine allocates the matrices from the 

previous subroutine in the structural stiffness matrix 

"H", taking into account the correct E-value of member. 

Subroutine LOAD 

From the knowledge of the fixed-end forces, this 
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subroutine is used to convert the forces to suit member 
type (when ßßT A 0). It also adds the forces to appropriate 
locations in the load vector W. 

Subroutine TEMP 

This subroutine is used to alter the structural 

properties of member and reinforcements because of fire. 

Assuming a time-dependent analysis, it determines. the 

temperature of the air by-using a standard furnace 

temperature curve and alters it by the multiplication of 

a suitable factor to derive the surface temperature. 

Depth of penetration DA is calculated by assuming a 

parabolic temperature distribution. Average temperature 

below and above the central-axis are used to determine 

the yield, or cube strengths, whereas average temperature' 

of the section is used to calculate ET (revised ER), and 

QR. Actual temperatures of the reinforcement is used to 

modify its modulus of elasticity ES. Care is taken 

whether the top, or the bottom of the member is being heated. 

Optimum Strain (Maximum allowable strain "OS" of concrete) 

is calculated from actual temperature at top, or bottom. 

of member. 

The subroutine also calculates fixed-end forces 

due to temperature, and reduces them by the use of a 

modified E-value, to take into account creep at high 

temperature in accordance with the "Effective Modulus" 

method. 

Subroutine ULTIM 

This is used for reinforced concrete members only. 
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Taking into account the axial force this subroutine 

alculates the ultimate inoments of r. esistence for three 

different sections of member. Algebraic signs (SIO, SIT, 

SIR) of bending moments are used to determine whether the 

top or the bottom of the section is under tension. A 

trial and error method is used to determine the neutral 

axis. 

Subroutine ULTIS 

This is used for steel members only. Ultimate moments 

for three different sections of member are calculated by 

assuming rectangular yield stress blocks. As in ULTIM, 

algebraic signs of bending moments are used to determine tension 

and compression sides of section., 

Subroutine CRUSH 

For concrete member this is used to determine the 

cube; rtrength, depending on temperature. 

0 

Subroutine YIELD 

For steel member, this is used to determine the yield 

stress, depending on temperature. 

Subroutine CHMT 

This is used to determine change in member type MT 

because of plastic hinges. 

Subroutine CHNH 

This is used to calculate the total number of plastic 

hinges (NH) in the structure at any stage of analysis. 
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APPENDIX II 
COMPUTER STATEMENTS 

The following listing is the operational version 

of the computer program PLAME tested by CDC 6400 at 

Imperial College. The data cards for the analysis 

of the structure as discussed in Chapter 7 for which 

specimen results are supplied in Appendix III, are 

also listed at the end of the program to show that 

the data requirement is very low (18 cards including 

-blanks). The definitions-for most of the variable 

and array names are given in Appendix I. 

The data used - arie in B. I. units as shown in 

Section 7.1.5.. Approximate conversion to"S. I. units 

ig"'also shown in Chapter 7. 

0 
ai 
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PROGRAM P(. AME(INPUT. OUTPUT. TAPES=INPUT. TAPE6=OUTPUT"TAPE1"TAPE2. TA 
1PF39TAPE4) 

C R"K. RANFRJFF JOB (UMESC15) 
COMMON SO(P)"SI(m)"SOI(9). PO(9). Pl(9)"P01(9). R(9)%VO(9). 'VI(9) 
COMMON X(10O)4Y(1"ý0). H( p5O'))"W(250)4w'E(250)"WD(250)+DT(6.4) 
COMMON DF(61140). DS (6+140)9ET (140). UCß(140). UCT(140)0UL (140) 
C0MMON YCB(140). YCT(140). YTS(140). YTT(140)"MC(140)4MU(10) 
COMMON OSR(140). OST(140)*ESB(140). EST(140). MD(14o). MV(1o). FI(6) 
COMMON MWT(140). MX(IO)"MY(10)"DX(10), DY(10). CX(10). CY(10) 
CS(DC)=DA**3/(DC+l. )+2, LEDA*DA*DB/(DC+2e)+DA*DB*DB/(DC+1 e) 
CC(DC)=DA*"*4/(DC+4. )+3. *DA**3*-DB/(DC+3. )+3. *DA-XDA*DB"KDB/(DC+2. )+DA 

1*n`3') 3/(DC+1 ") 
Cn(0C)=CC(DC)-CS(nC) 
CP(DC)=3. *CS(DC)-? "*CC(DC) 
SM(Dr)=(P3*CB(0e)+(PA-Pß)*"CB(DC))*EL*EL*S. 
SM(DC)=CPR CP(O. )+(PA-PR)*CR(l)C))*EL*S 
RFAD(9911A)NOS 

118 FnRMAT(? I10.2F)0.1+4110) 
C FIPcT DATA CARD.. TYpE-1. NOS=NO. OF STRUCTURES TO BE ANALYSED. 

MM=1 
2 RFAD(5.303)DIF9STM"FTM"TIM. UC 

C SECOND DATA CARD. eTYPE-2" DIF, STM. FTM. TIM. UC=THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY. 
C STARTING TIME, FINISHING TIME%AND TIME INTERVAL IN MINUTES, ULTIMATE 
C CUBIC STRENGTHIOMIT FOR STEEL OR OTHER HOMOGENEOUS MATERIALS). 

RFAD(5.118)JX. JY, RL"CL. NMV+NRV. NBV. NCV 
C THIRD DATA CARD«. TYPE-3. FOR REGULAR BUILDING FRAMES. JX. JY. DX. DY= 
C 'NOS. OF JOINTS AND DISTANCES BETWEEN JOINTS IN THE DIRECTION OF 
C GLORAL X AND Y CO-ORDINATES. LEAVE BLANK IN CASE OF IRREGULAR FRAMES. 
C NMV, NRV=NOS. OF MEMBER AND REINFORCEMENT VARIATIONS. 

READ(5.101)E. NM #NJ"NFS, MJD. NCL. Q 
101 FORMAT(F10.199110. FIO. C)) 

C FOUpTH DATA CARD.. TYPE-4e E=MODULUS, OF ELASTICITY. 
C NM"NJ. NFS=NOS. OF MFf-lRERS. JOINTS. AND FIXED SUPPORTS. FIXED SUPPORTS 
C SHOULD BE NUMBERED LAST. MJD=MAX. JOINT DIFFERENCE. 
C NCL. 0=N0e CASES OF LOADS. COEFF OF LINEAR EXPANSION 

. 
AR=1" 
NN=1 
IF(JX. EQ. O)GO TO S35 
Nn=(JX-1)*(JY-1) 
NM=NP+JX*(JY-1) 
Nj=JX*JY 
M, )D= J>C 
IF(JY. LT. 3. AND. Ný: 'S. EO. JX)MJD=1 

. 535 NnF=3*NJ 
NSR=MJD+1 
NFJ=NJ-NFS 
NFß='i*NSB 
MR=3*NFJ 
NCB=MR-NEB+1 
NFM=NCB*NEB+NE©*(NEB-))/2 
WPITE(6.105)MM"DIF"STM, FTM"TIM. UC. JX. JY. BL. CL. NMV"NRV. NBV. NCV. E. NM 

I. NJ. NFS. MJD. NCL, O, NSR"NFJ. MR. NEB"NC. B"NEM 
105 FOPMAT(IH1,4H STRUCTURE NO""I2///26H INELASTIC CHARACTERISTICS// 

I5OH DIF S, TM FTM TIM UC/F12.4. F8.1" 
22F10.1. F12. O//13H SPECIAL DATA//64-, H ix JY BL CL 
3 NMV NOV NBV NCV/2)8.2F8e1"4I8//1IH BASIC DATA// 
45nH E NM NJ NFS MJD NCL O/F15. O. 5I59 
5F12"7//33H STIFFNESS MATRIX CHARACTERISTICS// 60H NSB 
6NFJ MR NEB NCB NEM/6110) 
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C NEB, NCR, NEM. NSF3=NOS. OF ELEMENTS IN BAND* COMPLETE BANDS. 
C ELEMENTS IN MATRIX. AND SURMATRICES IN BAND. 

On 72r I=2, NM 
Mr(l)=o 

725 Mn(I)=0 
IF(NMV"LT. 1. OPeNMV. GT. NM-2)GO TO 556 
R F' AD (';, o 30 1) (MV (I) .I 9N M V) 

301 FORMAT(A110) 
Wn1Tc"(6.4Op)(MV(I)4I=1"NMV) 

402 FORMAT(//18H M_P19FR VARIATIONS//3H ATv3X"8I5) 
C FIFTH DATA CARD INDICATING MEMBER NOS WITH CHANCES IN STRENGTH OR STIFFNESS 

DO 730 I=I, NMV 
J=MV(I) 

730 Mr) IJ)=J 
_ 556 IF(NRV. LT. I. OR. NPV"GT. NM-2)GO TO 557 

RFAO(59301)(MU(I). I=1. NPV) 
WRITF(6.4O3)(MU(1)"I=1"NRV) 

403 FORMAT(//25H REINFORCEMENT VARIATIONS//3H AT43X. 8I5) 
C SIXTH DATA CARD INDICATING MEMBER NOS WITH CHANGES IN REINFORCEMENTS 

On 731 I=1"NRV 
J=MU(I) 

731 Mr, (J) =J 
557 I((JX"F_Q. O)GO TO 950 

DO 537 1=2"JX 
537 

, 
DX (I) =BL . 

^ DO 533 1=2. JY 
533 DY(1)=CL 

N=NJ-JX+1 
IF(NPV"LT. 1. OP. NRV"GT. J)5-3)GO TO 526 " 
RFAD(r,. 3O1)(MX(I). I=I4NRV) 
Wc]ITF(6.4O4) (MX(I )' I=1 . NRV) 

404 FOPMATC16H BEAM VARIATIONS//3H AT, 3X48I5) 
C SEVFNTH DATA CARD INDICATING NAMES OF BEAM SPANS NOT EQUAL TO SL 
C GIVEN IN THIRD DATA CARD 

RFAD(5e304)(C. X(I)"I=19NSV) 
304 FORMAT(8FIO. 3) .I 

WpITF(6"405)(CX(1)9I=1"NEV) 
405 FORMAT(//7H LENGTH18F5.1) 

C EIGHTH DATA CARD GIVING VALUES OF LENGTHS FOR THOSE SPANS NAMED IN 
DO 527 I=1 "NBV 
J=MX(I) 

5? 7 ()X(J)=CX(I ) 

" 5126 DC) q q6 1=1 "N. JX 
516 X(i)=0. 

On S? 5 I=2"JX 
Tn=X(1-1)+DX(1) . 
M=NJ-JX+I 

DO 525 J=I"M. JX 
525 X(J)=TD 

1F(NCV"LT. 1. OR. NCV"GT. JY-3)GO TO 528 
RPAD(+03O1)(MY(I), I=1. NCV) 
WPITF(6.406)(MY(1)"I=1, NCV) 

406 FORMAT(ISH COLUMN VARIATIONS//3N AT"3X. 815) 
C NINTH DATA CARD INDICATING NAMES OF COLUMN HEIGHTS NOT EQUAL TO 
C CL rIVFN IN THIRr) DATA CARD 

RFAD(9"3o4)(CY(I). 1=1. NCV) 
Wt7ITF(6.405)(CY(I)"1=1. NCV) 

C TENTH DATA CARD GIVING VALUES OF HEIGHTHS FOR THOSE STOREYS NAMED IN 
C NINTH DATA CARD 
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Do 5? 9 1=1"NCV . 
J=MY(I) 

tip0 DY(J)=CY(1) 
520 Do 9.; 4 I=NsNJ 
534 Y(I)=0" 

1. l=1 
NO=N-JX 
Do 5(3 1=19NO. JX 
M=M+I " 

K=N-I+1 " 
" TD=Y(K)+DY(M) 

LaK-I 
K=K-JX 
DO 533 J=KqL - 

53H Y(J)=TD 
C 

X50 WD)TF(6.1)C, ) 
116 FORMAT(//19H JOINT CO-ORDINATES//24H JX Y//) V 

DO 13 "J= 1" NJ 
IR(JX. GT. O)GO TO 10 V 
PPAD(5,303)X(J)"Y(J) 

. C TYPE-11 DATA CARDS DEFINING JOINT CO-ORDINATES. 
C NO. OF CARDS=NJ (1 CARD PER JOINT)e OMIT FOR REGULAR FRAMES. 

117 FORMAT(I5.2F10.1) 
10 WPITE(6.117)J%X(J)"Y(J) - 

C 
."" WPITE(6.110) 

110 FORMAT(//1RH MFM9FR PROPEPTIES//94H M JO il MT A 
I MI D- US ER BTF BBF TTF TBF TW) 

C CONSTRUCTION OF STRUCTURAL STIFFNESS MATRIX H STARTS HERE. 
Do 71 I=1'NEM 

71 H(I)=0. 
C- 

DO 100 I=1" NM 
IF(JX"FO. O)GO TO q45 . 
IF(I. GT"NB)GO TO 931 - 
JO=(I*JX-1)/(JX-1) - 
JI=JO+1 - 
GO TO 530 

531 Jn=I -Nß 
J1=JO+JX 
Go TO 530 

'Cc. CCCrrCr: 
549 R='An(9.118)JO, JI 

C TYPF-12 DATA CARDS. JO. JI=JOINT NOS. OF MEMBER ENDS. WHERE JI IS 
C GREATER THAN JO. NO. OF CARDS=NM(1 CARD PER MEMBER). 
C OMIT FOR REGULAR BUILDING FRAMES. 

530 IF(I. NF. I. AND. MD(I)"NE. I)GO TO 539 
RFAD(5.302)MT. A. S. D. EP"US"BTF. BBF, TTF. TBF. Tw 

30? FORMAT(11093F10.3, FIO. 1/6F10.3) 
1F(MT. FO. A)GO TO -: 6U V 

C TYPF-13 DATA CARDS DEFINING MEMBER PROPERTIES. MT. A"S"D=MEMBER TYPE+AREA. 
C SECOND MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT ME: MSER X-AXIS+AND DEPTH. 
C CALrULATF CONSTANTS NFFDED FOR CONSTRUCTING PEMBER STIFFNESS 
C MATDICE. S AND ROTATION MATRIX FOR EVERY MEN. F.. ER. 

IF(TW. EO. O. )TW=(4_BTF*"TTF-RBF4TBF)/(D-TTF-TOF) 
1F(S. 9:: '0.0. )S=0. *D*n/12. 
FT(I)=1" 
IF(ER"GT. O. )ET(I)=F_R/F V 

. _.,. -- 

... " ý ý 
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GO TO 913P 
93Q ET(I)=FT(1-1) 
5ýP EL=SQPT((X(J))-X(JO))*4`? +(Y(JI)-Y(JO)) -'? ) 

Ir'(MT. LT. 2)FL1=0. 
IF(MT. GT. 1)rL1=FL 
SIN=(Y(JI)-Y(JO))/F_L 
COS=(X(JI)-X(JO))/EL 

C CONcTRUCT POTATION MATRICES R. OF ALL MEMRERS (ONE AT A TIME) AND RETAIN 
C THEM IN STORE FOR USE LATER ON FOR CHECKING EQUILIBRIUM OF JOINTS. 

R(1)=COS 
R(2)=SIN" 
R(3)=0. 
R(4)=-R(2) 
R(5)=R(I) 
R(6)=O" 
R(7)=0. 
R(ß)=O. 

(Q)=1. 
UL(I)=O" 
DO 7 J=1.6 

7 DF(J, 1)=O" 
IF(DIF. FO. O. )GO TO 181 
IF(UC"GT. O. )GO TO 184 
IF(US. GT. O. )YT=US 
DI =D 
Uc=Oo 
Go TO ISO 

184 IF(I. NF. I. AND. MC(I)"NF"I)GO TO 579 
RFAD('--i, 303)AB, AO"AM9At'Dl4YT. YC. ES 

303 FORMAT(7F10.3. F1O. I) 
WP ITF(6.407)AR , AO. AM . AI"D1"YT, YC"FS 

407 FORMAT(//4'3H REINFORCEMENT D4TA/AB%AO, At4, AI, DI, YT. YC. ES//5F10.3. 
12r I O. O, FI 5. O// ) 

C TYPF-14 DATA CARDS DEFINING REINFORCEMENTS IN MEMBERS. 
575 IF(US. LE. O. )US=UC, 

Urn( I) =115 " 
UCT(I)=US 
OS8(I)="004-US/8340000. 
O9T(1)=OSS(I) 
ESR(1)=FS 
EST(I )"=FS -" 
YrR(I)=YC V 
Y"rT(I)=YC . 

1130 YTT(I)=YT " 
YTRR( I) =YT. 

1131 WPITE(6.114)I, JO, JI, MT"A, S, D, US, ET(I), BTF, BJF, TTF, TBF. TW 
114 FORMAT(4I5,5FIC. p, 5F5.1) 

C 
"CONSTR(1CT 

MEMBER STIFFNESS MATRICES, SO, SOI. AND SI (IST, 2ND, AND 4TH 
C OUADRANTS RESPECTIVF'LY) IN MEMBER CO-ORDINATES. 

CALL MATRIX(SO, SI. SOI'PO. PI'POI. R. EL"S, A, r"1T. EL1) 
CALL LOCATE(H, SO, SI"SOI, ET(I)"ET(I), JO, JI, NSE"^NFJ, NEB, NEM): 

560 MWT(I)=0 
WPITE(3)JO. JI, R, F. L"ET(I), S, A, D, AB, AO, AM, AI, D1"MT, 3O, SI"SOI. YT, YC, E 

IS. US, f3TF, RRF, TTF, TSF, TIJ 
1F(DIF. GT. O. )WAIT="(P)SO, SI, SOI. MT, EL14R(3), A. A, A 

C TRANSFORMATION OF So"SOI'AND SI INTO GLOBAL CO-ORDINATES IS NOW COMPLETE. 
C LOCATF PLACES FOR SO"SOI'AND SI IN H- 

100 CONTINUF 
C .. " 
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C SPRUCTURAL STIFFNESS -MATRIX H HAS NOW BEEN CONSTRUCTED. CONSIDER LOAD5 NEXT. 
IF (Nr. L. GT. I)WRITF(3)(i"i(I)"I=IoNEM) 

I IF(DTF. F0. C. )GO TO 1Q1 
Wo I Tr-(P) (t-f( I) 1=1 Nr. -M) 
AACKcPACE 2 
NH=3 

1i iV=O 
TFM=O. 
Ir(STM. GT. O. )TFM=STM-TIM 

191 R=AD(5.205)NDL, NPL. NTL. NOL. NLJ. NRJ 
205 FORMAT(6I10) 

C TYPF-15 DATA CARD DEFINING LOAD CONDITIONS. 
KK=O 
DO 6 I=IsMP 

6 W(1)=O. 
WDITE(6.907)NN, NDL, NPL, NTL, NOL, NLJ, NRJ 

207 FORMAT(//17H LOADING CASE NO. 4I2//60H NOL NPL NT 
IL NOL NLJ NRJ/6110) 

NML=NDL+NPL+NTL+NnL 
IF(NML. LT. I)GO TO 230 
WoITF(6,? 09) 

208 FORMAT(//42H DISTRIBUTED/POINT/TEMPERATURE/OTHER LOADS//84H MN 
I DC DA PA DB P11 DZ LI BT 
2 TT D//) 

C 
Dn 75 I=1"NML 
IF(I"EQ. IeOR"I. EOeNDL+1. OR"I. EQ. NDL+NPL+I. OR. I. EO. NDL+NPL+NTL+1)GO 

1 TO 3O1 
GO TO 342 

341 Mn=1 
RFC' I NC) 3. 

3n2 IF(I. GT. NDL)GO TO 390 
LT=1 
1P(T. GT. I)GO TO 261 
READ(5.106)MN"LI"rnC"DA%PA"DB! PB"DZ 

106 FORMAT(2I1Os6F10.3) 
C TYPF-16 DATA CARDS DEFINING DISTRIBUTED LOADS. 

261 r ,=I 
PA=-40. 
IF(MOO(It2). LT. 1)PA=-PI. 
DA=0.. 
UL(MN)=PA 

260 MI=MN-1 
MO I=MO-M 1 
Ir(MOI. FO. 2)GC TO 149 
Ir(MO1. EO. ))GO TO 146 
00 235 J=MO. MI 

235 RrrAD(3) 
146 RFAD(3)JO. JI, R. EL. ER. S. A. D. AB"AO. AM. AI. D1+MT"PO"PI. POI. YT. YC. ES%UC 

I +RTF " B9F " TTF. TFIF. TW 
149 MO=MN+1 

IF(LI. FO. 1)EL=AF3S(EL*R(1)) 
IF(LI. FO.? )FL=&RS(EL*R(? 

_)) 
1r(LT. GT. 'i)r, O TO 226 
On 49O J=) .6 

450 SO(J)=0. 
GO TO (3D5.396199'LT 

395 IF(DC. NE. O.. AND. DC. NE. 1. )GO TO 398 

:. t 
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IF (r)rl@F-O*0* )013=EL 
Go TO 39)7 

30(3 197(DA"LT. 0. )DA=EL 
IF(DR. LT. O. )DR=EL 
IF(DZ. LT. 0* )D7. =FL 

397 WPITF(b.? OO)MN"DC"DA"PA"DP+PA, DZ'LI 
200 Ff1RMAT(I4, F1O. 1"RF8. l"! 8) 

Dn=nA/F-L 
DR=nß/FL 
DZ=DZ/EL 
V=D13-DZ 
DA=DA-DB 
U=-V/DA 
A=SIGN(1""U) 

393 S=SIGN(I. "DA) 
SO(6)=SM(DC)-SO(6)*A 
SO(9)=SR(DC)-SO(9)*A 

Dn=-hA 

nR=1. -hFl 
SO('3)=SM(nC)-SO('; )*A 
SO(2)=-SP(DC)-SO(7)*A 
IF(DC. FO. O.. OP. DC. EO. 1.. OR. DA. EO. VIGO TO 226 
DA=-V 
Dn=1. -DB 
PA= (PA-PB) *U**DC+PB 
Go TÖ 393 

390 IF(I. GT. NnL+NPL)GO TO 280 
LT=2 
RFA0(9"106)MN"LI"nAsPA 

TYPF-17 DATA CARDS DEFINING POINT LOADS. 
WoITF(69? I2)MN. DA. PA. LI 

212 FnRMAT(14.1OX. 2FS. I*R4X"18) 
GO TO 260 

396 Dn=DA/FL 
Sn(6)=PA*FL4DA*DA*(DA-1. ) 

'Sn(5)=PA*DA*DA#(3"-2"*DA) 
SO(3)=PA*FL4(I. -nA)*(1. -DA)*DA 
SO(2)=PA*(1. -DA)*(1. -DA)*(I. +29*DA) 
Go TO ? 26 

? ß0 IF(I"GT. NDL+NPL+NTL)CO TO 125 
LT=3 
PFAD('' 103)MN"r)C. nA. PT. TT'DIR. OR 

103 Fn9MAT(I IO, 5F10. n, F1O. ')) 
TYPF-1A DATA CARDS nEFINING TEMPERATURE LOADS. 

)F(nAsFO. 0. )tin=D 
IF(C)R. FO. O. )0R=O 
IF(DIR. EO. O. )DIR=r)lr 

Go TO 260 
95 KK=KK+1 

MWT(MN)=MN 
DO 47 J=1.6 

47 DT(J'KK)=O. 
IF(DIF. F_O. 0. )GO TO 69 
WRITE(4)JO'JI"P*EL. FR. AB. AO. AM, AI. MN. BT"TT. D+OR. MT. DI"YT. YC"ES+UC+ 

IDIP, RTF. APF"TTF. TDF"171. DC 
IF(NML+NLJ+NRJ. GT. NTL)GO TO 75 -- 

TFM=TIM 

IF(STM"GT. O. )TEM=STM 

C 

C 
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69 CALL TF. MP(SO, DTWU('H(MN), UCT(MMN), OSB(MN)'OST(MN), DIR, ET(MN), ER, E, UC 
1, YC, YT. TENT, KK, RT, TT$D. OR%DC"DA, YCA(MN), YCT(MI'4), YTB(MN), YTT(IN), D1" 
2FSR(MN) , EST(MN) , [=SoNTL, ATF, r3nF. TTr, TSF, TU1) 

WPITF(6,211)MN4DC, DA, PT, TToD 
211 FnPMAT(14, F10.1, FA"1,4OX%3F8.1 ) 

MT=7 
lr(DIF. FO. O. )GO TO 2P q. 
Fr=F. T (MN) -r'R 
CALL LOCATE(H%PO"PI"POI"EC*ET(MN), JO"JI+NSS"NFJ, NEE, NEM) 
Go TO 225 

125 RFAD(5.106)MN"LI9(SO(J). J=1'6) 
C TYPF-19 DATA CARDS DEFINING OTHER IRREGULAR LOADS. 

WRITE(6,213)MN. (SO(J), J=1.6)"LI 
213 FORMAT(I446F4.1,14) 

LT=4 
G0 TO 260 

226 Ir(L1"F0. O)GO TO 225 
IP(LI6FO. 1)GO TO p22 
R(1)=R(2) 
R(2)_-R(5) 
R(4)=-R(P) 
R(5)=R(1) 

222 DO 227 J=1i3 
L=3r(J-1)+1 
DO 227 K=1.4.3 
M=J+(c-1 

227 SO(M)_R(L)*SO(K)+P(L+1)*"SO(K+1)+R(L+2)*SO(K+2) 
229 CALL LOAD(W, DF. SO, R, FL, JO, JI, NFJ. MT. MT, MR, NM. MN, ELI. EL) 

75 CONTINUE ' 
C" 

230 IF(NLJ. LT. 1)GO To 153 
WpITF(6%111) 

111 FORMAT(//12H JOINT LOADS/25H LP LOAD COMPONENTS//) 
C- 

DO 1150 I=IeNLJ 
RFAD(5"103)LP"SI(1)'SI(2)"SI(3) 

C TYPW-20 DATA CARDS DEFINING LOA4ED I INTS" NOC OF CARD23N-J 
C PEP LOADED JOINT DEFINING THE JOINT NO. AND THE LOAD COMPONENTS). 

WPITF(6,20, )LP. S1(1). SI(2), SI(3) 
203 FORMAT(15"5X"3F1,. 3) 

r)r) 350 J=19.3 
N=3* (LP-1) +J 

350 W(N)_W(N)+SI(J) 
150 CONTINUE 

C 
C THE LOAD VECTOR W HAS NOW BEEN CONSTRUCTED. CONSIDER NEXT THE ROLLER AND. 
C THE DISPLACED SUPPORTS"IF THERE ARE ANY. AND AMEND H ACCORDINGLY. 

153 IF(NRJ. LT. 1)GO TO 151 
WPITF(6%109) 

109 FORMAT(//? 
-5H 

PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENTS//35H JOINT NO DISPLACEMENT 

1 COMPONENTS//) 
IP(OIF. EO. G. )GO TO 157 
On 162 I=IsNPJ 
RPAD(911O1)LP"S)(I)' I(? )"SI(3) 

C TYPF-21 DATA CARDS flEFINING DISPLACEMENTS. NO OF CARDS=NRJ(ICARD PER 
C RESTRAINED JOINT (DFFINING THE JOINT NO., AND THE DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS). 

WpITF(4)LP9SI(1)9SI(2)"SI(3) 
16P Wp1TE(69202)LP, S)(1)"SI(2)'St(3) 

RFWIND 4. 
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DO 1 94 1=1 , NTL 
1 94 RrAl (4 ) 
19? 112'(NPJ. LT. 1)GO TO 191 

On 32 I =1 " MR 
32 Vlr (II =W( 1) 

C 
' 157 on 161 I=1*NDJ 

1F(nIF. GT. O. )GO TO 159 
READ(,. 103)LPiS1(1)"SI(2)"SI(3) 

'C TYPF-21 DATA CARDS SAME AS DEFINED RE: FORF 
WPITE(6,203)LP"SI(1)"SI(2)"S1(3) 
GO TO 156 

157-s RFAD(4)LP%S1(1)gSI(2)'SI(3), 
156"Dn 161 LT=1,3 "ý 

IF(SI(LT). GT. )00. )GO TO 161 
N=3K(LP-1)4LT 
W(N)=SI(LT) 
L=(N-I)*NFP+1 
M=N-NCO 
IF(M. GT. 1)L=L-M*(M 1)/2 
H(L)=1. 
K=NER-1 
1F(M. GT. O)K=K-M " 
Do 365 J=1iK 
NI=N+J 
L1=L+J 
W(NI)=W(NI)-H(L1)*SI(LT) 

365 H(LI)LO" 
1r(N"FO. 1)GO TO 161 
lr(N"LF"NE'F)GO TO 370 
K=N-NER+1 
Ln=(K-1)*NFR+1 
GO TO 320 

370 Kc1 
Ln=N-NFf+1 

320 M=NEO 
". N=N-1 

, DO 329 J=K. N 
M1=J-NCR 
IF(h1I, GT. 1)M=M-1 S 
LO=LO+nM-1 
W(J)=W(J)-H(LO)*SI(LT) 

325 H(LO)=0. 
161 CONTINUE 

C 
CH HAS NOW BEEN REVISED TO PROVIDE FOP PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENTS. SOLVE HD=W 
C BY CHOLESKY VETHOD FOR THE DISPLACEMENT VECTOR D (SEE SUBROUTINE SOLVE). 

151 DO 270 I=) "MR 
wn(I)=W(I) 
IF(NRJ. GT. O)W(I)=WE(1) 

270 CONTINUE 
DO 197 I=I. NDF 

190 ws(I)=0. 
CALL SOLVE (H"MR. MFB. NCP"NFM. WD) 

C USING PO AND POI PPFVIOUSLY STORED (POST MULTIPLICATIONS OF SO AND SOI 
C BY THE CORRESPONDING R)tCALCULATE MEMBER END FORCES FOR EVERY ME, MMBER. 

IF(DIF. GT. O. )GO TO 194 
WOITE(6. I13) 
GO TO 192 
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194 NHP=Nl1 
KY. nO 
RrAf(2) (H(1) 1=1. NE M) 

PFW) ND 1 

RFW ND 2'" 
14? RFWINr) 3" 

C 
Dn 200 1=Ii N' 1 
READ(3)JO"JI. R"EL, IZR, S"A. D"ABtAO. AM"AI"D1"MTO. PO. PI"POI. YT. YC, ES"U 

1C"fTF"BnF"TTF"TFIF"T'W 
I7(DIF. F. O. 0. )GO TO 199 
READ(2)PO, P1, P01, MT, EL14UPM9FP"UPO. UPI 
MTP=MMT 
Ir"(MT. LT. 7)GO TO 193 
IF(fOWT(1). FO"I)KK=KK+1 
Gn TO I R3 

1Q5 IF(MT"FO. R)GO TO POO 
193 ti1=3*J()-2 

N=3#JI-2 
Dn'29, J=143 
L_3K(J-1)+1 
IF(JI"GT. NFJ)GO TO 299 
SO I(J+3)=POI(L)KIM (N)+POI(L+1)3WD(N+1)+POI(L+2)*WD(N+2) 

205 SO(J+3)=PO(L)FWD(M)+PO(L+1)*WD(M4"1)+PO(L4"2)*JD(M+2) 
DO 375 J=1,3 
L=3#(J-i)+1 
SO(J)=R(L)*SO(4)4R(L+1)*SO(5)+R(L+? )*SO(6) 
SO1(J)=0. 
IF(J1. LE. NFJ)SO1(J)=R(L)'*SOI(4)+R(L+1)*SO1(5)+R(L+2)*SOI(6) 

375 SI(J)=SO(J)+SOI(J) 
SI(4)=-S1(1) 
SI (`l)=-SI (2) 
SI(6)=SI(2)*FL-SI(, 3) 
Do 3 J=1.6 
SI(J)=S1(J)#ET(1)-DF(J"I) 

3"FI(J)=S1(J) 
ßT. =. S*FL 
1F(SI(2)/SI(`i). GT. O.. AND. IJL(I). NE. O. )AT=-SI(2)/UL(I) 
IF(MT"F_O. 4)RT=ELI 
S1M=SI(? )*RT+. K*UJL(1)*5T35T-SI(3) 

C USING MMEMBEP END FnPCES" CHECK FOP EQUILISPIUM OF JOINTS. 
DO 2? 1 J=1'3 
K=M+J-1 
L=N+J-1 
Sn(J)=P(J)*SI(1)+P(J+3)#S1(? )+R(J+6)*SI(3) 
Snl(J)=R(J)*Sl(4)+R(J+3)*SI(5)+R(J+6)*SI(6) 
WF(K)=WE(K)+SO(J) 

221 WF(L)=WE(L)+SOI(J) 
IF(UC. GT. O. )GO TO 34 
DS(1"I)=-. 5*SI(3)*D/S+SI(1)/A 
DS(4.1)=. a "S1 (1)*n/S+S1 (1 ) /A 
IF(UL(I). Fn. O. )G, 7 TO 2? 3 
DS (2.1) =. , *S 1 t"1*"D/C-S 1 (4) /A 
DS (ý" 1) =-. 5#S I'4 0/S-S I (4) /A 

223 fS ("1, I) =. S*S 1 (f) *n/S-S I (4) /A 
DS(6,1)=-. 5*51 (6)*D/S-SI (4)/A 

34 IF(f)IF"f, T. O. )GO To 39 
WRITE(6.104)1*JOoSl(1)"SI(9)'SI(3)"JIiS1(4)'SI(5)%SI(6) 
Ir(MWT(I). NE. I)GO TO 2C0 
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KK=K. IV+1 
WPITE(6"401)DT(1"!; K)"DT(3, KK). DT(4+KK). DT(64Kt<) 
Gn TO ? 

"00 
35 F=SI(1) 

Ir (MVWT (1) . NF. 1) Co TO in 
I; kr=KK+1 
F=F+nT(49KK) 
F1(1)=F 
Fi(4)=-F 
FI(3)=SI(3)-DT(3.1<K) 
F1(6)=S1(6)-DT(64KK) 
SIM=SIM-DT(6. Y. K) 

3R SJP=SIGN(1. "SIM*AB) 
STO=-1. 
Sll=ls 
IF(MTO. FQ. O. OR. MTO. EQ. 2. )SIO=SIGN(1.. FI(3)*AA) 
lr-(MTO. EO. O. OP, MTn. FQ. I)SII=SIGN(1.4F1(6)-AB) 
IF(UPM"FQ. O. "OP. F"EQ"0. )GO TO 74 
IF(MWT(1). F6.1. ANO. IND. GT. O)GO TO 74 
FP=APS(). -FP/F) 
UM=AMIN1(UPO. UPM"UPI)/ABS(F) 
IF(FP. GT.. 05. AND"UM. LT. 50. )GO TO 74 
UMO=UPO 
UMM=UPM 
UMI=UPI 
GQ 1'O 73 

74 IF(UC"GT. O. )GO TO 44 
CALL ULTIS(YTB(1). YTT(I)rUMO, uMM. UM19F"D. SIO"SIR. SII"BTF+BBF"TTF. T 

IFTF. TW) 
Gn TO 4 

44 CALL ULTIM(YCB(I)"YCT(I)"YTB(I). YTT(I)"UMO, UMM. UUMI"F"D'D1"(JCB(I)"U 
ICT(I). ESB(I). EST(I)"SIR"SIO. SII. ABS(AB). AO. Atr, AI. OSB(I). OST(I). BTF 
P*RRF. TTF*TP. F. TW) 

4 UMOT=SIGN(UMO. FI(n)) 
UM1T=SIGN(U»1"F1(6)) 
UMMT=SIGN(U'4M. FI (6) ) 
IF(MWT(1). NF. I)GO TO 555 

UMOT=UMOT+DT(3, iK) 
UM I T=UMA T T+OT (6. KK ) 
UMMT=UMMT+DT(64KK) 

0595 Ir(MT"FO. MTO. 0R. MT. GT. 4)GO TO 73 
WPITF(6.400) 1 . MT%t1MO%VhV4. Ur4I9SIM90T 
On 7? J=1.6 

7? Sn(J)=OF(J. 1) 
IF(MT. FO. I. OP. MT. FO. 3)SO(3)=SO(3)+UMOT 
IF(M T. EO. 2. CP. MT. r'Q. 3)5O(6)=SO(6)+U IT 
EL2=EL-FL1 
CMa=SO(6)+SO(5)*F_L?. -*9*UL( I )- EL2*EL2+U, AMT 
CALL LOAD(W4DF%SO"R"FL. JO. JI%NFJ. MT. MTO. t4R. NM"I. ELI. CM) 

73 CALL CHMT(MT"FI(3). FI(6)"SIM. UMO. UMMI. UMM) 
IF(MT"FO. MTP)GO To 183 
WcITF. (6.404) I . MT'tIMO. UMM. UMI "SIM"RT 

409 FORMAT(//26H MN. MT. U'AO"Ut-'M. t! t. I "BMti1. ELI//2I5.5F15.3) 
Ir(MT"FQ. I)F. L1=O. 
Ir(MT. FO, 2)CLI=F(_ 
1r(MT. FQ. 4)FL1=9T 
DO 4 J=1'Q 
VO(J)=PO(J) 

9 VI(J)=PI(J) 
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lr(MT. LTe7)GO TO 341 
DO 34? J=1%9 
Pn(J)=0. 
P1(J)=0. 

34? PnI(J)=0. 
Gn TO 343 

341 CALL MATRIX(PO. P1. P0), SO. S1. SOI. R. EL"S. A. MT. EL1) 
343 On 340 J=1"9 

SO(J)=PO(J)-VO(J) 
340 S1(J)=P)(J)-VI(J) 

CALL LOCATE(H, SO, SI, POI, ER. ER. JO, JI, NSB"NFJ. NEB. NEM) 

CALL CHNH(MT. MTP, NH) 
IF(MT. LT. r)GO TO 48 
DO 36 J=1.6 

36 SO(J)=-DF(J, i) 
IF(NlToNF*7)GO TO P135 
I r" (MVWT (I) . NF. t) ,0 TO 285 
SO(1)=S0(I)+DT(4, KK) 
SO(4)=-SO(1) 
IF(MTP. NE. MTO)GO TO 285 
SO(3)=SO(3)-DT(3, KK) 
SO(6)=SO(6)-OT(6, KK) 
GO TO 285 

48 on 265 J=1.6 
265 SO(J)=DF(J"l) 

GO TO(15,20.25926)"MT 
?5 lr(MTP. FO. 1)GO TO 20 
15 Sn(3)=SO(3)+UMOT 

ir-(MT. NF. 3. OP. MTP. NE. 0)GO TO 285 
20 Sn(6)=SO(6)+UMIT 
26 Ft. 2= FL-FL 1 

Cm=SO(6)+SO(5)#F_L7-. 5*UL(I)*EL2*EL2+UtdMT 
285 CALL LOAD(W. DF, SO, R, FL, JO, JI , NFJ, MT, MTP. tr. R. Nid. I "EL1 . CM) 
103 WPITF(1)PO. PI, POI, MT, FLI. UMM. F, UMO, UMI, JO. JI. F1. MTP 
200 CONTINUE 

C 
IF(D1F. EQ. O. )GO TO 241 
KK=O 
IF(NH. EQ. NHP. AND. IND. GT. O)GO TO 62 

C PR I wT OUT INDIVIDUAL MEMPER END FORCES. 
n 

WDITF(6.11'1) 
113 FÖRMAT(//15H MEMRFR ACTIONS//101H m JO 

I TORCES AT JO JI FORCES AT 

2J1//) 
REWIND I 
DO 345 1=1"NM 
RFAD(1)PO. PI. POI. MT. ELI"UMM. F. UMO. UM). JO"JI"F1"MTP 
IF(MTP. GT. 6)GO TO 345 
IF(MWTCI). NE. I)GO To 344 
KK=KK. +1 
Wa1TF(64401)DT(1"KK)"DT(3. KK)%DT(44KK)4DT(6. KK) 

401 FORMAT(/19H TEMP. FORCES =. F15.3.1SX, F15.3+IOX. F15.3915X. F15.3) 
104 FfRMAT(15.? (I10. F1'i. 'l)) 
344 Wc>ITF(6.104)I"JO. F)(1). FI(2). F1(3)"J1. F1(4). F1(5). F1(6) 
34 9, r((NT 1 NUF 

WPITF(6.40A)NH 
40S FORMAT(//23H TOTAL NO. OF HINGES = 9I4//) 
241 IF(Ur. GT. O. )GO TO 51 

WQITE(6"214) 
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214 FORMATI//16H MFMBrR STRESSES//67H FOR M AT JO 
JM 

DO 240 I=1"NM 
IF(UL(I). NF. O. IWRITF(f,.?. 151I. (DS(J. I)"J=1+6) 

215 FnRMAT(I10%3F2O"1/1OX.; iF? 0.3) 
IF(UL(1). FO. O. )Wp)TE(6.216)1%DS(1,1). DS(39I)"0S(4.! ). DS(69I) 

216 FORMAT(I1n. F20.392OX. F20"3/IOX"F20.3.20X9F20.3) 
240 CnNTINUF 

51 WPITF(69119) 
119 FORMAT(//42H APPLIED JOINT LOADS AND SUPPORT-REACTIONS//61H J 
" I FX FY M//) 

C PRINT OUT THE APPARENT APPLIED JOINT LOADS AND SUPPORT REACTIONS, 
C THESE ARE THE OUTCOME OF EQUILIBRIUM CHECK ON JOINTS. 
C 

DO 224 J=1+NJ 
M=3*J-2 

119 FnRMAT(15"'iF20.9) 

224 WD! TF(6. l)9)J. WF_(M). WE(M+1)"WE(M+? ) 
C ' 

WQITF(6.11? ) 
112 FORMAT(//20H JOINT DISPLACEMENTS//65H JX 

IY ROTATION//) 
C PRINT OUT THE JOINT DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS FOR EVERY JOINT. 

C 

" DO 160 J=1"NFJ 
M=3KJ-2 " 
A=WD(M)/E 
S=Wr) (M+1) /E 
D=WD(M+2)*1F10. /(F*3.1415Q269) 

160 WPITF(6.11'5)J9A. S9D . 
C 

IF(IIIF. EO. O. )GO TO 54 
62 1F(NH. GT. NM)GO To 31 

RrWINO 1- 
IND=NDF 
IF(NH. EO. NHP)GO TO 735 
IND=O 
P WIND 2 
D() 96 1 =1 " NM 
READ(1)PO"P1. POI. MT"FLI. UMM. F. UMO. UMI 0 

56 WRITE(2)PO. PI. POI. MT. FLI"UMM. F. UMO. UP"11 
WOITF(p)(H(1)"i=1. NFM) 
BACKSPACE ? 
REWIND I 
Go TO SR 

735 IPCFTM. GT. O. )GO TO 49 
INV=INV+1 
DO 740 I=1"MR 

740 W(I)=W(I)*(1. +TIM) -0 

FOS=(I. +TIM)**INV 
WpITE(6.117)INV"FOS 
Go TO IS? 

4q TFM=TFM+TIM 

IF (NH. GT. 10) TEM=T-t4+70. ß"T IM 
I r- (NTL. FO. 3) TEM=Tr')"1+4 . *T IM 
IF(TFM. GT. FTM)GO TO 31 
WDITF(69612) 

61? FORMAT(//8011 TEMPERATURE-TIME VARIABLES/TEM. DP. BT. TT%ST. AT%YTL. YTS 
I. O/UCL+UCS"ESL. ESS"OSR"OST//) 
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58 PFWIND 4 
IF(INV. NE. NTL)INV=O 
t'O=1 
C)0 440 1=I , NTL 
RFAD(4)JO, JI, R, EL, EP, AR, AO, AM, AI, AMIN, FT, TT, D, (+R, MTO, D1, YT, YC. ES, UC, 

IDIF"RTF, F. F3F, TTF, TPF, TW, DC 

MI=MN-1 
IF(MO. GT. MI)GO TO 64 
Dn 90 J=MO, M1 

59) RFAr) (1 ) 
64 Mn=MN+1 

RrAD(I)PO, PI"POt+MT+EL1 
IF(M"i. FO. 7)INV=INV+1 
IF(MT, FO, 7)GO TO 440 
TF(NH. NF. NHP)GO TO 63 
DO 17 J= I "6 

37 Sn(J)=O" 
DA=-1. 
CALL TEMP(SO, DT, UCB(MN), UCT(h)N), OcB(MN), OST(MN), DIF, ET(rrrJ), ER, E, UC 

ItYC, YTtTEM, I, BT, TTID, QR, DC"DA, YCB(MI4), YCT(MN), YTB(MN), YTT(MN), O1, E 

2SR (MN) , EST (MN) , ES, NTL, OTF, F3BF+ TTF, TF3F, TW ) 
MT=7 
CALL LOAD(W, DF, SO, R, F_L, JO, JI, NFJ, MT, f4T, MR, NM, PIN, EL1, CFl) 

63 F('=FT(MN)-FR 
CALL LOCATE(H, PO, PI, POI"EC"ET(MN), J0, JI+NSE$NFJ. NE0, NEM) 

440 CONTINUE 
IF(it, IV*LE*NTL)GO TO IS-5)? 
IF(NN, GT, NCL, AND. MM, GT"NOS)GO TO 8 

31 RF'WI Nf) 4 
p WIND 3 

RrWINr) P 

54 IF(NN. GE*NCL)GO TO 5 
Nh1=NN+1 
Dn 182 I=I, NM " 
MWT(I)=0 " 
IF(DIF, EQ. O. )GO TO SP 
READ(3)JO, JI, R, EL, ET(I), S, A, D, AB, AO, Abt, AI, D1, h1T, SO, SI, SOI, YT, YC, ES 

1"UC, ATF, PP. F, TTF, TRF%TW 
WPITE(2)SO, ST SO), MT, E-L1'R(3), A. A, A 
UL(I)=O, 
YTT(I)=YT "- 
YTR(1)=YT 
Ip(UC, FO. O. )(; O TO 52 

UrR (1) =U(' 
UrT(I)=UC 

OSR(1)=. 004-UC/8 40000. 
OST(1) =OSF3 (I ) 
FSB(I)=FS 
FST(I)=ES 
YrF3 (I) =YC 
YrT(I)=YC 

S? Dn 182 J=1,5 
IR? DP(J, I)=O. 

RFAD(3)(H(I)"I=1, NEM) 
Gn TO 1 

5 IF(MM. GF. NOS)GO TO 8 

MM=MM+1 

Gn TO 20 
8 STOP 
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EtJD 
S It3FTC HECK?. 

StmROUTINF SOLVE(n+NA, KH, MP, NF_M, F-MTRX) 
DTMrNSI0N f: (NFM), F'MTRX(NA) 

Cr CrMß'=0SITION INTO LOWr_R TRIANGULAR MATRIX STARTS HIRE. 
1c T-1 
MrcVH*M9 
KHA=ICH 

. 
MAA=MR+1 

C 
Dn 601 T=2'NA 
IF(MRA. LT. I)KHA=KHA-1 
1F(D(1S T). GT. O. )7_ETA=1. /SORT(D(ISET)) 
IF(I)(1SFT). LE. 0. )7_ETA=0. 
IP=ISFT 
N('=KHA 
nn 600 J=1. KHA 
D(IP)=r)(IP)*ZETA 

603 1n=1P+1 

CDo 604 J=P' KHA 
JA=2+KHA-J 
ISET=ISET+1 
It7=1SET 

" 10=1P " 
DO 609 K=? "JA 
D(10)=D(10)-D(10)*D(ISET) 
10=1n+1 

(05 1n=1O+1 
IF(MC'. LF. TP)NC=Nr-1 

604 Ip=TP+NC 

601 icFT=ISET+1 
C 

1F(')(ISFT). GT. O. )n(ISFT)=SQRT(D(ISET)) 
1F(D(ISFT). LT. O. )n(ISFT)=0" 
1F (n (I) . tJl: '. O. ) F%ITRX (1) =FMTRX (1) /D (1 ) 

"IF(D(1). E0.0. )FMTRX(1)=0" 
L_1 
KHA=KH 

C 
nn 701 1=? %NAý 
IA=1 
IQ=1A 
1170MnA. LT. I)KHA=KHA-1 
Dn 701 J=2, KHA 
L=L+1 " 
IA=IA+1 

703 FMTRX(IA-1)=FMTRX(IA-1)-FMTRX(IB-1)*D(L) 
L=L+1 
IF(0(L). NF. O")FMTRX(IR)=FMTRX(IR)/D(L) 
IF(O(L). EQ. O. )FMTRX(I9)=0. 

701 CONTINUE 
C 
C FOR'4APn SUBSTITUTION HAS NOW BEEN COMPLETE. START BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION. 

IF(D(L)"NP. 0. )FMTPX(Ir+)=FMTRX(IR)/D(L) 
IF (7(L). FQ. O. )FNITRX(IR)=0. 

C 
Dn 704 1=2"NA 
1n=NA-1+1 
L=L-1 
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Ia=IA-1 
f)r) 705 J=29KHA 
FMTPX(ID)=FMTRX(In)-FMTPX(IR)*D(L) 
L=L-1 

70S Im=IR-i 
IF(n(L). NF. O. )FMQTPX(Ir))=FMTRX(ID)/D(L) 
Ir: (n(L). ro. 0. )FMTPX( Ir))=0. 
IF(Mn. Gr. In)IA=JA-1 
1 tr (MR . LT. 10) KHA=KHA4" 1 

704 CnNTINUE 
C 
C THE BACKWARD SUBSTITUTION AND THE SOLUTION IS COMPLETE HERE" THE 
C DISPLACEMENT VECTOR IS PLACED IN FMTRX (W IN THE MAIN PROGRAM). 

RETURN 
END 

sIBFTCnrCK? 
S09ROUTINF MATRIX (SO. SI. SOT"PO. PI"POI. R. EL. S. A"MT+ELI) 
DIMENSION SO(n)%S)(9). SOI(Q). PO(P)"P1(o). POI(9)"R(9) 
Sn(I )=A/EI. 
SI(1)=SO(1) 
SnI(I)=-SO(I) 
Dn 40 J=? "9 

40 SO(J)=O. 
IF(MT"LT. I)GO TO 41 

C PROVIDE FOR HINGED JOINTS WHEN CONSTRUCTING SO. SOI. AND SI. 
DO 43 J=? "9 
SI(J)=O" S. 

43 Sol(J)=0. 
IF(MT. F0.3. OR. MT. (; T. 4 )GO. TO 44 
F. (., 2=EL-FL I 
PF=FL1*'3+FL2* 3 
So (, )=3"*-S/FE 
SnI(B)=-SO(9) 
SI (>)=SO(S) 
Sn(6)=SO(S)*FLI 
SnI(6)=SO(5)4EL2 
SI(6)=-SOI(6) 
SO(A)=S0(6) 
Snl(6)=-SO(6) 

SI(6)=SI(6) 3 
Sn(4)=SO(R) "F. LI*rL1 " 

r 
SOI(4)=S0(!; )*FLI* L2 S 

St(Q)=SO(9)4EL2*FL2 
Gn TO 44 

41 Sn(R)=1?. *S/EL**l . 
Sn(6)=6. *S/(EL*EL) 
So(A)=SO(6) 
SO(4)=44*S/EL 

DO 50 J=2.9 
SI(J)=-SO(J)*FLOAT((-1)**J) 

50 SOI(J)=-SO(J) 
SnI(6)=-SOI(6) 
Snl(9)=?. *S/FL 

C TRANSFORM MFMRER STIFFNESS MATRICES FROM MEMBER TO GLOBAL CO-ORDINATES BY 
C POST AND PPF MULTIDLYING BY THE. CORRESPONDING ROTATION MATRIX 
C AND ITS TPANSPOStr P SPFCTIVELY. 

44 On 60 J=1"'t 
M=3*J-? ' 
D'1 99 K= 1 "3 
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N_(J-1)*"I+K 
PO(N)=SO(M)*R(K)+SO(M+T) R(K+3)+SO(M+2) R(K+6) 
DO(N)=".; O (M4)AR(K)"(-SOI (M+1)1, fR(K+3)+SOI (M+2)*-R(K+6) 

5c OI(N)=S1(M)*a(K)+SI(MM+1)"*R(K+3)+SI(M+2)*R(K+6) 
60 CnNTINUc 

C IST AND 2ND OUADRANTS OF MEMBER STIFFNESS MATRICES' SO AND 501+ OF ALL 
C MFMAFPS" POST MULTIPLIED BY THE. CORPFSPONDING R. ARE RETAINED IN 
C STOOL= FOR LATER USF FOR FINDING THE FORCES IN THE INDIVIDUAL MFMßERS. 

DO 70 J=1.3 
DO 65 K=1+3 
N_(J-1)*3+K 
Sn(N)=R(J)"APO(K)+R(J+3)*PO(K+3)+R(J+6)-PO(K+6) 
SÖI(N)=R(J)*POI(K)+R(J+3)*POI(K+3)+R(J+6)*POI(K+6) 

69 SI (N)=P(J) API (K)+P(J+3)'ß'P) (K+3)4R(J+6)*PI (K+6) 
70 CONTINUE 

RFTUr.? N 
EfJ0 . 

! IRFTCDrCK4 
SURROUTINE LOCATF(H. SO. SI"SO1, EC"F_F. JO. JI+NSE3+NFJ. NEE3+NEM) 
DIMPNSTON H(NFtii)9SO(n)9SI(n)"S0I(9) 
Ln=3*(JO-1)YNF_f 
LI=3*(JI-1 )*NER " 
Mn=JO+NSR-NFJ 
MT=JI+NSR-NFJ 
Ir"(MI. LT. 2)GO TO 80 S 

L1=LI-3(MI-1T-9*(MI-1)*(MI-2)/2 . 
IF(MO. GT. I)LO=LO-3*(n1O-1)-9*(MO-1)*(MO-2)/2 

" 
SO LOI=LO+'i* (JI-JO) 

DO 1? 0 J=1.3 
. Do 140 K=1.3 

N=(J-1)*3+K 
IF(MI. LT. 1)GO TO R5 . 
NT=3*(J-I)*(NSR-M1+1)-(J-I)*J/2+K 
IF(MO. LT. I)G0 TO 00 . 

." N0=3#(J-1)*(NSB-Mn+1)-(J-I )"*J/2+K 
GO TO 135. 

89 NI =( J-1 )* (NEI3-1) +K 
90 Nn=(J-1)X-(NFB-1)+K 

. 
C PLACE SO"SOI. AND SI IN H. 

13, IF(JI. GT. NrJ)GO TO 130 
KÖI=LOI+NO S' 

H(KO1)=SOT(N)*FF S" 
130 Ir. (K. LT. J)nO TO 140 S 

Kn=LO+Nn 
H(KO)=H(KO)+SO(N)*EC ' 
ir(JI. GT. NFJ)GO To 140 
K1=LI+N1 
H(KI)=H(KI)+SI(N)*EC 

140 CONTINUE 
12C CONTINUE 

RrTURN " 
END 

SI BFTCDFCK5 
SUBROUTINE LOAD(wqDFsSO, ReEL*JOoJlqNFJ*MT*MTPoMRiNM*MNeELl9Ct4) 
OTMFNSTON W(MP) gn-(6. NM) "SO(6) . R(9) 

1r(PAT. GT. 4)GO TO 431 
1F(MT. LT. I)GO TO 300 
GO TO(? 

_45.2.50.? 5cc. 2S6). MT 
2S5. U=SO (3 ) 
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ic: (tMTP. F. 0.1 )U=O. 
V=SO(6) 
Ir(MTP. rO. 2)V=O. 
Sn(? )=50(? )-(U+V)/EL 
Sn(, )=5O( . )+(U+V)/FL 
ir-(MTP. FO. 1 ) GO TO 33 
Gn To 3P 

24 SO (? )=SO(? )-1. S*S0(3)/FL 
Sn(S)=S0(ß)+1. ý"ýSn(3)/FL ' 
Sn(6)=5O(6)-SO(3)/2. 

32 Sn(3)=DF(3. MN)-SO(3) 
Ir(MT. EO. MTP)SO(3)=0. 
IF(MT. EO. I. OR. ti1TP. EO.? )GO TO 300 
GO TO 33 

250 Sn(? )=SO(? )-I. S*SO(6)/FL 
Sn(9)=SO(9)+165#50(6)/FL 
SO(3)=SO(3)-50(6)/2. 

33 Sn(6)=DF(6, MN)-SO(6) 
! r"(MT. FO. MTP)SO(6)=0. 
Go TO 300 

256 FL2=FL-FLI 
C=1. c*(rLP*FL2-EL1*EL1)/(EL1**3+EL2**3) 
S(i(2)=SO(2)4CM*C 
Sa(9)=5O(5)-CM*C 
Sn(3)=SO(3)+CM*(1. +EL)*C) 
Sn(6)=S0(6)-CM*(1. -FL2*C) 

300" no 4: 30 J= I "6 
1 ir(MT. NF. MTP)SO(J)=SO(J)'-DF(J. MN) 

430 nr(J"MN)=DF(J+MN)+SOIJ) " 
431 On 34R J=113 . 

K=3*(Jn-1)+J 
ir(JI. GT. NFJ)GO To 345 
L=3*(JI-1)+J 
W(L)=W(L)+R(J)*SO(4)+R(J+3)*SO(5)+R(J+6)*SO(6) 

345 W(K)=W(K)+R(J)-SSD(1)+R(J+3)*SO(2)+R(J+6)*SO(3) 
RrTURN 
END 

MIBFTCDFCK6 
SUE3ROUTINE TEMP(SOiDT%UCB. UCT. OSB. OST+DIF. ET. ER. E+UCsYC. YT"TEM. KK" 

IBT. TT. D"OP, DC"DA. YCB%YCT. YTB"YTT. DI"ESB, EST"ES+NTL. BTF. BBF. TTF. TBF 

2. T'll) 
. 

nIMrNSION SO(6). nT(6"NTL) 
X(U9V)=U*AMAXI(1.7-. 001*V,. 05) 
Y(U. V)=(UXDA+V*(tn-DA) )/D 
Z(U)=. 004-U/8340000. 

Cr(C, DC)=(C/DA)**nC 
C'"l(C. OC)=CC(C. DC)*(C*C/(DC+2. )+("5*D-DA)*C/(DC+1")) 
CP(C4DC)=CC(C9DC)*C/(DC+1. ) 
EH=FP 
UT=AMIN)(RT"TT) 
VT=AMAXI(RT. TT) 
Ir(01F. FO. 0. )GO TO 34 
IF(9T. FO. I. )RT=34V. *ALOG1OC8. X-TEM+I. ) 
Ir(TT"FO. 1")TT=349-,. *ALOG10(8. *TEM+1. ) 
Tn=. 4+. 005 -(TFM-) .) 
TP=. ti*AM1N1(TR.. R) 
UT=TP*MMINI(RT. TT) 
VT=TR*-AMAX)(RT. TT). 
S=(, VT-UT)/(DC+1. )+UT 
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IF(S. GT. 20. )DIF=DTF*AMAXI(1.02-. 001*S.. 05) 
IFIhA. LT. O. )DA=SQRT(2. *OC*(DC+1. )*DIF*TEM) 
DV=O-. G a71 
SM=UT 
SS=uT 
Ir(OA. LF. OM)GO TO 10 
Im(DA. Lr. n)GO TO 20 
UT=VT* (1 . -O/DA) **oC 
DA=D 

20 SM=(VT-UT)*(1. -DM/DA)**DC 
SS=2. *(UT+SM/(DC; I . ))*(DA-DM)/D1 

10 SL=(DAS'(VT-UT)-(DA-DM)*SM)/(DM*(DC+1s))+UT*AMINI(DA/DM"1. ) 
IF(UC. GT. O. )GO TO 50 
YTL=YT 
YTS=YT 
Ir(S"LT"20. )GO TO 70 
OR=OP*(I"+. 001*5) 
Ir"(S. GT. 200, )FH=X(ER9S) 
ET=Y(FH, FR) 
IF(DA"GT. DM. AND. SS"GT. 20. )CALL YIFLD(YTS. SS"YT) 

70 IF(SL. GT. 20. )CALL YIFLD(YTL, SLIYT) 
G7 TO 60 

50 UCH=UC 
UCL=UC 
urs=uc 
UrC=uc 
YTL=YT 
YTS=YT 
EcL=F S 
ESS=F. S 
IF(S. LT. 20. )GO TO 30 " 

OR-O'*"l l "+"002*S) 
IF(DA"LT"DM)0R=0n*(1. +"00)ß-S) 
IrUS . LT. 101")CH=cP*(I. 1-. 00r"i*S) 
1F(S. r, T. 101.. AND. S. LT. 301. )EH=. 6*F_R 
IFUS 6GT. 301. )EH=FR#(1.2-. 002*S) 
EN=AMAX1(FH9.09xFR), 
EH=FH/(1. +EH*(S-20. )*. 00000001) 
ET=Y(FH. F_R) 
Ic*(SS"GT. 70. )CALL CRUSH(UCS"SSgUC) 
Ir(UT. GT.? O. )CALL CRUSH(UCrsUT. UC) 

30 1P(VT. GT"2O")CALI_ CRUSHCUCH. VT. UC) 
IF(SL. GT. PO. )CALL CRUSH(UCL"SL"UC) 
IF(nA. LF. n-n1 )GO TO 60 
SL=(VT-UT)*(I. -(r)-D1)/DA)*4DC+UT 
Ir(SL. GT"20. )CALL YIFLD(YTLISL. YT) 
ir(SL. GT.?. OO. )FSL=X(FS. SL) 
IF(DA. LE. D1)GO TO 60 
5q=(VT-UT) "(1. -D1/DA)**DC+UT 
IF(SS. GT. 20")CALL YIFLD(YTS. SS. YT) 
Ir(SS"GT. 200. )FSc=X(FS*SS) 

60 IF(TT. GT. RT)GO TO 5 
YTR=YTL 
YTT=YTS 

"" TrF=TTF 
THE=TRF y, 

Bf F=RTF 
E3HF=RRF 
IF(UC. FO. O. )GO TO 61 ' 
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YrP. =YC*YT(, /YT 
YrT=YC*YTS/YT 
Ecß=ESL 
Urß=UCL 
IF(VT. CT. 20. )OSR=7(UCH) 
FST=FSS 
UrT=UCS 
Ir(UT. GT. 20. )OST=Z(UC'C) 

61 IF(TT. NF. PT)GC TO 6 
5 YTT=YTL 

YTR=YTS 
TCF=TnF 
THE=TTF 
RCF=PRF 
BHF=RTF 
IF(Ur. FO. O. )GO TO 6 "" 
YrT=YC*YTt. /YT 
YrE3=VC*YTS/YT 
EST=FSL 
UrT=UCL 
IF(VTcGT. 20. )OST=Z(UCH) 
F_SE=rSS 
UCB=ucs 
IF(UT"GT. 20. )OSB=Z(UCC) 

6 WPITF(6,610)TEM. DA'BT. TT"VT9S4YTL"YTS'OR 
610 FnPMAT(2FlO. 3%6FIO. O4FIO. 8) 

IF(UC. GT. O. ) PI TF(6%611)UCL, UCS. ESL. ESS"OSB"OST 
611 FOPMAT(2F10. O. 2F15.0.2F10.5/) 

3n S=FH*OR"E 
M=0 
X1=AMMAX1(0. "DA-THF) 
X; +=AMAX 1 (0. " TCF+DA-D ) 

64 A=PHF*"CM(DA, OC) 
R=RHF*CP (DA. DC ) 
! F(XI. EO-O. )GO TO 62 

. A=A+(TW-SHF)*"CM(X1 iDC. ) 
B=R+(TW-RHF)*CP(XIIDC) 
! F(X2. FC. O. )GO TO 62 
A-A+ (F3CF-TW) *CM (X? , 0C ) 
P. =R+(RCF-TW)-CR(X9 DC) 

6P IF("1. FO. ))(; O to lc 
M=M+1 
B M=A*SIGN(VT-UT. TT-9T) 
AF =Fl* (VT-UJT ) 
Go TO 66 

69 BM=RM+A*S1(+N(UT4TT-'RT) 
AF=AF+R*UT 

66 IF(DC"FO. O. "OR. UT. EO. O. )GO TO 63 

DC=O" 
GO TO 64 

63 Sn(3)=SN3M 
Sn(6)=-SO(3) 
Sn(4)=S*AF 
Sn(1)=-SO(4) ." 
Dn 4P5 J=1.6 
SO(J)=SO(J)-DT(J. KK) 

425 DT(J, KK)=DT(J"KK)+S0(J) 
RETURN ' 
END 
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TIHFTCDFCK7 
SU9POUTINF_ ULTIM(YCB. YCT. YTF3, YTT, UMO, UMM. UMI. F. D. DI41JCB9UCT. ESF3. ES 

1T. SIR, SIO45FI. AB, AO, AM, AI. OSß"OST, FUTF. F3BF, TTF. TBF"TW) 
ßrr(X)=(CFS* (D1-D? )+CFC "(r: 1-qETAýtX) )*RAT 
U(X) =X; < (3')4C. +.? F, *X )/ (3? OC, +, 7S*X ) 
V(X)="''i-X/IOpc1O" 
Dý=n-nl 
M=O 
lr(SIO. LT. O. )GO TO 76 

89 C) =AR*YCR 
Cp=AO*YTT' 
C, =U(UCB) 
C4 =AF *FSR "_ 
Cc; =YCB/ESB 
Cf. =AO*FST 
Ci=YTT/FST 
OC=OS9' 
EFTA=V(UCR) 
BF'=RRF 
TF=TRF 
GO TO 71 

76 C1=AO*YCT 
C9=AR*YTB 
C7=U(UCT) 
C4=A0*FST 
Cc; =YCT/EST 
C6=AP FSF3 
C7=YTR/F. SR 
OS=OST 
AFTA=V(UCT) 
Br=flTF 
T; r=TTF . 

71 N=0 

DN=1.1*D2 
RAB=100. 

72 N=N+1 
DI ? P=DN 
RADP=PAB 
SrS=OS*(1. -D2/DN) 
STS=OS*(D1/0N-1. ) 
CC'S=C4*SCS 

_ 
IF(SCS. GE. CS)CFS=rI 
TKS=r6*STS ' 
IF(STS. GF. C7)TFS=r2 

CrC=c *(TW*nN+(RF-TW)*AMIN1 (TFIDN) ) 
RAT=(TFS+F)/(CFS+rFC) 
RAB=1. -RAT 
IF(N. EO. 5. OP. DN. LF. D2. OR. AF3S(RAB). LT.. O1)GO TO 82 
Ir(ASS(PA9). LT.. 1)GO TO 67 
DN=nN*4AT 
IP(DN. GT. D2. AN7. ARS(RAR). LT. ARS(RADP). AND. ABS(RAB)"GT.. 3. AND. DN. LT 

1. n1)GO TO 72 
DP)=DNP-0N0*SIGNPAR) 
IF(APS(PAr)). GT.. z)DN=nNP-DNp*S1GN(. 3. RAB) ' 
IP (ON. LT. O?. OP, PAT"LT.. 3 )Or)= D? 
GCS TO 72 . - 

67 ! ELI=n 1-)N*S I GN C .O1. PAR) 
. r, o TO 72 

82 M. =M+1 
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I9r(RAT. LT. O. )RAT=0. 
Ir--(t . FO.? )C; O TO Rl 
1F(n1. F0.3)GO TO SA 
Ut'O=WM(DN) 
IF(AO. NF. AI. OR. S1n. F6. SII)GO TO 81 
UMi=UMO 
M M+1 
Gn TO 6( 

RI An=Al 
IF(S11. GT. 0. )GO TO 76 
Go TO 85 

03 UM1=RM(DN) 
06 1F(AM. NE. AO. OR. SIR. F. O. SIO)GO TO 80 

UMM=UMO 
GO TO 7R 

SO IF(AM. NF. A1. OR. SIR. NF. S1I)GO TO 87 
UMM=UMI 
Go TO 79 

87 An=AM 
Ir-(SIR. LT. O. )GO TO 89 
GO TO 76 

84 UaM=nNI(DN) 
79 RETURN 

END 

$I BFTCDFC. KS 
SUBROUTINE ULTIS(YTB"YTT. UMO. UMM"UMI+F. D. SIO. SIR. SII. BTF. BBF. TTF. T 

1BF. TW) 
C1=TWx(YTT+YTB) 
CP=(PTF-TW) *TTF*YTT 
CZ= (RRF-TW) +TRF*YTB 
CA=D*TW 

DMM1=(C? -C3+C4*YTT+F)/C1 
DV2= (C3-C7+C4 *-YTR4"F) /C 1 
BM1=C3*(DN1-. q*TRF)+. ti#DNI*DN1'TW*YTB+C?. (D-DNI-. SKTTF)+. 5-(D-DNI) 

1*(D-DN1)*TW*YTT 
ßM2=C2*'(DN? -. E*TTF)+. S3tDN2*DN2*TW*YTT+C3*(D-DN2-"5*TBF)+. 5*(D-DN2) 

1" (D-DN2) * TW*YTR 
IF(SIO. GT. 0. )UMO=nMI 
IF(STO. LT. 0. )UMO=mM2 . 
1r(S1). LT. 0. )UM1=nM) . 

' IF(SII. GT. O. )UM1=ß+M2 
IF(SIR. LT. O. )UMM=mMI 
]v(SIP. GT. 0. )UMM=gt42 
Q TUPN 
FMMD 

$IFiFTCDF7CKC 
SUBROUTINE CRUSH(UCR. S. UC) 
IF(S. LT. 301. )UCR=UC*(I. -. 0004*S) 
IF (S. GT. 301"" AND. S. LT. 401. ) UCR=UC*(1.24-. 0012*S) 
IF(S. GT. 401. )UCR=UC*(I. 64-. 0022*S) 

UCP= AMAXI (UCR.. 0c *UC ) 
RFTUR'J 
FM) 

$IRFTC nFCKIO 
SURROUTINF YIFLD(YTR. S. YT) 
IF(S. LT. 101")YTR=YT*(I. -. 00I5*S) 
IF(S. GT. I01.. AND. S. LT"201. )YTR=YT*(. 9-. 0005*S) 
IF(S. GT. 20I. )YTR=YT*(1.1-. 0015*S) 
YTR=A%IAX1(YTR.. Og4YT) 
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P TUEN 
END 
SUSRO(JTINE CHMT(MT'SO. SI"SIM"UMO"UM1" UMM) 
K=MT+1 
Gn TO(1RS. 1C? S")8ti. 46. IR,. 19S"185), K 

IR5 IF(AfS(SO)oGT. UMO)MT"_MT+1 
I C' (K. FO. 3) C, O TO 46 

. 
1F(K. F0o7)(; O TO 4SS 

109 IP(AMS(SI) oGT, UMI IMT=MT+? 
Itý(K. GTo4)GO TO 4q 

46 1F" (Ar S(SIM). GT. UMMM)(4T=MT+4 
45 RFTUPN 

END 
SU3ROUTINF CHNH(MT"MTP"NH) 0 
IF(MT-MTP. LT. 3. OP. MT-MTPoEO. 4)NH=N1-i+1 
IF(MT-MTP. E0.3. OP. MT-MTP"EO. 5. OR. MT-M TP"EO. 6)NH-NH+2 
IF (MT-MTP. EO. 7) NH=N1"i+3 
RETURN 
FND " 

2 
101 30 2, 3000 

68 180 120 '"11 
2300000 6 4 00001 

36 
36 

108 1246 12 

IR2 18' 392 18 1 105 40000 36000 30000000 

144 1728 12 

saß 88 88 88 10 40000 36000 30000000 
35 040 00 

-81 
. 18 2 '0 1 0 

23 200 1 
56 2-0 0' _ 1 
57 201" 0 
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APPENDIX III 

DATA PRINT-OUT AND SPECIMEN RESULTS 

All the data including those generated automatically 

are printed out for the time-dependent analysis (case 1) 

as explained in Chapter 7, and as shown in the next 

three pages. The results start from "Member Actions" 

in the third page. The temperature is increased 

gradually, as explained in Chapter 3, and results are 

printed out whenever any new hinge is formed. Analysis 

is discontinued when a mechanism is formed in the 

structure by successive formation of hinges at 7610C. 

The data printed out are in B. I. units as shovm 

in'Section 7.1.5, for which approximate conversion-to 

. 
S. I. units. is also shown in Chapter-7. 

The results obtained are again in B. I. units, 

for which the following conversions may be made: - 

Length: 1 in _ 25.4mm. 

Force: 1 ibf = 4.45 N. 

Moment: 1 in--lb = 113.0-mm-N. 

1 psi (as in E, U, etc. ) = 0.0069 N/mm2. 

22 
.1 

in (as in A, h, etc. ) = 645 mm2. 

Temperatures are, however, given in 0C. 
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STPl1GTl! 1E 17G0 

INELASTIC CNAPbCTERISTICS 

DIF .. STF. FTC' TIK UC 
^ . 171( ^( ý0 ! "eý1 2. n 3on0, 

SPECIAL DATA 
,' 

JX JY 8L CL Nt'V ffKJ NEV h'CJ 
E 180.0 12'_x. 0 1 i -t" -r 

BASIC VATA 

E t-It- NJ t, : FS NJO 11r L 0 
2300000.77 4P 66 ýý 

. OOr, 31t' 

STIFFOESS tAT(ilX Ct1AF'ACTERISTICS " 
N3 C, VFJ' 14P 4Er ;, p F14 

7 42 126 21 1.06 24,36 

HENCER VAfIATIONS 

AT 36 

REINFOFCEENELT VAR'lATIONS . 
AT 36 

JOINT CO-Ut"D110TES" 

XY " . 

2 1. bP. 0 860.0 
3 3En. n 5LA0 r 
4" 54('. (f 64r. r. .. 5 72(!. n 840.0 
6 9t"C e4C"r' 
70 72r. f 
8 1['n. n 720. n 
9 3E0.0 72x'. 0 

J. 54P. n 72(: ßr ii 72('. ^ 71+'r 
12 °t L. 72(. P " 1.3 0 690.00 

4 Iv0.0 6Jn. r " 36C. 6UP . 
1 

16 51,1s. Girt, 
17 72G. 0 6nr. f 

" 10 910.6('Ct. ý 
19 0 4Rr. n 
20 1t; ('. " ". 4xt"` 
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FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE COMPUTER RESULTS 

INTRODUCTION 

A more detailed discussion of the computer results 

for the part of the framework in the neighbourhood of 

the fire, in particular the signs of the plastic hinge 

moments and their relationship with the indicated deformed 

shape, is presented for reading in conjunction with the 

discussion of results given in Chapter 7 of the Ph. D. 

thesis. 

Case 1, namely, the behaviour of the framework under 

uniform dead load only and time-dependent temperature 

variation due to fire is considered. Other cases can be 

explained in similar lines. 

FAILURE OF COLUMNS 

Under normal gravity loads, i. e., with no transverse 

loads within the length of a column, the sign of the 

bending moment is normally reversed from one end of the 

column to the other as shown in Fig. S1.1, in which case 

there is the possibility of formation of plastic hinges 

only at member ends without a complete failure of the 

column. However, under temperature loads as in the 

case of a fire, the magnitude only of the bending moment 

may change from one end to the other without any reversal 

of the algebraic'sign as shown in Fig. S1.2. In the 

first case (Fig. S1.1), plastic hinge or hinges may 

form at one or both ends of the column without any 

complete failure of the member. In the second case 
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(Fig. S1.2), a plastic hinge will form near the point 

of the maximum bending moment (JI-end in Fig. S1.2) when 

it exceeds the moment of resistance of the section concerned, 

and the plasticity may spread from that end to the other 

as the temperature is increased, thus leading to a complete 

failure of the column. In the computer program, this is 

taken into account by considering three sections of the 

column, namely, the column ends and the mid-section. 

When all three sections fail, as shown in Fig. 7.4 

(Member Nos 56 and 57 in Fig. 7.1) the function of the 

column as a part of the structure is ignored and the 

member is excluded from further analysis. In other 

words, the whole column is assumed to act as a single 

hinge without contributing to the stiffness of the 

structure. 

FAILURE OF BEAMS 

A beam, i. e., a member with normal transverse loads 

within its length, may fail because of formation of 

three plastic hinges (two at member ends and one in the 

middle), the sign of the bending moment changing alternately 

from one hinge to the next, as shown in Fig. S1.3. 

Under an increasing temperature load, however, this is 

not likely. 
_to 

happen. 
. 

In the case of the top beam (member No. 18 in Fig. 7.1), 

the sagging bending moment in the middle of the member 

is reduced while the hogging bending momentsat the member 

ends increase (See Fig S1.4). If the temperature is 

increased further the sign of the bending moment in the 
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middle of the member will be reversed, and as there is 

normally very little top reinforcement in a beam (as in 

the present case), it is more likely to fail at this 

section depending upon the magnitude of the gravity 

loads within the member. If the gravity load is extensive 

and the reinforcement is low at the top of the beam ends, 

plastic hinges may form only at member ends. 

In the case of the bottom beam (member no. 23 in 

Fig. 7.1), the hogging bending momentSat the member ends 

are reduced while the sagging bending moment in the 

middle of the member increases with an increase in the 

temperature (see Fig. S1.5). This finally leads to 

a plastic hinge in the mid-section when the temperature 

is high enough', as happens in member no. 18. If the 

gravity load is low with a good amount of reinforcement 

at the bottom of the mid-section and very little near 

the member ends, there is a possibility of forming 

plastic hinges at member ends rather than at the 

middle. 

DEFORMED SHAPE OF THE BEAM-COLUMN RING 

With a conventional conception of the deformed 

shape of a beam-column ring under 

it is difficult to visualise at a 

why the columns (member nos. 56 a- 

inwards as shown in rig. 7.2 with 

of these members outside the ring 

side). This is a case unique to 

normal gravity loads, 

first glance as to 

ad 57) are curved 

the tension faces 

(apparently the wrong 

temperature loads as 
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mentioned in Section 7.1.1 (p. 200 of the thesis). - This 

happens because of the temperature moments at the column- 

ends being larger than the temperature moments at the 

beam ends, the column sections being heavier than the. 

beam sections. The columns tend to push the beams 

outwards to assume their natural curved shapes under 

temperature, but are partly prevented from doing so 

because of the rigidity of the joints and by the 

temperature moments produced at the beam-ends (see 

Fig. S1.6). The result is the deformed shape as shown 

in Fig. 7.2 with all the tension faces being outside 

the ring. 

FAILURE MECHANISM 

In portal frames, plastic hinges are normally 

assumed to form at the joints. In the present computer 

program, however, hinges are allowed only at member ends, 

giving a higher degree of freedom and requiring a 

larger number of hinges to form a mechanism than would 

be necessary with hinges assumed at the joints. In 

all the cases discussed in Chapter 7, mechanisms are 

formed mainly because of the collapse of both the 

columns in the vicinity of the fire. 


